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Name 
Rank 
\ 
DIVISION I. 
CH'IJRCH LADS' B&IG~DE. 
DISCHARGE CERTIFICATE. 
•....••••......•••...•....................••• ·-- ...•..................... 
on Discharge • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
........................... Comp·any • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Battalion . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Regti:men t. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c •• 
................. Years ................ Mont he 
Date of Admission 
Date of Discharge 
Age on Discharge 
Total service ......................... Years 
He . * 18 • .................................... In 
................ Mon"ttha 
consequence of:-
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
································································- ~··············· 
• His conduct and character while • serving In the above 
Company ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •4 ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
·······································~···························••f••·········· 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
······················································~··························· 
He has during his service been present at ................. . 
per cent. of Weekly Drills ordered. 
He has during his ser-rice been present at ................. . 
per cent~ of Weekly Religious Attendances ordered. 
Rewards obtained during Service:-
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Signature of 
Chaplain or 
Assistant Chaplain 
Sig~ature of 
Commanding 
Officer. 
* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Date .............. • ........................ .. 
* 
• 1n ''Transferred.'' or 
GUIDE. ss. 2, 3. 
2. WEARING OF EQUIPMENT. 
Oaps (with the exception of' peak caps) to be worn o:n 
the right side of the head, about one inch over the 
right eyebrow, no hair showing on the forehead, the 
seam, or opening of lining, to be at back. 
Haversacks to be worn over the right shoulder, the 
waist belt buckled over the straps, so that the haversack 
(folded) comes just below it. The last fold, whe.n the 
haversack is folded, should be tucked inside the mouth of 
the haversack. The length of the haversack must ~ 
adjusted by folding strap u·nder l~aversack and stitching 
it, or with the new pattern by adjusting slide. 
Water Bottles to be worn over the haversa·ck, strap o,·er 
eft shoulder~ neck of the bottle in line with the beJt. 
Badges to be carefully fixed on the centre of the front 
of privates', non -commissioned officers', warrant officers', 
and officers' peak caps; and on left side of officers' field 
service caps. The red cloth under the bad~ge should 
always be clean and properly adju.sted. 
Battalion Numbers to be worn above cap badges of 
lads. 
Buglers' and ambulan,cers' badges to be worn on the 
right ~rm arbove the e~lbow, N.C.O.'s above the stripes. 
SERGEANTs.-Oross Belts to be worn over the left 
shoulder, and over haversack ~trap. 
Ohevrons.-N.C.O.'s chevrons to be worn on the right 
arm, above the elbow, equidistant between elbow and 
shoulder; point down. V\T arrant officers' above right 
wrist, reversed (point up). 
Sashes (warrant officers') to be worn over right 
shoulder and ove:r the waist belt, the knot just below it. 
Oap Oovers.-The reg~lation white cap covers will 
be worn over the regulation cap whene,Ter, in the 
opinion of the commanding officer, protection from the 
sun is required. 
3. MEMBERSHIP BADGES. 
Watcl1 chain pendants, scarf pins, brooches, button-
3 B 2 

• 
GUIDE. s. 4. 
atten.dance Church Bible Class, or Church Sunday 
Sehool. 
(k). Lads' Q11.alifications.-To entitle lads to medals the 
following conditions mu1st b.e ful,filled :-
(l). F1irst Class.-F,or t\velve months' ser,rice., which 
may con1mence at any date (no seTvice count~ under 13 
y·ea-rs of age), not having been absent, without lteave, 
f rom any order·ed weekly d).~ill or T·eli1gious attenda11ce, 
and the weekly subseri·ptio11 fo.r th·e sa111e period not 
havin.g · b1oon at any time n1ore than two \vee){s in 
a rTear. 
(m). Second Class.-For one year's service, as above, 
p rovided the absences ha\'"e not exce·eded 10 per cent. 
I f ·a member is als.o i11 the Territo·rial Force, the T~er­
r iU>:riaJ Drihl may count ~if it occtlrs on the same d,ay 
as the Comp.a.ny drill. 
(11-) Enamelled.-After the third bar has h·een ear11ed; 
the enamelled medal may be issued in the place of the 
bronze ; and it may be a \Varded to sergeants inBtead of 
t he bronze medal. In each case the same bar or bars aro 
attached as would be used with the bronze medal. 
(o) SilveT.--Only one silv·er medal shall be issued 
to a company, and it shall be 'vorn by the N .C.O. in 
charge of the winning squad for the time being, in the 
Company Squ«Vd Competition. llibbon.-Blue. 
(JJ). Med.al~ and good con•dt1ct badges may be with-
held or forfeited for miscoi1dtlct., at the discretio11 of 
t he officer command.ing. 
(q). LOO.s should, on enroln1ent or completion of re-
cruit course, have the !'egulations controlling the issue 
of medals carefully explained to them. 
(r). Officers shall not wear Brigade medals. Warrant 
officers may have 011ly lo11g servi,ee medals issued to 
t hem, b·u.t th~ey m.ay 'vear Bri,ga,de med.als and barg, 
which they have earn·ed as pl"'i, ... ates or non-oommis.sioned 
officers, and th·ey may e~ar11 bars on the same condi-
t ions as the lads. Medals a11d decoration~s given by the 
Sovereign or the Royal Htl~111a11e Soei€ty can be worn 
5 

GUIDE. s. 5. 
5. COl\iPE.TITIONS. 
SQUAD COMPETITION. 
A competition between squail.s may be c.arried out 
und!er the following CO·nditions :-That squad wins which 
has earned the ·greatest average number of points per 
head. Thus the .largest or the ~smallest squad wil1 com .. 
pete on equal terms. For example supposing there he 
2·0 Jad,s in a :squad, and two points be given fo·r a parade .. 
At the roll call 10 are pre.s·ent; therefor·e, only 20 points 
are earned, or an averatg·e of one point per hecvd. It 
therefo~e h·ecome.s the interest of each membe~ of a 
s·quarl not only to attend himself, but also to urge his 
comrades to do likewise. The wh~ole system stirs 
enthusiasm, creates esprit de corps, and a sense of 
corpo~ate life. It sustains the interest if the numbers 
earned by the squads in the competition for eac.h week 
be posted up on the '' Squad Attendance and P.ayment 
S.heet. '' The membeLI"s of the winning squad for the 
month or qda;rter to hold the squad prize, and where the 
Company has a silver medal, the N.C. 0. in charge weazts 
it for th·e same period. 
SuGGESTED RuLES FOR SQUAD CoMPETITIONS. 
1.-Two points will be given to the squOO for a mem-
ber's attend.ance at drill, Church Parade, and Sunday 
Church attenitwnce, Bible 9ffiss, or Sunil·ay School, 
Tempe·rance Meeting, etc. 
2.-Ten per cent. will be added to the point.s earned 
by any membe[f for the current period upon his obtaining 
his 3rd, 2nd, or 1st class ambulance certificate, or 
marksman's badge. 
3.-For shooting the follo\ving . percent~ges will be 
added to the points earned by any member.-For 
marksman's badge 10 per cent.; for 1st class 7 per 
cent. ; for 2nd class 4 per cent. 
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4. -Five per ce11t. vvill be added to the l)ointS- earned 
by any member for th€ c11rrent peTiod for each completed 
eou1,se of Sand·ow Training, or .first or second-class 
bad1ge for s ·couting. 
5.-~t\. member will be cou11ted as on the strength of 
the squad from the day oftl h1s bein~g squadded to the 
tin1e of his having given notice to the officer commanding 
rus Company of his desire to l"esign. 
6.-011e point will be deducted from the sq.uad for 
every weekly subscription which is more than two pay-
nlents in arrears. 
7~-0ne point V\7 ill be ded·t1cted for each n1ember who 
ha.s ~not taken a " BRIGADE '' for the month. 
8.-.... L\.ny member, 'vhether i11 the 'vinni11g squad or not 
who has earned fu11 point.s for at least three consecutive 
months shall be rewarded. 
9.-... t\ny member bei11g in the ''rinning .squad not 
having earned at least three-qtmrters of the fu11 points, 
shall not be entitled to the squad ba(lge. 
10.-0ther matters for 'vhich poi11ts can be e.arnecl, or 
d.edu-cted, may be fron1 tin1e to ti1ne published in orders. 
6. ''THE BRIGADE.'' 
Every member should take the ''Brigade,'' Monthly, 
price, 2d.; to members, 1d. Every member should en-
deavour to sell copies to neighbours and friends, and 
thus create public interest in the C. L. B . . A1so thereby 
a good profit may be made. 
. Lads should st1ggest to their officers to adopt the 
"Tenth Anniversary Rule,'' \vhich runs as follows :-
. ''Members must on the last week of e.ach month pay 
td. extra, for which they will receive one copy of the 
'Brigade· of the nPxt month.'' 
Every lad should read '' Ot1r Lads' Corner " an~ 
become a '' C'ornerite.'' 
8 
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7. SIGNALLING. 
Classes, either in ~'Mo-rse,, or ''Semaphore,, q. 
nailing may be formed, which will greatly interes-t th& 
lads. 
An examination must be passed to qualify fGr badges·. 
A proportion of officers, non-commissioned f':fficers 
and lads in each unit should be instructed in Sema-
phore signalling without :flags. 
8. C. L. B. MEDICAL CORPS. 
An examination should be held at the end of the pre-
scribed course of inst~uction, the examiner to be the 
principal medical o:flicer of the district, or someone he 
shall ·appoint. If no. principal medical officer of the 
district be appointed, application must be made to 
Headquarters or the Diocesan Authority (if one exists.). 
The examination shall comprise an adequate know-
ledg.e of the ~~Manual for the C. L. B. Medical Corps,'' 
as laid down in the Regulations. . 
"Ambulance'' certificates \viii be granted to those 
who pass this examination satisfactorily. These cer-
tificates (to be obtained from Headquarters) will entitle 
the holders to wear for .one year the ~'ambulance 
badge,, on the .right arm above the elbow, and take 
the rank of "ambulancer.'' 
Third-class certificates are issued upon the first 
examination passed. 
Second-class certificates are issued upon the examina-
tion. passed at the end of the first year, after the first 
certificate has been earned. 
First-class certificates are issued upon the examina-
tion passed at the end of the second year. 
9 
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9. RIFLE SHOOTING . 
.,_ __ 
' In order to encourage miniature rifle &hootil}.g,~ Head-
~.narters have arra.ngea with the Soeie~y of Miniature 
'Bille Clubs (S.M.R.{1.) that all the COmpanies in a 
Battalion can be affiliated as a Battalion Club, Head-
quarters paying all fees. The following privileges are 
enjoyed oy thus being affiliated. 
1.--Clttbs are exem~ from payment of gun licence 
for rifles used on mintatu.re .ranges. 
2.-Clubs are eligible to compete at ride meetings 
organised by tlie S.M.R.O. 
a.---.Tw9 medals are awarded annually to each Bat-
talion Club for competition amongst other membeTs. ,. 
MA.BitSMEN'.s BADGES AND CLAss FIRE QuALIFICATIONS. 
1.-A.ny percussion weapons may be used. -
2.-Ranpe.-Not less tha.n ~yards. 
3.--8c~nng.~Fidng of shots in eaqh position {prone 
and kneeling). · 
4.-Marlcsman'B Badge.-The highest possible is 70, 
an.d the qualification for marksman-'s badge is 50. 
5.__.ozass FiTing .. -lst Class, minim11tJl of 40 2nd 
Class, minimum of 30. 3rd Class, all below 30 . 
. 
10. PHYSICAL TRAINING BY THE SANDOW 
. METHOD. 
---
The object of this scheme. is to ensure that every lad 
who wishes to develop his body to the highest possible 
point of healtb, strength, and efficiency, may have fnll 
opportunities for acquiring such development. 
are formed for convenience, bnt the position of each lad 
bel nging to the class ia detennined by previous 
rneasur-ement and examination, which is, of -course, 'in-
\livid.ual, -
10 
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In course of tim..e, according to the terms &f a most. 
~nerouc& offer by Mr. S"andow, prizes will be awarded 
t9 th.e classes which show the highest a,verag.e of general 
improvement. In order to compete for these p?ize& 
classes BlUst consist o.f at I~t twelve members. Nothing 
can,. ho-wever, be decided in detail until the ,cheme has 
~ in working order for some rn<>nths. 
tt. INSTRUCTIONS TO MEMBERS OF THE 
CHURCH b'ADS' BRI·GADE. 
I.-Remember the Church Lads' Brigade is no play-
ing at soldj.ers, but, as you will some day have to 
command, you will never be able to do this properly 
unless you first learn to obey, and therefore the Bngade 
ad{)pts the militan ol'ganisation as the only one kno..wn 
which so r.eadily inculcates the virtues of obedience 
and discipline. 
2.-Make yourself thoroughly acquainted with the 
rules of your Company. · 
3.-Study carefully the terms of the issue of di• 
charge certificates, and remember that a good discharge 
may give you such a start in life as nothing else would. 
(See pp. 1 and 2.) 
4.---Salute (or, at the discretion of the commanding 
officer, if not in eqttipment, take off your head-dress) 
all officers of lJle G. L. B. and H.M. Forces when you 
m-eet them on or otf parade. 
5.-Salute (or, at the discretion of the commanding 
officer, if not in equipment take off your head-dress) 
all c-lergy, Whether belonging to the C. L. B. or not, aa 
officers of the Church. 
6.-If yott are standing still when an officer passes, 
turn towards him smartly, come to ~'attention,~ and 
salute with the right hand. 
7.-It you are walking past an officer, commence to 
salute three paces from him and lower the hand three 
u 
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paces after passing him. Salute witl1 the hand furthest 
a way from the officer and t11rn the head towards him. 
8.-If you are sitting when an officer passes, rise, 
stand to '' atten .. tion,'' and salute with the right hand. 
9.-If you are with the other members, sitting, or 
standing about, the senior non-commissioned officer or 
senior member will call the whol~ to ''attention," and 
he alone will salute. 
1!>.-If you appear in a room in equipment before an 
officer, you are to salute him, but not to remove yolU 
he·a·d-dress. 
11.-If you are witholit your head-dress, or carrying 
anything that prevents you from saluting properly, you 
must not salute with the hand, but stand to ''attention'~ 
till the officer passes, or if walking you will turn you:r 
head smartly towards the officer. . 
12.-Never attempt to avoid an officer. 
13.-You must always use ''Sir," and st.a.nd strictly 
to ''attention,'' when addressing a.n officer. 
14.-Before you address an officer, or when an officer 
addresses you, halt two paces from him and salute, 
closing yo11r heels and standing to ''attention''; don't 
'' loll '' about, but .stand still; on leaving him, again 
salute smartly, and turn about correctly before m.arch~ 
ing off. ~ ., 
15.-When meeting parties of the Regular or .~uxiliary 
Forces, or of the Ch11rch Lads' Brigade, salute the 
con1manding officer, and the colours, if uncase.d. 
16.-You must obey all orders given by an officer, 
warrant officer, or :p.on-commissioned officer, although 
he may not belong to your Company or Battalion. 
17.-·In the event of no officer or warrant officer 
being present, the senior non-commissioned officer, or 
(if none be present) the senior private is responsible 
for order, and must be obeyed as if he were an officer. 
18.-Be p11nctual on parade and never absent with-
out leave. Always apply for leav·e on the "Leave of 
13 
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or other ornaments to be worn in the buttonhole when 
in equipment. 
212.-Carbines should be well looked after, slightly 
oiled inside and outside, the bree.ch and the barrel to 
be kept clean and free from rust. 
23.-Do not be content with holding yourself erect 
and having a soldierlike bearing on parade only, but 
cultivate the habit wherever you are. 
24.-When about to fall in alway.s carry your carbine 
at the slope, and when the parade is dismissed leave the 
ground carrying your carbine in the same manner. 
Don't rush off, but walk quietly off. . 
25.-Do not talk in the ranks when standing or 
marching at ''attention.'' . In marching, always be 
careful to step with the dru·m, and march by the direct-
ing flank; hold your head up, don't look down, cover 
off properly, and s·wing the disengaged arm (but not 
across the body); carry the carbine carefully in the 
prescribed manner. 
26.-Be punctual in all payments, so that nothing shall 
stand between you and your officers. You then have 
the satisfaction of feeling that you are paying your 
way. . 
27.-If your subscriptions are in arrears, don't stay 
away, but attend and state your reason-this is a far 
more open and manly course than staying away be-
cause you are afraid to ~ace your officers. The expenses 
of your Company have to be n1~et wheth~er you are there 
or not. 
28.-Remember that the C. L. B. aims at all its 
members being gentlemen; this does not depend on 
being finely dressed, for the poorest lad may be as 
muc·h a gentleman as the richest. Being a gentleman 
is to be gentle in your demeanour and not to hurt the 
feelings of others, and to carry out your ''Duty to-
ward,s thy neighbour '' in the Catechism. 
29.-Never holloa and make a noise in the streets; 
this annoys others, and, therefore, is not the conduct 
. 15 
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neglect their d·uties, the orderly sergeant must bring 
them before the· Company officers. 
(J). All non-commissioned officers at all tim.es to work 
with the members in doing all they can to forward the 
interests of the Church Lads, Brigade, and particu· 
larly to gain the respect and affection of all lads in the 
Company by their good example and kindness. Those 
in charge of s.quads can best serve the· Company by 
strictly following these instructions an·d doing t .heir 
utmost that their squads may be first in the competition. 
(k). T1he Company will be most successful who~1e non-
com.m.issioned officers are most painstaking anq 
thorough. 
(l). Non-commissioned offioers must heal~ in mind that 
more good will be done by good example than by worrJ·-
ing the members by constant correction. 
(m). It is the duty of all non-commissioned officers, 
who have to instruct, not only to tell the lads '\vhat to 
do and how to do it, b·ut to explain to then1 whj- it is 
done. 
CLUB ORDERS TO NON-CO~iMibSIONED 
OFFICERS AND WARRANT OFFICERS OF A 
CO~IPANY. 
NoTE.-A Warrant Officer or Senior N.C.O. ,~lill be 
speciallY. selected to supervise the Club. He will oe 
resp·ons1ble to the C·ommanding Officer for the amuse-
ment, recreation, and good be;haviour of the n1embers. 
1.-Eatch we·ek on.e squad ~ill be told off for duty. 
2.-T·he non-commissioned officer on dtlt),. will be 
responsible that on·e or more members of l1i: sqt1ad be 
present with him each night to assist him. 
3._.N on-commissioned officers, whe11 on dut)·, will 
always woear che-vrons. The orderlies must wear belt. 
4.-Th·e orderly non-commissioned officer will be re· 
19 
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GUIDE TO OFFICERS, WARRANT OFFICERS< ETC. 
18. PRELIMINARY REMARKS. 
A want was expressed by many for a few general 
directions as to the duty of Company officers a.nd 
warrant officers, together with a few details as to the 
duties of N.C.O.'s. To meet this want, this manual 
was first published. From the nature of things these 
remarks are almost entirely confined to tl1e military 
side of the question. It is hoped, however, it will not 
be thought, because .much has been made of tl1is, that 
less is thouglJt of that which is spiritual; but to work 
our system satisfactorily, so that the main object we 
all · have in view, namely, the spiritual and s·ocial wel-
fare of the lads, may be efficiently carried out, too 
much attention cannot be given· to every particular of 
military detail. To many workers '"rho have no mili-
tary experience, the stress laid on trifles may seem too 
excessive, but the more the wonderful military organi-
sation is studied, tl1e more it will be seen how abso-
lutely it depends on the exact carrying out of detail,. 
and in this it only bears out the experience of life, 
reme.mbering tl1e saying in Eccles.iasfe,s, ''He that 
contemneth small things shall. fall little by little.'' To 
some, unaccustomed to military discipline, the little 
tokens of respect to superiors laid down may be some-
what galling; and particularly is this the case in 
Church work, where there is the great danger of a 
tendency to assume that Church work does away with 
all difference of rank, that one Church worker must 
necessarily, in mundane affairs, be as good as an<>ther. 
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Anything of this. nature is fatal to our particular B.Yatem, 
as the very first principle of our Brigad& is to make the 
lada feel that they mnst -o~ ancl show respect for those 
.at over them, and this becomes impossible if those of 
eu.perior rank do not sh~w tha-t outward observuce of 
~ect, for superior officers which is here enjoined . 
• , lkample is better than precept,,~ and with lads this 
ia doubly true. Again, should any worker feel inclined 
be eotnewhat offended at orders teceived from superior 
o6icera, let him think ~'There were no ill language were 
it not ill taken,'' and crf the welfare of the lads he ja 
worlting so hard for. 
14. OFFICERS' SENIORITY. 
B~niority.-(1) Colonels, (2) Lieutenant-Colonels, (3) 
Majors, (4) Captains, (5) Lieutenants, (6) Second-Lieu-
tAmants, (7) Battalion Sergeant-Majora-l (8) · Company 
"Sergeant-Instructors, (9) Sergeant-Drummers and 
Sergeant-Buglers, according to seniority, (10) Staif-
Sergeants., (11) Colour-&rgeants, (12) Sergeants, (13) 
Lance-Sergeants, (14) Corporals, (15) Lance.:Corporals, 
(16) Privates. 
Begime~al Chaplains rank for preCedence with 
Coloaels, Battalion Chaplains with LieutJenant-Colon61s, 
Company and Assistant-Battalion Chaplains w1th Majors, 
.J.Miat,a,nt-Chaplains with Captains, but have no executive 
~and. 
All of eqttal grade rank ac(!oMi~ to. seniority. 
t 
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Posit,ion of the '·' Garry.~' -Cane perpendicular, elbo\v 
close to the body, forearm horizontal and straig4ht to the 
front, left arm at '' Attention.'' 
Position of the " Recover.'' -Bring the ri~ht thumb 
opposite the mouth, can·e p·erpendicular, elbow close to 
the body, left arm at "Attention.'' 
Position of the '' Salute." -LoweT the cane smartly 
f rom the ''Recover,'' th·e p·oint to be about 12 inches 
from the ground and directly to the front, right arm 
straig;ht, hand just behind the thigh, left aT·m at 
'' Attentio.n." 
Canes wil~l be at the ''Garry'' when 1ads are at the 
halt ·with '' Sloped '~ arms, on th.e saluting base in 
maT·ohing 1past. advancing in review ord~er, and when 
addressed or being addressed by a s·enior officer on 
parOOe. At all other times, unless mar.ching or standing 
'' Easy,'' cane·s will be at the '' Slope.'' 
'' Saluting with the Oane.''-At the ''Halt'' come to 
the '.c Carry.'' 
(1) From the ''Carry'' come to the· '' Recover.'' 
(2) From the ''Recover'' come to the '' Salute.'' 
(3) Return to the ''Recover.'' 
(4) Return to the " Carrry.'' 
The four motions to be carried out in quick time. 
ll"hen the Lads '·' Present Arms.";_.Qn the command 
'' Present Arms," bring the ca.ne to the '' __ Recover,'' at 
the first motion of the carbines, and at th·e third motion 
lower th·e cane smartly to the '' Salute." 
On the command " Slope Arms,'' bring the cane to the 
'' Recover '' at the first motion and to the 't' Carry " at 
the se.cond. 
On the Ma·rch.-T,he " Salute '' is to commence at ten 
Paces from the reviewing offic.er. The cane is then raised 
by extending the arm to the rilght, and by a circular 
n1otion, brought to th·e ·'' Recover "; then continue the 
motion to the rig,ht shoul.der, from whence the cane is 
lowered to the '' Salute.'' These four motions are to 
be combined into on·e easy movement, the ''Salute'' 
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being completed in four pac.es. 'l,he head should 
turned towards the reviewing officer; and when te 
paces beyond hi.I11, and the command ''Eyes, Front 
is given, the cane is brought to the "Recover," a pa~~ 
of one pace is made, aOO on the following pace t 
cane is brought to the ''Carry.'' 
,., 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 
1. -Officers will invariably salute their seniors oa 
parade, or when on dut~?' when addressing, or being 
addressed by them, and will use the word ''Sir.'' They 
will salute with the right hand in the manner pre-
scribed fo.r lads, or with the cane when on parade, and 
the lOOs are carrying carbines. 
2.-A salute made to two or m·ore offic.ers will be re· 
turned by the senior only. It is, therefore, necessary, 
"·hen officers are together, to d,iscover who is the senior. 
Officers should be very careful to acknowled.ge a salute. 
It is as important to acknowledge as to give a salute. 
3.-In meeting the lads off parade, all officers should 
be most punctilious in returning their salute. 
4.-0fficers should, for example's ~sake, be most careful 
to parade ''well groomed,'' with c~ and equipment 
thorot1ghly clean, and buckle~s and bad.ge bri·ght and 
correctly worn to the minute·st detail. They should also 
never, except under special circumstances, such as comi~ 
from a distance, etc., go to parade without having their 
cap and equipment on. If the lads see th.eir officers 
proud of their equipment, they will soon become so too, · 
which is the greatest help to establish a healthy esprit 
de corps, without which little can be accomplished. 
5.-When lads have risen when an officer passes, or 
when they have been called to attention on an officer 
entering a room, he should say "Sit down,', or, ''As yoo 
were,'' when the lads may resume their occupations. 
6.-If displeasure has to be expressed at the conduct 
.of any of the lads, great care should be taken that no 
Keneral remark escapes whieh might be thought dis-
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para.ging to the Company · as a whole, as thereby the 
esprit de corps of the Company would. be wounded ; but 
rather, if possible, contrast the bevel behaviour of the 
in.dtivi.dual or individuals with the good behaviour of the 
oth·ers. Do not be noisy when finding fault, a11d a'roid 
tou~ching the lads. A quick, oalm rebuke has 111uch 
greate~ effect. Offioe·r1s sho~uld be 111·ost careful that they 
set a ~good exan1,ple by themselves drilling strictly accord-
ing to Drill Boo~k, by goin1g th.ro·ugh th·eir turnings cor-
l'ectly, ·etc. Con1ipany officers aire nominated. by the 
inc~u.mben.t, b·ut they derive their a·utho1rity in the 
0. L. B. entirely through t.heir con1milssions co11ferred 
upon th-em by the Governin·g B·ody, to 'vhon1 they · are · 
Tesponsible for th1e oond·uct of the Company. 
7 .-Officers should study the C. L. B. Pocket-Book 
and Regulations carefully. Pa.rticularly should this be 
the case with those regulations which lay down the 
details, and wearing of tha eqt1ipn1ent for eac-h rank. 
I t is only by a strict cvdherence to these that uniformit.y 
can be obtained. It will be seen at once, if eaeh were to 
consult his own taste, it would do a\vay with the appear-
ance of the Con1panies when brigcvded in numbers. This 
is t ruly a case where individual taste must be sacrificed 
for the go.od of the whole. 
B.-Officers an·d warrant office·rs, within three months 
of the date of th .. eir commission, ml;lst sign the declaration 
t hat they have studied the Pocket-Bouk (see Regulation · 
14A). 
9.-0ffi.cers and warrant officers should obtain their 
proficiency certificates within the se~~ond vear of their 
. ~ 
appointment. 
10.-.An officer should have the two sid.es-the ~trict 
military officer and the friend. This is most important. 
J)uring the hours of drill he must not go and chat witl1 
tl1e lads, and must never allow a lad to pass him or 
speak to him without saluting and. standing prop·erly at 
nttention. Immediately the drill is over, the officer must 
turn into the friend. 
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11.-The difl~rence btlt1reen the oftic~ aJJd. friend --<...-..~­
to be v~ clear. Ltfdi soon notice it, and thlnk a 
deal of it. Dur · ng drifi no l~ shOuW be spoken to 
•pok.a of exee~ by hia proper rao;k, ''Private,,' '' "'~----~·..::...:'"'- -." 
paat,"' etc. Immediatel-y drill is over, wlrl~e al 
lllaiataiuing a proper distance, '' Private ,, turmt 
4
' Tommy;'' .and '' Sergean'Jj '' into c' Jack.'' 
12. The wearing of any kind o.f ~form, or 
~nta of ~ descriptiOD, beiJJc con~ to the Begu-
lati.Ona -aad 4Pirit of tlie C. L. B., ie stft.ctly- forbidden. 
la_;{liJicers and w~t Qfticera .-hottld always be · 
posafJS&ion. of the last edition of the ~·GUide a.Dd C. L. B. 
lnfall~ TnPniug. "' 
16. 0JuPLAINS. 
The diaplam or aaaistant--chapt&ia shOuld always bet 
present, • each parade to take the se~ice. He should 
wear the c~n's cap, u it •hOwa the lads he-· 
one of them aDd tbiOwa himself into their work 
The chapla.in should· be moet carefql that, on parade, 
aeve~ gives any ordera direct to tJl.il lada, but that, any-
tjipg he wishes done Should . be- ordered through the 
oJ!icer in command. There o~ht to be DO dijlionlty a.s 
to thD'- for, be it, -remembered, with tlJ,e infumbe:rit rests 
~ ultimate deciaiQn whether the Company exists in his 
pa.r.ish qr not. 
17. CAM:AINS. 
The captain, subject to the field oflioora whea formed 
iatb a. battalion, is respon&J1lle as to the military org&Disa-
tiou of his Company., &u4 for t,he co~t carrying out of 
the regulationa laid down. . 
He ia responsible for tbe drill and discip11ne1 and u..u~quently should be blioro to date 1n his 
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military matters, he should take nothing for ·granted, but 
lay d~own each detail most minutely. . 
He should en.deavour to give as muc.h responsibility to 
the junior officers, warrant officers, and non-commissioned 
officers as he pos.sibly can, and wh·enever oppo·rtunity 
offers, hand the Con1pany over to one of them for in-
struction, not with a view of relieving himself of some 
of his duties, b~t in order to encourage proficiency 
among his subordinates. It is strongly advised that he 
should periodically call a meeting of his officers, and 
possibly warrant officers as well, to ascertain their 
opinions and wishes as to the affairs of the Company. 
The decision on all disciplinary matters must be left to 
the captain, who is responsible for its well-being .. 
He o·ught to constantly be training someone to take 
his place; in case he should, for any reason, have to 
leave the Company. 
18. LIEUTENANTS AND 2ND LIEUTENANTS. 
One subaltern will be detailed in ·'' Comp.any Ord.ers '~ 
as ord·el'ly officer for the wjeek. He will attend all 
pa;rades and meeting.s, and shollid aJ.way,s be a.vailabie 
to carrry out any s·pecial duties the ca.ptain n1ay d~esire. 
Leave of .absence must be obtained from the captain, 
and a substitute provided. 
Lieutenants will assist the captain in carrying out the 
various d iuties. They sho·uld be most careful to use 
t he word "Sir," when Mldre.ssing him on parMle, stand 
to attention, and sa1rut~e when Mldressing o.r being 
addressed by ihim. 
It is a go·od plan to make a subaltern specially re-
sponsible ,for one or more squMls, so as to relieve the 
captain from details, reporting any breach of discipline 
to be dealt with by him. One lieutenant may be tol\d 
off to act as paymaster. He receives all the lads' de-
posits and subscriptions, etc., and checks them with the 
'' Record '' or " Pay-Book.'' All funds of the Company 
pass through his hands, and all payments are mMle by 
27 . 
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hirb. !fhe Company accounts should be mad& 
monthly, and submitted t.(t the captain for his signature, 
aDd be pbblished in the Parish Magazine from time 
time. -
Another subaltern may be told n« to act as qtt 
mast«-. He acts as correspondent, and requisitions f 
all eapa and equipments, and is resp Msible for their 
IISue. . He shonld m·ake ar.rangements J()r the 4. · ...... --. 
&r grGlJn.d, lighting, etc. aad n title C&fie of th& ""1!!WI:~  .. .... 
going for an outing, he makes all blte transport 
emnmissariat arrangements. 
. Another subaltern may undertake-- the charge ~f 
band, arid should be ~esent at, all pract;icea and make 
arrangements fot any engagements, •· 
Another subaltern may undertake the games, gymn~ 
Mum, swinuning, etc. 
Another, the management of the Company club. 
19. COBBESPONDEN'l'. 
Comp11ny muat have .an Official correspopd 
.. 
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a special feature of the publication secretary's work. Let 
him secure one or n1ore e11ergetic la.ds to seek subscribers 
at 2s. per annum amongst the neighbours. Thus a profit 
of ld. per copy 'vill be made_, and a knowledge of the 
C. L. B. will be spread about, from whi~h the Company 
will profit financially, and interest be awak.ened. He 
will forward to the Editor anv local nevvs fo-r in·ser-
- ~ 
t ion in the BRIGADE. 
21. RESIGNATIONS. 
Resignations of cfficers and 'vaxrant officers must be 
sent throu·gh the contmandi11g officer of the Company to the 
incumbent, and on being countersigned by him, to the 
lieutenant-colonel commandi11g th·e battalion for countat .. 
signature, who ,~{ill for,vard them to Headquartert5 
W .h·en a Company do,es not belon1g to a battalion, after 
being ·countersigned by the incumbent, the ca,ptait1 
'vill forward the re.sign.ation through the R·egimentaJl 
authority (if one exists) to Headquar·ters. 
22. RESERVE LIST. 
Officers when resigning and desiring to .be placed on 
the reserve list shall fill 11p the required form and pay 
an annual subscriptio11. Tl1ey must also report them-
s elves a11d their addresses to Headquarters, by letter, 
not I a ter than February 1st in each year. 
Officers who are ·clergy1nen, by s·pecia1 applicatio11 to 
t he Governing Body, can be plaoed on the reserve list 
without payment (see Reg. 17). .. 
23. vVARR .. L\NT OFFICERS. · 
The same caution a.s given to officers, as to alwa,ys 
coming on parade in uniform, sainting, and using the 
word " Sir_,'' applies equally to warrant officers. Warrant 
officer.s salute with the right han.c!, and officers only, 
not each other. It is a good plan to make the warrant 
officers 1~esponsible for 011e of n1ore squads, o as to 
keep the non-commissioned officer in charge up to his 
work. 
29 
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24. BATTALION SERGEANT-MAJOR. 
Is senior warrant officer, and on battalion 
he ranks next to tll officers. 
· ~ -25. CoMPANY 8ERGEANT-1NSTI\UCTOR. 
A Company sergeant-instructor is resPP.nsible for 
ranks junior to him doing their duty, arid must take 
general supervision of the work; but usually he will 
more particularly told off to see that the different ...... · ....... ~'!"! 
are efficiently and properly carried out. In battalion 
takes no preCedence over other warrant officers, but ranks 
according to date of warrant. A sergeant-instructor wilt 
not be appointed unless he holds a proficiency ceTtificate 
under Regulation 84. 
26. BAND-M&STER 
· Is responsible for the instruction of the band in musie. 
27. SEI\GEANT-DRUMMER 
Is re.s~nsible for the <hil'l and discipline of the band, 
and regUlates the playing of the band when on the 
march. 
27a. SERGEANT-BuGLER 
Is Tesponsible for the discipline of tJ1~ bugle band. 
He arranges, and wtill be present at a11 bugle practices, 
and instructs the buglers in playini when there is no 
band-master. 
. 28. ORDERLY-ROOM CLI4RK. 
The orderly-room clerk will mark the attendances and 
payments in the '' Recor.Q '' or ~' Pay-BOok ,, from the 
sergeants' squad ro11s) and make out the correct summa.riea 
in the former. The roll book, JiCIUad, pay, and member-
ship cards wi11 be made out by him, and he will see that 
the pay cards are correctly marked from the '' Record '' 
or "Pay-Book'' at each drilt, and will write up the 
Company Order Book and make out the Company orders 
each week, in accordance with instructions received from 
the captain. 
SQ 
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29. PAYMASTER-SERGEANT. 
The paymaster-s·erg.eant will re·ceiy;e the members' sub .. 
scriptions and ·check the entries, handing the money ov-er 
to the paymaster, whom he will gen~eT·ally assist in his 
duties. In s·ome. ·C·ompanies h·e will have to a·ct as pa)· ... 
master where no officer is so acting. 
30. QUARTERMASTER-SERGEANT. 
The quarte~master-se·rg·ea11t will as.sist the quartermaster 
in .his various duti~es. Again, wh~en no offi-cerr acts as 
quartermaster, the quartermasteT-s·ergeant will have to 
d·o quartermaster's duty. H ·e will be Tesponsbile for the 
notice h·oard h·eing kept in order f.or the different oTders 
a.nd notices . 
31. ARMOURER-SERGEANT. 
The armou~er-se~geant will be re-sponsible fo·r the 
care of the carbines--Jth.at th.ey ar.e k·ept in good order, 
clean; and prop·erly oiled. The prop·e.r oiling and con-
d ition of the carbines are m,ost imp,ortant, and son1eone 
must be m.ade r ·espomib1e f.o\r them in eveT·y Con11)any. 
32. ORDERLIES OR FATIGUE LADS. 
Two lad.s will be detailed weekly to act 
They 'vill always be avajlable. and vYill act 
order3 of the orderly-sergeant. 
33. wARRANT OFFICERS' ORDERS. 
as above . 
.. 
under the 
Staff-S'·ergeant A. B. 'vill have charg·e of ~ os. 1, 2, 
and band squa~ds. 
Staff-Serge.ant C. D. of Nos. 3 and 4 squads. 
Their duty will he to see that the non-commissioned 
officers of squads carry out the duties laid down in 
every detail. 
Each we·ek they will coll~ct from the non-commissioned 
officers the absentee notices, and ''rill l)eport an~y· case 
31 
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they cannot deal with t_o. the commanding officer. 
sharp eye must be kept on arrears of subscriptions, and 
equipment&. _ 
Paymaater-~6&D:t A. B. will have all mone!s haDded 
tG him, to be accounted for to the paymaster .. 
Annourer-Sergaa.nt C. D. will be responsible fo:n the 
e&tbinea being kept perfectly clean and oiled. 
Quartermaster-Sergeant E. F. will be responsible for 
the stock of equipments, caps, etc., giving tnnely notice 
f a117 stock which is JUnning low. · 
84. RE8E&Vll- LIST • 
.. 
Warra,nt. officera resigningy and desirillg to be placed on 
the Reserve Jtist,., shall fill up the required fonn and pa7 
registration fee of ls. lThey must also report tbem-
.elvea and their addresses :t& He31dqua.rters, by lette,-, 
not later than FebruaTy 1st in each year. 
-
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36. RBCBUITB. 
A lad wants to join. Let him see the rti.les; if 
aixteen get his parents to ai~ coDSent paper, and 
he must sign 'bhe coun·t&rfo1l of recruit fol'Dl. It 
strongly advised never to let a lad sip until he haa 
kaat paid his entrance fee and first week's eubaorip-----
-Do not at first tear oft the counterfoil, as you canno 
-~en give the number; put the rtt9ruit,a name down · 
·• rough book, where his attendance and payments 
'be marked until he is squadded. 
87. RoLL-BooK. 
On completing his recruit course, his name, etc., 
-entered in the roll-book, and he receives his number 
The equipment ma7 now be issued. The nu:rp.ber ie 
filled in on botti parts of the recruit book, and 
articles issued . marked with a cross~ one tis torn 
and given to the lad. His pay card is then filled up 
It is most important that the roll-book shoufd. be kep 
up carefully, as from this, i·n after years, the history 
any lad can be traced. In after years, many a fat 
will be proud to show his son when he was in the Co 
-pany. 
. 88. ADMIBBIO!f. 
As soon as opportunity o:ffere, he should be admit 
by his ill~uminated membership card being given 
Unless a lad has been duly OOmitted it renders 
liable to have a protest lodged agains~ him in 
Com,petitions, and alsO he is not eligible for the C---. ........ 
Grant. 
I 89. PARENTS' CoNSBNT FoBKB. 
It is strongly recom.meilded that these should 
always used, at least with lads under sixteen years 
age. It is very desirable that there should be n() q ..... ~ 
tion hereafte of any recruit hanng joined without 
parents' consent, and a-lso by using these forms paren 
M'e likely to leel mere intere..t and re~~u.aiWlity in 
1Vork. 
• 
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40. EQUIPMENT IssuE. 
When a lad has his equip·ment, he sign.s the equip, 
ment card, which is first duly filled up with number of 
waist-belt, and a mark put against each article issued. 
If a lad leaves, he receives the card back again, on 
handing in his equi.pment. On this number being again 
issued a .fresh card is taken, the number written on, 
and the procedure is as before. Be sure the numbers 
are kept con·secutive.ly in the equip.ment receipt-box . 
. 
41. THE ~'RECORD '' AND ''PAY Boox." 
The ''Record '' and '' Pay Book '' should be kept filled 
up accurately, according to instruction'S, after every 
d.rill, and the subscriptions ente·red ana balanced with 
the sums received. 
Some prefer to keep both attendances and payments 
~n the ''Record''; others have the ''Pay B·ook," keep-
illJg the atte·ndances i~n the '' Record,'' and payments 1n 
the ''Pay Book.'' 
42. ARREARS ~F p A Y:MENT. 
After each parade, all arrears of subscriptions should 
be got out, and any, say, two weeks in arrear, should be 
posted in the room; if these be not reduced Before the 
next week, punitive measures should be taken. 
43. PAY CARDS. · 
Whatever the system of collecting and marking sub-
scriptions may b·e, no drill should close without the pay 
cards being accurately filled up . . 
4.4. SQUAD RoLL~S. 
T he·se are for marking the attendance and payments 
f t he squads by their Tespective N .C.O.'s in charge. 
45. ABSENTEE FORlVI. 
W,hen a lad is absent from any parade or OTdeTed 
:re]i,gious attendance, the N.C.O. in chaTge of the squad · 
1,o which the lad belongs will ma1ke out an " Absentee 
35 ~ c 2 
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For111,'' a11td asce1.,.tain from t.he lad hin'h"elf or fron1 
his parents, on th.e day follow~ng his absen~e, _th 
r·eason of the lad being absent, and entering the ea 
on the foTm> ru1d tak.e it to the orderly officer for tfi 
we·ek, 'vho will for·ward same on to the captain. 
46. BIBLE CLASS AND SUNDAY SCHOOL CARDS. 
· For those not attendiQg th~e Corqpany Bible Class 
·the,se cards should be given to the non-commissioned 
(officers in ·charge of s~qu.ads before the first Sunday in 
each month, to d,eliv.er to t.heir meJ.nb·ers, with names, 
etc., fill~ed in. T ·he oard·s wilil. be signed an~d dated by 
th·e Superi11tendent of th·e Bible Class the lads attend, 
after each attendanc.e, a:nd c.o]leoted by t·he N.C.O. in 
cha;rge of the squad at t,he end of e~ach 1nonth, who wi 
deliveT th,enl to the ca.ptain fo1,. entry in the Con1pan 
Records. I 
47. SQUAD ATTENDANCE AND PAYMENT SHEETS. 
It is strongly recommended that these should be used 
and kept correctly filled UR week by week, and posted ia 
some place where they can readily· be seen by th 
members. 
48. CoMPANY ORDER BooK. 
'l,he weekly orders should be first written in the c~~m 
pany order b~ok, care being taken that all promotions 
etc., are copied in, and that every name mentioned · 
duly indexed. Any paragraphs from ''Gazette,'' or th 
battalion orders concerning the Company, should 
copied into this book. This is then sl~;own to the chaplcti 
under 0. L. B. Regulation 5A. 
"" II 49. CoMPANY ORDER FoRMS. 
These are for posting up we~ekly· on the Comp 
notice board, and will be acou·rate copies of the wee 
orders i11 the Company order book. 
50. AccouNTS.· 
The ''Company Account Book '' and '' Company Stoc 
Book'' explain themselves, and naturally must be k~p 
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accurately up to date. Where parochial accounts are 
published, the Company accounts should always be in-
cluded in these. One of the conditions of the Camp. 
Grant is that the audited accounts be sent annually to 
Headquarters. 
51 INSPECTION oF CoMPaNIES. 
The official an.nual insp·ection should be kept in view 
during the year's work. For particulars vide the C. L. B. 
Regulations, under tlie head '' Insp·ection of Companies.'' 
The '' Roll Book," '' Company Order Book,'' '' Record,'' 
" Pay Book '' (if used), " Company Account Book '' 
a nd '' Comp.any Stock Book '' must be produced, accu .. 
r ately written u,p, to the insp·ecting officer. All inspec .. 
tions must take place bHfore October 31st in each year. 
52. ANNUAL RETURNS. 
~ Made up t.o December 31st in each year . 
. 
The following are some of the questions which mus·t 
be an.swered by the officer comman~d.ing, on B.F. 88:-
1-N o. of rank and file. 
No. of bandsmen (not included i11 rank and file ).· 
No. of ser·geants. 
No. of warrant officers ..  
No. of subalterns. 
No. of captains. 
No. of assistant-chaplains. ~ 
No. of chaplains. 
Total strength of Com·pany. 
2-No. of lads on strength on 3,1st December last, or 
on enrolment (exclusive of commissioned and 
warrant officers). . 
No. of lads e11rolled dur1n~g year. 
Total. 
N·o. of lads struck off during year. 
3-7 
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Present enrolled strength of lads on 31st December, 
(exclusive of commissioned and warrant officers). 
Total. . 
3-State minimum age at which lads are enrolled. 
4-What is the weekly subscription paid by membeTs ? 
~Amount oi anears of members' subscriptions on 31st 
December. 
*&-Has all uniform. and equipment been obtained from 
Headquarters a.ccording to Gonstitution Art. 32 
and Regulation 26 ? 
'-How many drills have been performed in the year ? 
8 What was the total number of attendances? 
'9-Is there a Band? If so, is it-
( I) Brass, drum and fife, or bugle? 
(2) How many does it number! 
(a) State number of lads over constitutional 
~e in band. 
(b) Have all these the Governing Body 's 
extension of age certificate ? . 
*10-Has there been an ambulance instruction during 
the past year? • 
*11-Are all officers, warrant officers. and lads in 
possession of a '' Guide '' ? 
*12-Is there a squad competition in the Co~any? 
l~How many officers, warrant officers, and lads sub-
subscribe to tJle '' BRIGADE " Tegularly? 
14-Is rifle shooting practised! . 
(a) How many have qualified for 2nd class 
badges! . 
(b) H.ow many have qualified for 1st class 
badges? 
(c) HcJW many have qualified for marksmen 
badges? • 
~ AtJswer 4 ' Yes" or ''No." 
38 
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DIVISION IV. · 
CAM~S. 
0aGANISATION. 
1.-La.rge Camps are organjsed. as ic Brigade Campa.'._ 
having two or more Battalions~ . 
These Brigade Campa are commanded by a Brigadier, 
who has a separate Brigade staff. The " local'' Com-
panies are formed into provisional Companies occupying 
lines, and are commanded by captains and officers 
apecially appointed. For purpos• of description, these 
provisional Companies are e&llea ~'Line Companies,'' 
t heir . commanders ''Line Captains,', who are ,specially 
nominated by the C. 0. 
53 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 
2. _:.Marching-in states on C.' L. B. Form C are to be 
handed in at the orderly-room immediately on arrival. 
3. -Every officer on comin·g into camp will at once 
l"eport · ,him~lf to the adjutant, appTise him of the 
duration of his stay, and sign the mess... book. He will, 
b~efo1"e qUJttin·g the camp, report his departruTe to the 
adjutant and mess-president. ~ 
4.-N".C.O.'s and lads arriving in ca.mp after camp is 
formed will immediately report themselves - to the 
N.C.O. on Quarter· Guard, and afterwards to their· 
captain. · 
5. -.All duties (except guard) will commence at reveille, 
an,d last twenty-four houl's, unless otherwise orde~ed. 
6. --:-'Passes must be signed by the officer commanding 
the line, on the recommendation of the officer in charge 
of t he local Company to which the lads belong. Appli-
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. 
N.O.O. iu charge. of a tellt will at once ord.er his 
inside. 
· 27.-A.nned parties meeting will be called to a.v.,.. ...... .,&"' 
elope aTJDB, and '~ Eyes right '' -or '' Eyes left '' :.··~ 
be giv~. 
28.--.An officer in command of an '' armed "' 
passing a guUd or another a.rmed. party, will ._..... 
lads- to ••Attention,'' i.~., ., SlOpe anus,'' fall iD, 
oring hie cane~ the ·~Slope~· before giving the 
mand ·~~ea right, {or lef,).'' (See ~· S&luting.•') 
~9.---lf in commaod of an •• 11D&t.llled '' ~Y he 
call the !ada ~ '' .Attention,'' fall ~ ,00 sa.iute -·:: 
tile ziP_t Und, placing the C&Jl8 under the le.ft 
aa h8 gives the .coDun:an«l "Eyes right (or left).'' . 
30.---tP&rt!iea max:chf~ with arms a,!( the '' Secure,'' - ··F 
pay &Dd return oo=ents a.s UD&rDled pa:rtiar. 
31.-N.C.O.'s jn e of an &rm.ed party wtll &lw 
salute an omcer by carrying the hand te the butt, 
well as g1Ying the command, "Eyes riglit (or left 
but will pay oomplim&Dts to sentries or parties not ---
maDded by. an Otncer by merely giving the 
"Ey-.. ~ht (or left).'' · , 
32.~1 oflicets will invariably salute their · se_·_ 
before addreSsing them on duty .or pa.ra.de. They 
s&Lute with tlie right hand only, and in the manner 
scribed fo~ lads. 
33.-A ealufte made to two or more officers will be 
tumed lly the semor -only. 
34:.-lf a cane is being C&ITied it will be placed 
the disengaged ann during the salute. 
S5~-If a number of ladS are sitting or standiD:_~ a 
the senior present will call the whole to attention, 
himself 8alute with the right hand. 
This Willl alsO be done when an officer enters a. 
• 
or tent. 
36.-F~r camp iRspection, when an officer enters_, 
is about to enter, a. tent, the ~hove p;rocedure will ...,.,. .. 
place, exoecpt that t he lads will be fallen in in line, 
• 
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side the tent, facing outwards, the senior N.C.O. on the 
righ.t of the doorway, the remainder on the left. 
37.-W·hen a lad, carryin~g a oarbine, passes or ad· 
dresses an officer, he will slope arms, and bring the right 
hand to the small of the butt; if halted, and an officer 
passe·s, he will turn towards him and sta~nd at the ortltt' . 
38.-N. C. 0. 's in command of parties will conform t<» 
the rules laid do,vn for offic·er~s. 
To the L8ds. 
39.-To Lad~.-When leaving the camp to walk out, 
be particularly careful that you are correctly dressed and 
your equipment p~roperly put on, your brasses bright, 
a.nd haversack cilean and correctly folded, that you ha.ve 
your '' swagger ,, cane with you, and remember tha.t 
when away from camp it is ·still more necessary that you 
should keep up the credit of your corps, and by your 
exemplary behaviour show to th·e ge·neral public what 
the C. L. B. really teaches. . 
40.-When the bugle sounds for orderly sergeants, 
fatigues, etc., if you have been warn·ed ·for duty take a 
pride in being on parade first; don't be ashamed to 
double, it shows that you are keen to do your best for 
the interest of the Brigade. 
4:1.-Lads on guard and sentry.-~go should always 
remember that to a person approaching the camp 
they are themselves the most cons·picuous objects, &Did 
should endeavour to give a ,good impression of the dis· 
cipline and org~anisation of the c.amp. Don't hesitate to 
stop persons· who have no right to enter the lines, &nd if 
they won't stop, ca.11 the guard. If they ask you a 
question, answer it civilly, and then resume your beat. 
Don't Stand tallcing, nothin.g look-s so bad; besides; you 
have othe~ work to do. You are not for ornament, but 
for 11Se, viz., to guard the camp. Always marcli about 
smartly, aDd when ·you h·alt to pay a compliment, or 
s·tand at ease, do so in a precise, soldier-like mannar. 
42.-Finally, remember that the camp is your own, aod 
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pany at '' la.st post'' e·ach night, when the roll will be 
call &d. 
5.-Should there be a disturbance at night, he wil~ 
at once proce·ed to his Company lines and maintain 
di·sci pline. 
6.-Inspect his Company tents daily to see that all 
are clean and tidy. 
7.-Sign all passes, and forward them to the orderly 
room for the C.O.'s signature. Before signing a pass he· 
will see that it is recommended by the lad's local officer. 
8.-Sign the morning state, and send it to the adju-
tant before " orderly-room '' hour. . 
9.-Sign the ration ind~ent for the next day, and send 
it to the quartermaster at the prescribed time. 
10.-Detail daily a Con1pany orderly sergeant and 
corporal, and one lad per tent for tent orderly. 
11.-When a l~ad ~s confined in the guard tent he wil 
sign the written "'.report," and send it to the com-· 
~an·der of the guard as soon as possible. ''Reports,, 
of minor offences, i.e., offences for which a lad is not 
confined in the guard t~ent, will be signed by him and 
sent to the orderly room. In all cas.es where a lad is 
confined, or has rendered himself liable to punishm€nt , 
the lad's local offieer must be informed .. 
12.-He or one of his s·ubalterns must attend orderly 
room at the appointed time, and will investigate a l l 
offences committed by lads of l!is Co1npany. The cap-
tain may dispose of the case himself, or may decid~ 
to bring the lad befort9 the commanding officer. In 
any case he must report his action to the adjt1tant. 
Offences committed by N.C.O.'s should be dealt with 
by the commanding- officer. 
13.-Initial the Com,pany Q,rde:r Book 1v·hen brotught 
to l1im by the Company: orderly sergeant. 
• 
5 j. LOCAL OFFICERS. 
1.-It is the duty of all local officers to assist the 
45 
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5.-See that each lad receives his proper share of 
--ations. 
6.-Ascertain · from the Company orderly sergeant ~nd 
senioT ser~g~ant w~hich of th~e lad~s in his tent have 
been detailed for any duty, warn such lads and explain 
to th·em wh.a.t their duties are, and inform the lads of 
their tent of anything in Battalion orders whic~ con-
cerns them. 
7.-He is responsible tl1at the arms, accoutremente 
a11d . clothing e'ic., of abs.e11tees, sick and prisoners a,re. 
collected a·nd taken ca,re of and will acquaint the local 
officer con·eerned. 
8.-Report any unusual occurrence,. or difficulty which 
·he is unable to deal with, to the Company orderly 
sergeant or the senior sergeant present. 
9.-At night on the ''Alarm'' sounding, rouse the 
lad,s, fall them in outside the tent and await orders. 
10.-In the event of a disturbance, keep the lads inside 
the tent. 
11.-Maintain silence in his tent between ''Lights 
out '' and "Reveille.'' 
12.-He will 11ot lJermit any light in his t·ent after 
"' Lights out." 
58. TENT ORDERLIES. 
1.-0n·e lad per tent will be detailed daily as '' tent 
orderly." 
2.-They will as soon as possibl.b after '' Rev~lle '' roll 
up the curtain's (except in wet weather), clean the tents 
and the surrounding ground, collect all rubbish and 
refuse, and deposit it in the appointed place. 
3.-0n ''Rations '' sounding, immediately fall in 
under their Company ord·erly sergeant. 
4.-Attend all par~ades, except the early morning 
parade before breakfast. 
5.-When not on parade, tl1ey will have charge of 
~ everything in the tent, and prevent a·ny lad from 
med~ling with the property of another. 
. . 
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fo.r duty by day and one by night, in which case 
theii.r duties are as follows :-
ORDERLY OFFICER BY DAY. 
Tour of Duty, · Reveille to 6 p.m. 
I .-Attend the issua of ration.s at the time appointed, 
and see that the rations is·sued to his, Battalion are of 
good quality, and of c·orrect weight. 
2.-Yi·sit his Battalion tents at the breakfast hour 
an·d see that all ·are clean and tidy. Enquire of each 
tent whether th.ere are '~any complaints.'' If there 
are complaints and he cannot settle the matter, report 
at once to the Battalion q uartermaste.r. 
3.-Visit the institute and taste anythlng offered for 
sale, to insure that the articles sold are of .good quality, 
if not, repor·t to t .he OOjutant or officer in charge. 
4.-Visit the sick in hospit~I. Enquire of the medical 
officer on d·uty the number of la.ds belonging to his 
Batta;lion who are sick, and the nature of the sickn·ese_, 
whether serious or not, stating this fully in his report. 
5.-He will accompany the n1edical officer on duty at 
his inspection of the Camp. 
6.-If forming part of a Brigade, and his Battalion 
furnishes the guard-
Visit the guard at the dinner hour, enquire whether 
there are '~any complaints," and see that the lads have 
all that is . ·necessary. 
7.-If not forming part of a BTigade, and his Battalion 
furnishes a gu.ard-
T·urn out the gua.rd once between one hour 
after mounting and 6 p.m., and, accompanied by the 
sergeant or corporal of the guard, visit all the sentries 
to see that they are alert and acquainted with their 
orders. 
8.- Visit the Battalion tents at the di nner hour, and 
enquire whether there are " any complaints,'' as was 
done at breakfast time. 
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GUIDE. s.s. 65, 66. 
6 --4He is responsible for the discipline of the band, 
buglers, and drummers on parade. 
7 4t-Bug.Jers o·n duty will n·ot attend parailes. 
8o-If Battalions. have no regimental ''calls,'' Battalion 
' ' calls'' should be preceded by one, two, three, or four 
•fj G's;'' according to the numbers allotted to the Bat-
talions in th·e Brigade. 
9o--On the "Alarm'' sounding, the call will be re· 
pea ted by every bugler on duty. 
l04J--D,ugling or drumming in camp, except by bug1lers 
01 drummers on duty, is strictly forbid.den. Any dis-
regard of this order will be severely dealt with. 
66. 0RDER.LY-ROOM CLERK. 
l e-.He is directly under the adjutant, from whom he 
Ieceives all orders and instructions. 
2~-He will prepare as · many copies of "orders '' a.s 
a,re necessary, and wilr file two copies for refere~nce. 
3.-He will receive daily from each Company a Com-
pany parade state, and the guard reports. 
4.---,He will issue guard reports to th.e commandei: of 
the guard (when furnished by his Battalion), Company 
parade states to Captains of Lines, " Orderly Officer'' 
1·eports, and pas~ses, and will 'genen:·al.ly see that the 
stationery requi.Ded js delivered to the proper quarters 
aThd that a s~ufficient stock is kept in hand. 
5e-Make out the daily '' Parade State " before 
parade. 
60-Keep a re.corcl o~f all offences and punishme.nts. 
76-Th.e orxl·erly roon1. i~s strictly priv31te, and the olerk 
is responsible that it is kept so. 
80 -Atte'nd boards and courts of enquiry, and record 
the proceedings. 
9or---Give copies of Battalion orders to the Battalion 
otderly-sergeant, for posting in the officers' and sergeants' 
rness, canteen, and institute, and for exhibition to the 
Battalion staff officers and N.C. 0. 's. 
10.-Receive marching-in states and prepare the Bat-
talion ,. state.'' 
s s. 67, 68. DIVISION IV. 
67. WARBAN!r OFFICERS' Mxss. 
I.-The s~I"geant-major will preside. 
2.-A warraat officer wi~l be appoipted mess :presideht 
far the week. -
3.--'l'he. mess presi~nt will make out tlhe . Tation teturn 
for the wh~le mess and~ hand it to the qu~rtennastsr at 
the usual trme. He w1ll see to the g~~ral comfort o,f 
all n1embers of the mess, Mld will ~iruct the waiters 
in their duties. Complaints should be a.ddressed to him. 
If ev&eything is not to liis satisfactiOn, ~d he canno~ 
make it so1 he will report to the sergeant-major. 4.-Warrant officet·s and sergeants will mess . immedi-
ately after the lads' meals are served. 
6.-The serg·eant-major will detail some lads to 
('wait '' a.nd '' wa.sh-'Up," and will ~Tr'alJge for these 
lads to have th~tr meais either befO-re -or after ,~mess.''. 
Leave from parad~ f9r these fladtl may be granted by 
the OOjutant. · 
6. All members are responsible that ~he mesa is kept 
select; no one below the rank of sergeant is allowed to 
enter it, except on duty. 
7A-A notice-board should be hung up in " conspicuous 
place in the me,ss, and Battalion and other orders ppsted 
OD it. . 
. 8.-The tin1e fQr ~losing will be ~etermined by the 
c.o. 
68. F ATIQUES. 
Fatigue parties for w·ork in ~e quartenna.ster~ store-
and officers' mess will be detailed daily. They will_ 
parade s..t the above-mentioned plac~ at 6 a.m., report-
Ing themselves to the quartermaster-sergeant and mess 
caterer respectively. 
N.B.-The honours and salutes ~id by guards ana 
sentries are detailed in 'i Guard·s,'~ '"' C. L. B. Training.,.. 
(S. 158-163.) . ~ 
(For further information on Oamps s-ee. Camp Hand .. 
book, 1907".) ;' 
DEFINITIONS. s. 1. 
PART I. 
Extracted by special perinission from. ''Infantry 
Training, 1905.'' 
CHURCH LADS' BRIGADE 
INFANTRY TRAINING. 
1. GENERAL DEFINITIONS. 
Division. 
Brigade. 
Battalion. 
Column of 
Oo1npanies. 
QUARTER 
COLUMN. 
To Deploy~ 
Three Brigades. 
Four battalions ( noTmally), with certain 
a,dditional administrative units. 
The administrative unit of infantry., 
con.sisting generally of eight companies. 
Companies on parallel and succe.ssive 
alignments, at a distance from one 
another equal to their own frontage. 
The word column will be used through-
out to de.scribe this formation. 
Con1panies on parallel .and successi\Te 
alignments, at a distance from one 
another of six paces. 
To change forn1a.tion from column or 
quarte~ column into line on the same 
alignment. 
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To Dress. 
Oo,vering. 
Di'tecting 
Flank. 
DEFINITIONS. s. 1. 
the word-s of command are prescribed, and 
the rank and file have only to obey orders. 
Skirmishing Drill is the found.ation of 
the fonnation and n1ovement~s suitable to 
manoouvres and reconnaissance. Very few 
rules· can be prescribed, and all ranks 
rnust act to a large extent independently 
in carrying out orders. , 
To take up the alignment correctly. 
The act of one or more laOs placing 
tiliems·el ves correctly in rear of one 
another. 
That by vvhich units march or dress. 
l '!i'lfier Flank. That nearer to the point of formation 
or direction. 
Oute1 Flank. That opposite to the inner or direct .. 
ing flank. 
DE~.PTH. 
l~N'I'ERVAL. 
The space occupie<l by a body of troops 
from front to rear. 
The space betwee.n lads or bodies of 
troops, from front to rear. 
The lateral spa.ce betwe.en lads_, units, 
or corps, measured from flank to flank. 
iliignment. Any straight line on which a body o·f 
troops is form~d, or is to form. 
F'!ontage. 
Defile. 
Mana1tv1e. 
The ext.ent of gro11nd covered laterally 
by troops. . 
A portion of the route which com-
panies can only traverse on a narrow 
front, e.g._, a n1ountain paas, a bridge, 
an embankment. 
(a) The application in the field of the 
movements learnt at dri~ll. 
(b) A tactical movement. 
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SQUAD DRILL. ss. 3, 4. 
2. If necessary, the squad may con.sist of two ranks, 
in which case the lad.s in the rear rank will cover the 
int.ervals between the lads in the front rank, .so that 
in marching they may take their own points, as directed 
in S. 12. 
3. The lads will, in the first instance, be placed by 
th:e instructor without any dressing; when they have 
learned to dress, as directed in S. 6, they will be taught 
to fall in, as above described, and then to d.ress and 
t.o correct their intervals. After they have been in-
structed as far as S. 22 they may fall in as directed 
in S. 23. 
4. Lads formed in a squad will be directed to observe 
the relative places they hold with e.ach other; while 
res·ting between the exercises they will be permitted to 
fall out and move about; they will be instructed on 
the words Fall in to fall an as they stood at fi.rst. This 
should be constantly . practised. 
The lads will be instructed singly as well as together 
in all exercis·e·s as far as s! 22. 
4. Position of Attention. 
The exact squareness of the shoulders and body to the 
fvont is the first p.rinciple of the position of Attent·ion. 
The arms should hang easily from the shoulder, elbows 
to the rear; the finger~s togeth.er, s·Lightly bent, and 
their tips touching th~e thig.h lightly, behind the seam 
of the trousers; the hip·s drawn back, and the chest 
adv.anced, but without constraint. The heels must be 
in line and closed; the knees well braced back, the 
toes turned out so that the foot may form an angle of 
- 4:5 degrees; the weight of the body on the forepart of 
· the feet. The head is to be held erect,, but not thrown 
back; the. chin to be slightly d.rawn in; and the EYE 
LOOKING S1l'RAIGHT TO THE FRONT. 
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SQUAD DR~LL. ss. 6, 7. 
f 
On the word Front, the head and eyes 
1!1 es-F t will be turne·d smartly to the front, the 
11 ron ·1 arm dropped quietly, and. the position of 
t Atte·r~tion~.. as des.cribed in S 4, resumed. 
· squad will similarly be dressed by the left. 
. 
Right-Turn. 
Two. 
Left-T·urn. 
Tu,o. 
A bout-Turn. 
Two. 
7 T urn,in~gs. 
( 0. the word Turn, keeping both kneee well braced back and the body erect, 
vw.u w tJile r1g11t on the right heel and 
left toe, raising the left heel and right 
toe in doing so. 
On the completion of the preliminary 
movement, t .he right foot must be flat on 
the ground and the body raised on t:he 
left toe, both legs braced up. 
( On the word Two, bt"ing the left heel 
{. smartly up to the right. 
On the word Turn, keeping both knees 
well braced back and the body erect, turn 
to the left on the left l1ee1 and right toe, 
raising the rig4 t heel and left toe in 
, doing so. 
On t .he completion of the , prelimina.ry 
movement, the left foot must be fiat on 
the ground. and the body raised on the 
right toe, both legs~ braced· up. 
J On t.he word Ttvo, bring the right foot 
l smartly up· to the left. 
As detaile·d in the Right Turn, except 
that the body will be turned about to 
the right. 
As before detailed. 
Right \ 
(or L·eft) ~ As before detailed, turning half right. 
As before detailed. 
- Incline. J 
'l'wo. 
65 D 
One. 
T.UJo. 
8~ So,l'IJJ,t:r~,g. ~ 
(~} 8Gl~ to t1e Jlront. 
ODuti.tm,.-Salute, fJy Ntllitibtr,. 
f On the word -:One, bring the right 
1 
smartly, with a ciTeul~Sr JDOtioa, tq-
head, palm to the frontJ. nnprs 
P.lint of the forefinger one inch a 
right eye, thu*b eJoe~ to the fore~-... : 
elbow in line, and nearly square, 
l the ahoulder. 
~ On the word 1!1Po, cut away the 
~ 81Jltlrtly to the si e.-
Oawilm.~olutl!;, ifM!Ii:•u tAt time. 
?Oil fJa.e word Sjilute, go through 
motioua aa itt Otte~ and after a 
~11&1 to twb pa9es in quick time, 
away the hand as in Two 
(B) Saluting to tM Side. 
Cautiofti._-BifiA,t {or Deft} liand salute bg numberl 
Rigll/, (ol- lieft) h11iNl «~lute jflilgiy lkt time. 
'file salute will always be with ~e Hand further 
' tlte person aa)uted. 
The p~Ure will he as described tD (A), except, 
as the hand is brougbt to tJhe salute, the head 
be turaea towa~ds the ptr on sahitecl. 
Lads should be ~ractised in marching two or \?e:hber, ealut_ing points being placed on either 
hb JJeveral lads ar-e together, the lad nearest to 
point will give tJie Wne. 
When a lad p~ an officer h~ will salute on the 
pw8 b&fo!W reaching him, and Will lower the -u.~ 
\he. -third pace after paasin,g him ; if cm-rying a 
he Will place it stn&rlly aDder the DISENGAGED ~· 
cuttiD.g •way the hand before &alnting. 
A 18d, if sitting when an officer ap :roaches, will 
s~nd to attention, and salute; · two or more lad 
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• 
sitting or standing about, the s·enior non-commissioned 
officer or oldest member present will call the whole . to 
Attention J and alone will salute. 
When a lad ~ddre.ss·es an officer, he will halt TWO 
paces from him, and salute, a.s in {A). He will also 
salute before. WITHDRAWING. 
When appearing before an officer in a roon1, he will 
salute without removing his cap. 
A lad, without his cap, or when carcying anything 
that prevents him fro·m saluting, will, if standing still, 
come to attention as an offic-er p~asse:s; if 'valking, or 
riding a BICYCLE, he will turn his heOO sn1artly to-
wards the officer. 
9. PAYING COMPLIMENTS \VITH ARMS. 
When a lad, carryin~g a carbine, passes or addresses 
an officer, he wil,I come to the SlLOPE, and salute 
by carrying the right hand smartly to the small of the 
butt, fore arm horizontal, back of the hand to the front, 
fingers extended, saluting at th.e san1e number of paces 
hefo!e reaching the officer, and cutting the hand away, 
as directed, when saluting witho·ut arms. (S. 8.) When 
passing an offioer, the head will b·e turned sinartly 
towards th~e offic·er. 
A 100, if halted when an officer passes, 'vill turn 
towards him and stand at the ORDER. Sentries, 'vhen 
saluting otherwise than by presenting arms, ,~-ill carry 
the right hand to t·he small of the butt, a.s directed 
above. 
MARCHING. 
10. Length of Pace and Time. 
1. Length of Pace.-In quick time the length of a 
pace is 30 inohes. In stepping out, it js 33 inches; in 
dou_ble time, 40; in stepping short, 21; and in side step, 
15 1nches. 
'\Yhen a 100 takes a side pace to clear or cover another, 
as 1n forming fours, the pace will be 30 inches. 
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SQUAD DRILL. 
the fiat part of the wrist inwards. The 
&rms must move with freedom at the 
shoulder with the action of the legs and Double-
March. -< be kept close to the side.s. The head must 
~ be kept ere.ct and the shoulders square to 
I the front. There must be no stiffness in the movement of the legs; thigli', knee, 
and ankle joints all working freely. The 
feet must be picked up cleanly from the 
1 ground at each pace, and the body inclined 
slightly forward. As the foot leaves 
the ground it should be carried straig~ht 
to the front, care being taken that the 
\ heels are not raised towards the seat. 
8 d B lt { As in S. 14, at the same time dropping qua - a and partly opening the han~ds. 
The lad.s will ba taug·ht to mark time in double time, 
the hand·s being raised and the fists clenched as when 
marching in double time, but the arms kept steady. 
From the halt, the word of command will be Double, 
Mark-Time. , 
Right Close, 
-March, 
or-
Paces, Right 
Close, 
-March. 
Squad-
Halt. 
21. TILe Side Step. 
Oa;ution.-Right (or Left) Olos~. 
(Jn the word jfarch, each lad will carry 
his right foot FIFTEEN inches direct to 
the rigl1t, and instantly close his left· 
foot to it, thus completing the pace; he 
will proceed to take the next pace in the 
same manner. Shoulders to be kept 
square, knees not bent, unless on rou.gh 
or broken ground. The direction must be 
kept in a straight line to the flank. 
On the word Halt, which will be given 
when the number of paces has not been 
specifie-d, the la.ds will c_oinplete the 
pace they are taking, and remajn 
steady. 
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SQUAD DRILL. ss. 23, 24. 
the word 'l'urn to be given as the LEFT foot is coming 
to tlte ground. Having completed the turn· about, a 
full pace forwa,rd of .30 inches will be taken with the 
LEFTFOO~ . 
SQUAD DRILL IN SINGLE RANlC. 
23. Formation of the Squad in Single Rank. 
At this stage of the inst,ruction a few lads will be 
formed in single rank, each lad being allowed a space of 
30 inches. The accuracy of the spacing should be_ fre-
quently _tested by the instructor. 
N b . { The squad will then be ordered to vm er • number from the rifiht. . 
OddNumb•_rl,_ \Vhen a squad I in stngle rank is required 
Two Paces to drill with intervals, the instructDr will 
Forwo.Td- direct the odd numbers to- take two paces 
Jlarch. forward. 
Re-form, .To re-form single rank the odd numbers 
Sin le Ranle w1ll step back two paces, when the squOO 
- f~a k will correct the dressing from the right or , 
-m re • left. 
24. Dresstng when Halted. 
In dressing, ea.ch l&d will look towards the flank by 
which he is ordered to dress with a sm.art turn 
of the head, as desc.ri\:)ed in S. 6: He must carry ~is . 
body backward or forward with the feett movmg 
to his dressing with short, quick steps, without 
bending backward or fon.~rd. His should~ mu~t 
be · kept perfectly square, and the position of Attention 
retained throughout. ' 
1. Dreuing TogetAer.-When 131ds are on the alignment 
they have to occupy, and it is necessary to correct their 
dressing, ·the command Right (or Left)-DreB& will be 
given, on which they will move up or back to their placec 
successively, CODlDlencing with the lad nearest the 
nam.ed flank. · · . 
The instrnctoP should invariably fix upon some -object. 
on which to dress his line. 
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-Right-
Incline. 
Left-
Incli'lte. 
SQUAD DRILL. ss. 27, 28. 
2-7. The Diagonal ~'ftrfarch. 
When the squad is on the march in 
line and is required to move in a diagonal 
direction to the righ.t, the command 
Right-Incline will be given, upon which 
the lads will turn half right, and move 
diagonally in that direction, e.ach regu-
lating his pace so that his own shoulders 
are parallel with the ~houlders of the 
lad on his right. This lad's head should 
eonceal the hecvds of the other lads towards 
the right. The right-hand la(} will direct, 
and must therefore pay particular atten-
tion to the direction and pace. 
( When it is inte11ded to resume tl1e 
I original direction, the con1mand Left-
-{ Incline will be given, on \vhich every lad 
f will mo_·ve forward in the original direction 
l witho~t checki11g his pace. 
The diagonal march may, if necessary, be taught from 
the halt. 
If the diagonal march ha.s been properly performed, the 
squad when halted, or -after the con1mand Left-Incline, 
will be found to be in a line parallel to its original 
position. 
The diagonal march will also be practised in double 
tinle. ' 
28. Changing DiTectio11. 
At th~ Halt. ( 1. A_t th~ Ilalt.-On the word Form 
Rtght- I the right-hand lad will make a full 
al/Rt ho,:_ i ~urn, and ~he re.mai.nder a partial turn 
For-!). l m the reqmred d1rect1~n. 
,_,., 
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ss. 31-33. PART I. 
Squad- -} 
Forward, f by the As soon as the squad is forme.d, th~ 
Left (or f command Forward will be given. 
Rtght). 
2. If it is intended to halt at the place where the 
mo,rement is co1nmenced, the caution at tl~e halt, 
tvill be given, and the leading lad 'vili halt inste.a,d 
of n1arking time, the remainder halting as they reach 
their places, and taking up their dressing. 
32. ill arclting witlL Arms. 
Squad,s ,vith arms will be practised in the different 
nl:trohes and VCllriations o·f st.ep described in the fore-
going sections. During these practices,. the closest 
attention 111ust be paid to the position of e.ach individual 
lad. 
The disengaged arm. will be allowed to swing 
naturally, except when doubling with arms at the slope, 
when it 'vill be bent as in the double march. 
\\ihen lads parade with arm.s they will invariably 
fall in at the Order, each lad occupying 30 inches, and 
Stand at Ease. 
Coming to Attention.-Th·e squad, when standing easy!' 
will be taught to stand at ease on the caution Squad, 
and to come to attention and slope arms on the com-
mand Slope-Arms; also to orxie:r a.rms from the SlojJe, 
stand at~ e·ase, and stand easy, on the con1mand Stanfl-
Easy. 
SQUAD DRILL, IN Two RANKS. 
33. Formation of a Squad in Two Ranks. 
The squad will now be formed for drill in two ranks. 
The lads 'viii take their places in succession, commenc-
ing from the flank on which they ttre oroered to form, 
and each occupying a space of 30 inches. Each 
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lad of the rear rank 'vill be placed 60 inches (two paces) 
from the lid ir1 front of hin1, 1neasuring front heel to heel, 
and will cover him correctly, the two lads thus placed 
forming a File. The squaAI will be numbered from right 
to left; w·hen it consists of an uneven number of l~s .. 
the third lad from the left of the front rank will 
be a Blank (or incon1plete) File, tl1at is, he 'viii have no 
rear rank lad. 
If ·the squad is required to drill with intervals, it will 
be numbered from the right, and will then rec.eive the 
command Odd numbers of the front rank two paces for-
ward, even numbers of · tl~e rear rank two paces step 
back-March. To re-form the squad, on the command Re-
farm Ranks-J!l arch, the odd numbers of the front rank 
will step back two paces, and even numbers of the rear 
rank sten forward .two paces. 
34. Dressing. 
The front rank will dress as described in S. 24. The 
rear rank lads will continue looking to their 
front, and will cover ana correct their distances, as the 
lads of the front rank take up their dressing. 
35. :J;farching in Squad and in File. 
A squad in two ra,nks will be practised in the marches 
and variations of step taug·ht in single rank. 
Blank File.-A blank file will always be with 
the leading rank. He will move up into his place .o·n 
the command About-Turn, at the halt, or will step out 
to take his place in the leading rank whe11 the squad is 
turned about, on the march. · 
Covering and Distance.-While marching in line the 
lads of the rear rank must accurately preserve their 
covering and distance. 
' M a·rching in File.-1\farching and changing direction 
1n file 'vill be practised as laid do,vn in SS 29 and 30, care 
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SQUAD DRILL. 
KEY TO PLATES. 
, 
Officers, lT?arrant o._f!icers, Non-comnlissioned officers, g"'C. 
COMMANDING OFFICER 
••• 
SENIOR MAJO:a, 
••• ••• 
A.DJUTAN~ 
••• • • • • •• 
COl\lPANY C01\1MANDER 
••• 
SENIOR SUBALTERN 
• • • 
J UNIOR SUBALTERN 
••• 
QU ARTERMAS'l'ER 
••• • •• 
~,HE KING's COLOUR 
• • • 
T HE REGJMEN'l,AL COLOUR 
SERJEANT-l\IAJOR 
• • • • •• . 
STAFF BERJKA.NT 
••• • •• 
Front Rank 
Rear Rank 
... 
SEC"l~ION COl\'11\IANnER ••• 
+ 0 SQUAD COMMANDER ••• 
• 0 LAD, FRONT RANK ..• ••• 
n LAD, REAR RANK ••• 
@ PIONEER SERJEANr.r ••• 
G PIONEER ••• ••• ••• 
6 B.!.ND M ... -\STER ••• ••• 
~ BAND SERJEANT ••• • •• 
0 BA~DSMAN ••• • • • ••• 
0 SERJEAN1."-DR UMMER ••• 
+ DRUMMER OR BUGLER G ••• 
8 SIGNALLER • • • ••• ••• 
••• 
••• 
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SQUAD DRILL. ss. 39. 
Test of Marclting.-The test of marching in fours is 
the position of the lads w·hen they turn into line. If 
there are no ~gaps or irregularities in the line, and the 
squad occupies the same fronta.ge as before it fonned 
fours, the marc.hing is good. Th·a te.st should be fre-
quently applied during the .instruction of lads, and the 
slightest carelessness as rega.rds the maintenance of t.he 
exa~t distance should be checked at once. 
It must be explained to the lads that odd num.bers 
are right files, and even num.bers left files. 
In order that the left four may alwa.ys be c.omplete, 
the file on the left of a squad will invariably :mov~ 
back, and the second file from. the left always stand 
fast in forming fours. 
( 1. When in Line at the H alt.-On the 
1 word Fours, the left files will take a 
-... f pace of 30 inches back, and then a side 
Form-- pace of 30 inches so as to cover the~ir 
Four&. i right files, the first pace being taken with 
II the foot FURTHEST from the RIGHT 
FILES. In this formation the squad 
Form-
Two-deep. 
L will stand in fours. 
On the word Two-deep the left files will 
move to their original position in line 
by taking a .side pace of 30 inches, and 
a pace forward of 30 inches; or" if the 
squad .has beien turned about while in 
fours, a side pace and a pac·e hack. 
2. Forming Fours to a Flank. 
f!orm-Fours. As already described. 
Right (or} The squad will turn as ordf:red. Left). 
A squad moving .,to a flank in fours, on receiving the 
command Right (or LPjt)-Turn, will turn in the re-
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qllired ~ and fo~m: two- deep 
flat,her word of e~. 
If it, ht Teqnired to remain in fours, the word of -~ 
~will b& In EfOt.W.a. Left (or Righrt)-Turn. 
3. {)n the M lWe&.~.K sq~ marching in line:, or 
tahe diagonal march, Will be taqht to form f0111'8 pre-
cisely -as when forming jrom the ltalt; thit right fil 
JD&rking tiDle two paces whilst the left files are 
mGvUig to their places. Should ille word Right or Le 
follow, the squad will turn in tH directi n ordered. 
4.. When in File.----FoUTs will be ionned by the 
Iiles moving forward or backward into their position in 
Fou'FB, right files if on the move m.ark1ng tim 
two paces. 
5. When .movin1: foun, the squad may be t 
in any direction~ · onal or otherwise. 
6. When m:oving forwa:rd, or to a, flan~ in fours, the 
squad may be o~erad to form. two-deep; on the oom• 
maDd Form TtD.B-deep, the left files will step up or 
fall back into their places in two:deep formation, the 
r-ight files Dl&rking time two paces. 
7 .. When from line a aquad is tmned to the right o.-
left in fou.rs, if to the right tha left will direct, 
and if to the left the right will direct without 
any futther word of commapd, and each section ol fon .... ~ 
will dresa by that flank. · 
8. A squad, moving to a flank in fours by the diagonal 
:march, will form two-deep on being turned into line. 
40. FouTs Changing DirectiOft and Forming Squad . 
. 
1. l!hanging Direction.-A squad moving to a flank in 
fours, will change direction to the right, in the same 
manner aa in file; each four wheell~ng successively round 
the same point as described in S. 30. 
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PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 44. 
and not through the :mouth. After the chest has 
been fully expan.ded, and the air held in tlie lungs for 
three or four seconds, quickly exhale it through the 
mouth, bringing the heaAi and shoulder.s well forward 
in doin·g so. This exercise should be repeated at lea.st 
six tjmes. 
7. After the first few lessons, the instr,uctor must 
cc:J.refully select those lads 'v ho are fitted by their 
strength, activity, and intelligence for harder worli, and 
these lads may be pushed on, wl1ilst the weaker and less 
intelligent are kept at easier exercises. 
(B) HINTS TO INSTRUC·TORS. 
1. MErrHOD OF INSTRUCTION. 
The aim and obj.ect of these exercises is the develop-
ment and consequent strengthening of the entire body 
and not one particular part of it. 
Be patient and avoid all loud shouting and noisy, di~ 
cour.aging methods of handlin·g the class. 
Reme·mber·, lads are not all alike, but have different 
charaicters, temperament an-d crupabil~ities, and that they 
-require handling accordingly. . 
Do not keep the lads too long in one position, especi-
ally a constrained one. An exercise should never be 
performed so many time~s that it becomes wearisome and 
the strength and en~durance of the lads should never be 
pushed to extreme limits. 
Lads m~ust not be kept too long without being allowed 
to stand easy. 
2. ExPLANATION AND ILLUSTRA·TION oF ExE·RCIS~s. 
Take up sucl1 a position that you can see every lad 
in the class, and that they can see you without moving 
or turning their heads very much from their front. 
Explanations of exercises should only be given when 
the lads are standing easy, and should ~e illustrated 
either by the instructor himself performing tl1e exercises 
or by causing a smart lad to perform them. 
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Riglit- I 
Extend. 
Eyes--FTont. 
For 
Pl~ysical 
ExeTcises-
Open Ranks 
-·lvf arcft. 
l 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. ss. 45, 46~ 
ing the shoulder of the next lad, and 
take u·p his clressing; the rear rank will 
cover correctly. 
Head and , e) .. es \viii be turne~d, sma·rtly 
to the front, and the arm dropped 
QUIETLY to the side. 
Ocld numbers of the front rank will 
tal{e t'vo paces forward, and the e' r-n 
num·bers of the rear rank will step ba~ck 
two paces. On com·pletion of the ordered 
number of paces, each lad will look to 
his left and take up his dres~ing. 
46. PREPARING FOR PHYSICAL ExERCISEs. 
N.B.-Before any movement is made, lads 'vill .glance 
to the left and take the time fro1n the lad on the left 
of the sqt1ad. 
Oaution-PrezJare f 01~ PlLysical Exe1~cises. 
On the above '' caution," the lad on the left of the 
fro11t rank 'v.ill take tvvo paces for,vard. He will set 
tl1e tin1e for all movements, "rhicl1 n1ust be smartly, 
b11t not hurriedly, performed. It is a good plan for him 
t.o look to his right before connnencing a movement. 
Remove the calp "\vith the right han~, 
and with the left hand place the ch1n 
strap inside the cap. Adva11ce the right 
Telke off foot about one pace, bend d·own over the 
-Cap.s. knee and pla;ce the cap, crown down,vards, 
on the ground in front of the foot. 
Smartly resume the position of '' atten-
tion." 
f Ta~ke off the belt and l"oll it up neatly. Tah·e off Advance the right foot as before, and 
-Belts. l with the right ha.nd, place the belt inside 
. the cap. -Sprin.g to '' attention.'' 
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. ss. ~' 47. PART I. 
Raise the right ·hand to the shoulder 
and take off the haversack by raising the 
sling over the head to the left. Holding 
the haversack in both hands, the sling 
Take off- banging downwards, advance the right 
foot jJ.S before., and, giving the haver· 
'll aver sacks. sack a slight swing forwM'd, place it on 
the gJound so that the slin.g encircles the 
cap, the haversack resting on the ground 
just in front of it. Spring to '' atten-
tion.'' -
These thTtee movements may be performed, without 
further word of command, 9n the instructor's 
command:-
For Physical Exercisu---Prepare. 
The left.hand man of the front rank will step for~ 
ward two paces and set- tlie time. If the lads keep 
stmct time and work together the etiect is good, but 
anything in the nature of a scramble is t-o be avoided. 
Instructions for ~'putting on'' -equipment will be 
found &t the end of S. 54. ~ 
41. LEG EXERCISES. 
These are simple and easy exercises for the legs, as 
distinct from the more violent exercises of marching, 
hopping, etc. ; they improve tae control of the le~s and 
increase the flexibility of their joints and the strength 
of their muscles. -
N oTE.-The staTting position in all these exercises is 
the position of ~' attention.'' 
Raise the hands quickly and grasp the 
waist firmly just wbove th~ hips, fingers 
together in front and th.umbs behinn, 
palms pressed well down, shoulders kept 
B ips-Firm in the same position as at '' .attention.'' 
Th-e· elbows should be in a natural posi-
tion, and ON NO ACCOUNT forced 
bacl{vvard. (Figure 1.) 
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FIG. 1. 
HIPS FIRl\{. 
-
1. Feet Clos·ing. atld Feet Opening . 
. 
s. 47. 
Raise the toes and ·close tl1e feet by 
Feet f pivoting on the heels, keeping the knees 
-Close. l straight. The feet must not be scrape.d 
on the ground nor the body swayed. 
~ 
Feet { Raise the toes and open the feet to the 
-Open. position of '' atte11tion.'> 
2. Foot Placing Sideways. 
Keeping the knees straight, carTy the 
foot two feet to the left and place it L,~ft Foot, ' on the ground with the toe leading, dis-
Stdew;ys l tributing the wei~ht of the body evenly 
- ace. on both feet. The l{nees must not be bent 
· a11d the body m·ust be rigid. (Figure 2.) 
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Foot, 
lnwaTd 
-Place. 
Left Foot, 
Forward 
-Lunge. 
Foot, 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 47. 
Keeping the right leg straight, press 
sharply from the ground with the left 
foot and resume the starting position for 
the '' Lung.e. '' 
Lunge forward straight to the front, 
but ~kee.ping the same foot angle with 
both feet as in the starting position. 
(Fig·ure 7.) 
Inward As before. 
-Place. 
Repeat the exercis~s, lunging with the right foot. 
Hands { Drop the hands smartly, but quietly, to 
--Down. thie sides. 
N .B.-Where the above, and any of the following 
exercises have been ta-ught by ',' word of command,,, 
the words ''One,'' ''Two,'' ''Three,'' 1'' Four,'' etc., 
may be used. T~he lads will prabablj,. work smarter, 
and much time will be saved. 
The leg exercises may be performed, '' judging the 
time,'' as follows :-
Oaution. Leg exercises, judging the 'time. 
Hips-Firm. As before. 
Caution~ 
Commence. 
Hand• 
-Down. 
Twice·* thTough tlte exercises. 
J 
The exercises 1 to 5 will be carried out 
in slow time, without any stop between 
, them, and on completing the number of 
l '' times through '' ordered, the squad will remain steady at ''Hips-Firm.'' 
{ .. J\.s before. 
*Or as many times as the instructor considers de-
•irable. 
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Arms 
Sidewaya 
-Stretch. 
Arms 
-Bend. 
Arms 
Upward· 
-Stretch. 
} 
• 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 48"" 
Stretch the arms sharply Eideways in 
line with the sho·ul·ders, palms of the 
hand downward, fingers closed and fully 
exteOOed. (Figt1re 9.) 
As before. 
Stretch the a,rm.s sharply upward to 
their fullest extent, hands the width of 
the shortlders apart, pa1ms in\vard, fingers 
closed, a-nd full~ extendeO. The head 
must not be poked forward. (Figu.re 10.) 
FIG. 10 . . FIG. 11. 
ARl\IS UPWARD STRETCH. 
Arma · 
-Bend. } ..L\s before. 
ARIVIS FoR,VARD STRET'pH. 
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Arms 
Upward 
-Raise. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 48~ -
Lower the arms steadily to the sides. 
By a continuous movement raise the 
arms sideways and upward, turning the 
~palms of the hands upwaT·ds while the-
arms are passing the level of the 
shoulders. (~igure 10.) 
A rn~s { Lower the arms to the sides by re,rers-
-Lotver. ing the above movement. 
Arm& 
Upwarrl 
-Swing. 
S\ving the arms quickly, keeping them 
well . stretched, forward and upward, to 
the '' arms u·pward '' position. (Figure 
10.) 
Figure 12. 
Alk"\IS Do,vNw ARD~ AND 
BAcK,V.A.RD SwiNG. 
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Hands-
Down. 
l 
J 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. ss. 49, 50. 
As before. 
The neck exercises may be performed '' j-t1dging the 
time ,, as :follows:-
Caution. Neck exercises, judging the time. 
Hips- } As before. Fi1m. 
Caution. 
OommenGe. 
Hands-
Down. 
Stand at 
-Ease. 
Stand 
-Easy. 
Four times throttgh the exercises. 
( Perf.orm the e~ercises as many times 
l a~ may be o·rdered, remembering that 1 the first four are slow, and the fifth t quick, movements, and Temain steady on 
completion of the last " for""ard-turn.'' 
- ... 
1 ) As before. 
\ 
J As usual. 
} As usual. 
-
. .:: . .;:; 
50. BonY ExERCISEs. 
1. Body Benrling and Turning .. 
As before. 
r 
Left Foot \ 
Sideways J As before. 
-Place. 
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Body to 
the Left 
-Bend. 
Upward-
Stretch. 
Body to 
the Right 
--Bend. 
Upward-
Stretch. 
B ody to 
tlte Left 
- Turn. 
Fortvard 
--Turn. 
Body to 
the Right 
-Turn. 
Forward 
- Turn. 
'' One." 
'' Two.'' 
'' T hree.'' (' Four.'' 
} 
' f 
} 
} 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 50. 
Without alterin·g the relative position 
of the head, shoudders, and arms, bend 
the body steadily as far as possible to 
the left. 
As before. 
. 
Bend the body to the right aAS above. 
As before. 
Keeping the head in the same relative 
position to the s·houlders as at '' atten-
tion,'' the feet ,firm on the ground, and 
the legs straight, turrn the body steadily 
as far as ·possible to the left, the small 
of the back _ to be hollowed. 
Turn the body to the front. 
Turn the body to the right as above. 
.... t\..s before. 
2. Body Turning Quickly. 
As above, bwt each mov·ement per-
formed quickly. 
IOn 

• 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 51. 
51 PRESSING FROM TRE GROUND: 
Bend the knees quickly outward, in-
cline-the body slightly forward, and place 
the ·palms O·f the hands on the ground 
On the rather more th.an the width of the 
Hands 1 · shoulders apart, finger.s turned slightly 
-" One. '' inward, anns straight and nearly vertical. 
4
' Two.'' 
Arms 
-Bend. 
Stretch. 
T.he back should be kept str.aight, and 
the h·ead· in the same relative position to 
the shoulders, as at '' attention.'' 
~...--- ... 
•·. ... . .. ' 
.... ,.,. ... 
~· ······ \ ·:,..::·~ •. . -., 
•. '·  .... 
·..... ···-:. 
FIG. 17.-0N THE HANDS. 
-
Kee·ping the a.rms · straigltt, shoot the 
feet back.IWard till the body and leg~ are 
straight and fully stretched, the weight 
suppo.rted by the toes and hands. Heels 
togeth;er, toes at the usual angle· of 
forty-five degrees, arms at right angles to 
the body, head in the same relative posi-
tion, as at " attention." (Fi~ure 17.) 
Without in any other way altering the 
position of the body, ·lower it close to the 
ground by bending the arms, the elbows 
nwving outwards . 
.., 
f Resume the starting 
l straighteirlng the arms. 
position by 
]()7 

Left Leg 
-Raise. 
Lower. 
Right Leg 
-Raise. 
Lower. 
Arms 
-Be11cl. 
On thJe 
Back · 
-Turn 
Left Leg 
-Raise. 
Lower. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 52 .. 
Keeping the leg straight, raise it as. 
high as possibJe, toe pointed, .\vithout 
altering the position of the body. 
Lower the leg to the starting position. 
} As above, but raising the right leg ... (Figure 18.) 
.... t\.s before. 
2. On the Back. 
r .... r\s before when fC Pressing from the· 
( ground.'' 
Place the right foot sma:rtly over the 
l~ft, turn sharply over the left side and 
lie fiat on the back, h.ands by the side, 
palms on the .groun.d. 
f Keeping the leg straight and t he toe 
1 pointed, slowly raise it to an angle of t 45 degrees. 
S1o·w ly lowe1~ the leg tQ the ground. 
Rigl~t Leg } 
-Raise. As above, but raising the right leg. 
...~s above. Lower. 
Legs 
-Raise. 
Lower. 
On the 
Feet-Up. 
Oa11tion. 
( Keeping the feet together, leg,s straight,. 
1 and toes p·ointe.d., slowly Taise the legs tO' an angle of 45 d·egrees. 
Slowly l~wer the legs to the ground. 
Bring the Dody smartly up, ~t the same 
ti1ne bend the knees, and push1ng sharply 
with the hand~s, spring to ''attention.'' 
Judging the Ti1ne. 
Leg.s raising, judging the time. 
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PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 53, 
R igltt K 12ee } 
-Raise. ..~.~s before, but raising the rright knee. 
·Lo1oer. 
L eft Knee 
-Raise. 
Leg 
Forward 
-Stretcltt. 
As before. 
2. Leg Fo-rward Stretching. 
} As before. 
Keeping the bOOy steady and the thigh 
raised as much as possible, slowly stretch 
the leg and foot forward. {Figure 19.) 
• 
.. ·~ .. 
··········-··· ... ... .. -·-
,. . 
...... .... .... _ .......... .. -.... .. ... .. 
\ 
-
FIG. 19.-- KNEE RAISING. 
Lower the leg to its original position. 
As before . 
.As before. 
~~E before. 
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Right Leg ) 
Backward J 
---;-8 tretch. 
As before, btlt stretching the right leg. 
Lower. 
Arms-
Lock. 
Left Leg 
-Swing. 
Lower. 
As before. 
· 5. Leg Swinging. 
· f Each lad will lock his right ann in the 
1 left arm of the lad on his right, closing in a little, if necessary. 
( Swing the leg to the front as high as 
j possible, toe pointed and leg straight, 
i make a ~slight pause, and then swing the 
I leg to the rear a.s hig~h as possible, toe 
L pointed and le.g straight. 
Lower the leg to the starting position. 
Right Leg \.. Same as above, swino-ing the right leg. 
-Swing. J t>~ 
Lower. As before. 
Hips- f Unlock the arms, and come to "Hips-
Fir-n1. ( firn1." 
Hands- 1 
Dowtt. j 
Cct1Ltion. 
Hips- 1 
Fir11t. j 
As be.fore. 
Judg~ing the TPine. 
Balance exe1~cisc"~' judging the time. 
As us·ual. 
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PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 541. 
The instructor should take up a position outside thi 
circle so that he may best keep his cl~aiss under observa-
tion. 
When performing the exer·cises in this way th~e lads 
should open out fro·m the front, without word of com-
n1.and, t o two paces to a<lmit of full freedom of move-
ment. 
Quick } 
-1J1a'lch 
Heels 
-Raise. \ 
I 
l1 eels \ 
-Lower. j-
As laiJ down in Squad Drill. 
Rise on the toes as high as po~ssible, 
keep the legs straight, and maintaining 
the same cadence as in the quick march, 
sl1·or't.en the pa,ce to .about 18 inches, 
st,retch the ar·n1.s downward and keep 
th.elln steady at the sides. ' Each step 
should be taken with ju.st sufficient 
spring of the ankle joints to pTevent 
stiffness of mo,rement. 
Resm11e the Quick March. 
r Keeping the ·body ere·ct, raise the knees 
alternately till the thig,h is at right angles 
to the bod·y and the lower leg , ha,nging 
straight downward with th~e toe p.ointing 
Knees 
-Raise. 
Quick } 
-MaTch. 
to the g;round, and move forward rather 
slower than in ·quick time·, and with pace 
shortened to about 18 inches, taking care 
to carry the body well forward over the 
leading ·foot as it comes to the ground, 
with the toe leadin!g and the knee 
straight. 
Resume the Qt1ick March. 
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Quick 
-March 
or Halt. 
PHYSICAL TRAINI .. "'G. s. 54. 
FIG. 21.-DOUBLE ~fARCH. 
Res~um.e the Quicl{ l\farch or Halt as 
o1~dered. 
Caution. Put o1t equipment. 
On the above cautio11 the lad on the left of the front 
rank will step forward two paces. 
Taking the time from the lad on the 
left of the fro11t rank, advance the right 
Take Up- foot, bend down, a11d take up the haver-
Haversacks. sack with the right hand, withdraw the 
right foot, put on ilhe havrersack, and 
stand steady at '' .. ~ttention. '' 
Take Up- J Same proced~uTe as abo·ve. Belts. 
Take Up- } 
Caps. 
Re-fo1·m 
Ra·nk8, 
-March. 
' 
( 
l 
' 
Same proceduTe as above. 
The odd numbe:rs of t.he front rank will 
take two paces to the reai', and the even 
numbers of the rear rank two paces for-
v.rard. 
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On the Left ) The left file vdll stand fast, and the 
Close f ren1ainder ,vill close. 
-1J1arch. 
Startd at 
-JJ)ase. l J As ust1al. 
Stancl 
-Easy. } As usual. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING vVITH ARl\iS. 
1. It is unnecessary that all the follo,ving practices 
should be performed at the same drill. 
2. The squad will be forn1ed in two ranks, with arms 
at the Order. 
55. ExERCISES "'.,.ITH ONE CARBINE. 
Physical Drill by J-7\l~umbers. 
Squad-
Number. } As usual. . 
Full I nter1/·al 
to the Right 
-Extend. 
Eyes--Front. 
For Physical 
Drill-
Open Ranks 
March. 
Ready. 
As usual, S_ 45. 
As usual. 
As usual, S. 45. 
Incline the m.uzzle slightly forward 
and seize the carbine with the left hand, 
back of the hand to the rear, between 
the upper and lower bands. 
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poaitioa. 
Tra~nsfer­
ArmB. 
Two. 
Ready. 
One. 
Two. 
Steady. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. s. 60 .. 
r The whole wtill advance the left foot 
21 inches, keeping the knees straight, the 
even numbers transferring their carbines 
to the odd numbers by extending their 
right arm to the front, level with the 
shoulder, wrist bent inwards and the 
carbine held vertically. At the same 
time the odd numbers wtill irasp the car-
bine with the left hand at the point of 
balance. 
I The od·d numbers will bri~g both carbines to the Trail (S. 76), and both 1 ranks will bring the left foot back to the 
\ right. 
Carry the left foot off about 12 inches 
to the left, and bending both arms at 
the elbows" raise the carbines smartly to 
a horizontal position, parallel to one 
another above and almost touching the 
point of the shoulders : forearm vertical. 
J Force the c,arbine smartly upwards to the full extent of the right arm, head 
l thrown weTI back. E'ren n·umbers will stand at ease. 
Bring the carbine s111artly down t o the 
Ready position, and at the same ·time 
force the other carbine smartly upwards 
to the full extent of the left arm, keeping 
the head as above directed. 
Resume the Read.lf position. 
Bring the carbines at once to a horizon-· 
tal position at the side, at the full extent 
of the arn1s, fingers and thum~bs round the 
carbines and behind the seam of the 
trousers, and close the heels, even num-
bers springing to Attention. 
] ~::1 
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. s. 62. PAR'!' I. 
DUMB-BELL EXERCISES . 
. Trhe .squad ha~ing fallen in two deep, with a bell 
In each hand, w1ll be ~ened out,. as in S. 45. 
62. First Exercise. 
Caution.-Bending and Stretching the Body~~ 
Rir::"fute. } . The squOO will tur~ half right. 
Ready. 
One. 
Two. 
{ The whole ·Will carry their left feet off about 10 inches to the left. 
r Ke~ing the shoulder.s square to the 
~ front and the right arm straight, raise 1 the hand side-ways above the herud, and 
< reach down as far as possible with the 
left, head well thrown back, and th.e 
eyes directed towards the bell. 
~ Ke·eping the arnllS in line 'vith one 
another, lower th.e rig,ht and raise the 
left, head and eyes dirocted upwards 
towards the b~ell. / 
( Drop the left arm qUickly in fro·nt of · 
' the body, and turning well on the hips 
to th~e ·right, ·s·wing both bells the width 
2nd Practice-< of the sbculders apart above the head, 
-Change. - backs of the hands to th·e left, . eyes 
directed to,vards he bells, back hollo,ved 
1 and the body raiEed on the left toe, hoth 
Two. 
llegs straigl1t. . 
Keeping the bac.k hollowed, swing both 
arms down in ·fr~ont .of the body and .up 
. the le·ft, rising on the right toe in dolng 
so. 
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• 
Attention. 
Right-
Incline. 
Ready. 
One. 
Thre~. 
Four. 
Attention. 
DUMB-BELL EXERCISES. ss. 63, 64. 
On the word Attention (which shoald 
be ·given when the hands are up to the 
left}, bring the hands directly to the sides 
and the left f.oot to the rj·ght, turning 
to the front in doing so. 
63 Second Exercise . 
• 
Oaution.-Swinging the Bella. 
} As before. 
. 
( C.arry · the left foot about 18 inclles to 
I the left, at the same· time bend the arms 
1 at the elbows, and bring the bel~ i smartly up in front of the shoulders , 
f finger nails inwards, elbows cl<>se to 
I th.e body. 
Strike up smartly aho·,re the head with 
both bells, l1ead tl1ro,vn hack, eyes directed 
towards the bells. 
Bend t.he back, and slightly bending tb.e 
knees, swing the· bells down between the 
legs, forcing the ·head well -<i<rwn. 
{ Swing the bells above th.e head to tn·~ position of One. 
{ Bring the bells ~martly to tll shoulders, the elbows close to the si({es • 
. 
Bring the left ·foot hack w tlle right 
and drop the hands i,() the sLdes,. tuTning 
to the front in doing so. 
64. Third Exercise. 
CJaution.-Bending and Stretclt,infJ tile Arms. 
Right- } 
l ncl i1Le. As before . 
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ss. "65, 66. 
Ready. 
One 
Two. 
Attention. 
• 
Right-
Incline. 
Ready. 
One 
. , 
Two. 
Attention. 
Re-form-
Ranks, etc. 
.. 
PART I. 
Keeping the arms extended, . raise 
t.hem right and left in line with the 
shottlders, back or the hands down-
wards . 
( Grasrping the bells firmly, and witho11t lowering the elbows, slowly bend the 
~l ctrms until the bells are over the 
shoulders. 
Slowly extend the arms to the Ready. 
j Drop the arms to the sides, tur-ning to 
( the front in doing so. 
65. Fourth Exercise . 
Cq,ution.-Chest Expanding. 
{ As before. . 
Keeping both arms straight, smartly 
raise the bells to the front, level with 
the point of the shoulders, back of the 
hands outwards. 
Wit.hout lowering or b-ending the arms, 
force them smartly backwards as far as 
possible. 
Resume the Ready. 
·{ Drop the arms to the sides, turning to 
the front in. doing so. 
} As in S. 54. · 
CARBINE EXERCISES. 
CARBINE EXERCISES. ss. 6i ~ 68. 
2. Drilling by 11um.bers should be restricted to the 
instruction of rec-ruits, and should, in the .Brigade, be 
curtailed as far as possible. 
3. The carbine n1ust be car~fully handled, especially 
when ·coming to the Order. 
4. The following exercises are of special importance as 
being required on parMle in close order. 
They must be thoroughly taught and be carrie-d out 
with s1nartness and precision :-
~ i. 1,he Slope from the Orller. 
ii. The Order from the Slope. 
iii. The Present from the Slope. 
iv. T .he Slope from the Present. 
5. The lads will be taught the other meth()ds of 
handling the carbin·e T·eferred to in the Carbine ExercisEs, 
but the same precision is not to be expected in them as 
in the exercis.es referred to in the previous paragraph. 
N OTE.-See Plate II. (S. 85) for names and parts · 
of the carbine. 
CARBINE ExERCISES BY NuMBERS. 
67. The Order. 
Th·e 100. will fall in as directed in S. 4, wit h th& 
carbine held perpendicularly at his right side~ Wle but t 
on the ground, its toe in line with the to& of the right 
foot. The right arm to be slightly h·ent, · the hand to 
~old the carbine betwee·n the two· bands, back r0f he 
hand to the right, thumb against the thlgh, fingel's 
slanting towards the ground 
Slope-
Arms. 
68. The Slope from the Order. 
( Give the carbine a cant upwar.J"S w it.h 
f the right hand, catc.hing it witb. thE l eft 
~ harid behind the backsigbt, and thE 
f right hand at t.he small ()f th~ hutt., 
t th urn b to th~ . left, · elb·ow to the ~ar . 
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Two. 
Three. 
Order-
Arms. 
Two. 
Three. 
. Present-
Arms. 
Two. 
PART I. 
C·aiTy the carbine acro·ss t .he body, and 
place ~it flat on the left ,shoulder, lever 
outwards ·from the body. Seize the butt 
with the left hand, the first tw·o · joints of 
) th~ fin~gers gra,sping the outside of the butt, 
the thumb about one inch above the toe, 
the uppe·r part of the left M'.lll clo;se to tihe 
side, the lo-wer part horizontal, and the 
he·el of the butt in line with _the centre of 
th·e left thig.h. 
Cut away the right hand to the side. 
69. The Order from the Slope. 
Bring the carbine down to the full extent 
of the arm, at the same time meetin·g it 
with the rig.ht hand at the lower band, 
ann close to the body. · 
Bring th~e c.arbine to the right side, allow-
ing the toe of the butt to turn to the front 
whilst do~ng so, seizing it at the same. time 
·with the left hand at the upper band. 
Place . the carbine quietly on the 
ground, cutting the left hand away to the 
side. 
70. The Present from the Slope. 
1· Seize the carbine with the right hand at 
t the small, both arms close to the body. 
R,aise the carbine with the right hand 
perpendicularly in front of the centre of 
t~he body, sling to the left; at the same 
tim·e place the left hand smartly on the 
stock, wrist on the guard, fingers pointing 
upwards, thumb close to the fore_finger, 
point of ~he forefinger in line .~ith 
the tnou th ; the left elbow to be close to 
the butt, the rig~ht elbow and butt close 
to the ·body. 
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CARBINE EXERCISES. ss. 71-73. 
Bri~g the carbine d~wn perpendicularly 
close 1n front of the ·centre of the body, 
guartl to the fr_ont, holding it lightly at 
the full extent of the right arm, fingers 
slanti~g downwards, and 1neet it 
smartly with the left hand im.rnediately 
behind the backsight, thum.b between 
stock and ba-rrel and pointing towards 
the m.uzzle ; at the same time place the 
hollow of the right foot against the left 
heel, both knees straight. The weight 
of the carbine to be supported by the 
left hand. " 
71~ The Slope from the Present. 
{ Bring the right foot in line with the 
-]left and place the carbine on the le~ft 
1 shoulder as described in th-e· second 
\motion of the Slope from the Order. 
Cut away the righ-t han~ to the side . 
. 
·72. Exercises in Qu·ick Time. 
The ·lad having been thoroughly in1structed in the fore-
going motions of the carbin.e by numbers, will be 
taught to perform the,m in quick tim:e, the words of 
command being given without the nu,mbe·rs and executed 
as above detailed, resting ~ pause between ea.ch motion. 
73. INSPECTING ARMS ON p .A.RADE. 
1. The -lad.s will stand at the Order. 
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For. 
I ·nspection, 
Port-
Arms. 
PART J_ 
I The Port.-Cant the C·ar·bine, muzzle , 
leading, with the right hand S1Jb8,rtly · 
acros~s the body, guard to th·e left and d!oWD.-
wards, the barrel crossing opposite the 
point of the left shoulder, and meet 
it at the same time with the left hand 
close behind the back-sight, thumb and 
fingers round the carbine, the left wrist 
to be opposite the left breast, both 
elbows cl~se to the body. 
Pres~s down ·the loop of the: lever with 
the thumb of the right hand, "'then grasp 
the small .. of the butt, placing the right 
thu,mb on the thumb seating on the body. 
· J Holding the carbine firlllly in the left 
Order-Arms. lh.and, pass the right .hand along tne 
carbine and seize it at the lower fiand. 
{ As in s·econd motion· of Order from Two· - Slope. 
Th·ree. · As in third motion of Order from Slope. 
2. When arms ar.e inspected at the Port only, as in 
inspecting a company on parade, or for the purpos~e of 
ascertaining that there is no. obstruction in the chamber, 
each lad, when th .. e officer has pa.sised the file next to 
him, will press up t.he lever, press the trigger, Order 
arms (close up one pace if .in the rear rank), stand a-
ease, and stand easy. 
3. Exami·ne Arms. 
If it be necessary to examine arms, the lads will be 
cautioned to remain at the Port. 
On the command Examine-Arms, both ranks will come 
to the position for loading (S. 90) with the muzzle of 
the carbine so incline~d as. to ena.ble the officer to look 
through the bal'lrel, placing the thumb nail of the right 
ha11,d about one in·c.h in rear o,f th.e chamber to reflect 
light into the barrel. · · 
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The officer will look through each barrel to see tltat 
it is clean and free from rust. Each lad, when the officer 
has passed the file next to him, will press up the lever. 
pTess the trigger, order arms (step up one pace if in 
t he rear . rankj, stand at ease, and stand easy. 
74. The Stand at Ease from the Order. 
( Incline the muzzle of the carbiDe 
I slightly to th·e front with the right h&JlCI. Stand at- arm clo~se to the side, at the same time 
l!Jase. i keeping both legs straight, carry the eft 
f foot about ten inches to the left, the left 
l arm steady. 
75. The Attentio1l from Stand at l!Jase. 
f The left foot will be brought up to tne Attention. 1 right and the carbin·e returned to the 
· ~Order. ... 
Trail-
Arms. 
Order-
Arm!. 
Short-
Trail. 
76·. The Trail from the Order.* 
( By a slight bend of the right arm give 
I the carbine a cant forward and seize i t at the point of balance, bringing it at on~e ~ to a horizontal po·sition at the right side 
at the full erle·nt of the arm, fingers an 
thumb round the carbine, and behind tlte 
L seam of the tr·ousers. 
77. The Order from the Trail.* 
( Raising the muzzle, catch th·e carbine a 
\.the lower band, and come to the Order. 
78 Short Trail from the Order. 
Raise the carbine about three inc'h.~ 
from the ground, keeping the barrel cl B&e 
o the shoulder.-
* The Trail is not to be used at drill in clo3e order. This motioa is 
only i~tended for skirmishing, and for physical training. 
-
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79. Use of the A.';hort Trail. 
If sta.nding w~th ordered arms, and directed to form 
fours, to close to thie right or left, to step back, or to 
take any na,ined number of p·aces forward, lads will com.e 
to the Short Trail. 
Change-
Arms. 
Two. 
Three. 
Secure-
Arms. 
Two. 
Three. 
Slope-
Arms. · 
80. The Change from the Slope. 
· r Seize the butt of the carbine with the 
r:lght hand, back of th.e hand up, at the 
same time slipping the left hand up to the 
small. 
Carry the carbine, turning the lever 
outwards, on the right shoulder, bring-
in.g it well to the front so as to clear 
the head. 
Cut the left hand to the side. 
81. The Secure from the Slope. . 
Bring the carbi11e down to the full 
ext·ent of th.e left arm ·an.d seize it with 
the right hand in lin·e ~with the shoulder,__ 
as in the first motion of the Order. 
Tlirn the lever to the front, seizing 
the carbine with the left hand below the 
backsight. 
( Give the butt. a sharp cant to the rear, 
I place the br·eooh und.er the left arm-pit, 
- i m.uzzle inclined slightly to the right a.nd 
I downwards, at the same time cut the· 
l right hand to the side. 
82. The Slope from the Secure. 
Bring the carbine to a perpendiculal' 
position oppo,site the left sho~lder, at 
the same time meeting it at the s·m&ll 
of the butt with the right hand. 
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, 
• 
Carry the carbine on to the left sho11lder, 
turning the lever outwards, s·eizing .:the 
butt with the left hand, as in the first 
motion of the Slope from the Present. 
Cut the right .hand to the side. 
83. Slinging Arms. 
On the command Sling-.. Arms, p:t.ss the head and right 
arm between the sling and carbine, the. sling pas,sing ov'2r 
the left shoulder, and the- carbine, muzzle upwards, hang-
ing dia.gonally across· the back. 
84. Grounding and Taking up Arms. 
O:rr the comma.nd Gro'ltnd-A rms, the carbine will b~ 
placed gently on the ground at the riglit side, lever to 
the right. The right hand will be in line with 
the toe as 'it places the carbine on the ground . 
. On the comman~ Take 1tp-Ar·ms, take up arms and 
come to the Order. 
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. PART =II . 
. 
MUSKETRY . EXERCISES·. 
8j. I~STRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING AND CARE 
OF THE CARBINE. 
1. No hard substance, suoh as emery, sand paper, etc., 
is ever to ·be use,d for cleaning either ~the outs~ide or 
· inside of th·e c.arbine. Care is to be taken to prevent 
the browning being rubbed off the barrel. 
2. '11o . Olean the Bore~-Press down the lever, drop 
the weight o.f the pull-tlwough in from the breech; 
insert in the c,entre loop. a piece of dry flannelette, 4 in. 
by 2 in., and pull it through the bore. Finally, a piece 
of flannelette, saturated with .vaseline, should be drawn 
through, and the bore will at all times be kept slightly 
coated with vaseline. No larger piece of flannelette 
than 4 in. by 2 in. should ever be ·used. · 
3. Rangoon oil will be used for cleaning the action, 
i.e., all frictional parts; vaseline, for preserving the 
inside of the barrel and all external parts of the car-
bine. A piece of flannelette soaked in Rangoon oil or 
smeared with vaseline will be used for this purpose. 
4. A carbine should never l5e u~sed for carrying weights 
or for any unauthorised purpose ; great ca.re should be 
taken to prevent its falling, as it mig:ht be .seriously 
damaged, · especially at the muzzle, w.hich is least pro.-
tecte.d. The c.arbine shou1d never be · carrie<! or put 
-~ away with the leaf of the backsight raised. 
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5. The carbine must never be put away or carried 
with the mainsprin.g compressed, i.e., loaded. If the 
carbine is "' loMled '' the · '' indicator '' , will poin"t 
dia.gonally ac.ross the body towards the thumb seating 
on the ~ody; if '' unloMled,'' the indicator will · be 
vertical. 
6. Xo N.C. · officer or lad is ever to attempt to tajke 
to pieces any portion of the action, or loosen or tighien 
any of the screws, without autliority to do so from the 
armourer. 
I 
PLATE II. 
MARTINI-HENRY CARBINE. 
5 
·" 8 
1. Butt Plate. 
2. Toe . of Butt. 
3. Heel of Butt. 
4. Sma.ll of Butt. 
5. Butt. 
6. Barrel. 
7. Trigger. 
8. Trigger Guard. 
11. Back bight. 
12. Upper Band. 
13. Lower Band. 
14. Fore Sight. 
15. Muzzle. 
16. Fore End. 
17. Thumb Seating. 
18. Breech and Chamber~ 
19. Indicator. 9. Lever and Loop~ 
10. Body. 
86. SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR lNSTRUCTO: 8. 
· 1. The term instructor, as he·re applied, includes 1aJ 
officers and non-commissioned · officers who are charged 
with the training of the lads. E,kil,l in shooting .is en-
tirely dep€n(1~nt on ·careftll indi,ridual instruction l:efore 
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the lad is taken to the range. · Instructors must bear in· 
n1ind that great patience and tact are necessary for the 
proper discharge of their duties. 
2. A word-perfect knowle<l~ge of the drills is· valueless 
11nless it is con1bined with fa.cility in imparting that 
·knowled.ge, and in rapidly detecting and corl"ecting 
faults; it is to this that instr.uetors must be specially · -
trained. 
3. The lads will be .directed to carry out the motions 
without regard to cadence, and the instructor will occupy 
hin1self in correeting the faults con1n1itted by each. lad 
in his squad, for which purpose he should stand five 
or six paces from him and to his right front. 
t;in1ultanoous action is not ~to be attempted, nor will 
the regulation position be insisted on if unsuited to the 
lcvd's build. The object of the instructor is that each-
individual shall be taught to perform the necessary 
n1otions 'vith ease and . accuracy, whilst adhering to the 
regulation positions as closely as possible. . 
4. The practice of ren1eclying faulty firing positions, 
when oncP ass11n1ed, te<:tches little. An incorrect position 
usually arises froni want of a·ccuracy in the preliminary 
actions which le~ to it, and it is to these that attention 
n1ust be ·given. 
5. A firin,g ''rest" will be freque11tly employed in 
ear:y · instruction, to ·enable the lad to s~u~pport the car-
bine and rest his muscles, whilst the instructor moclifie,s 
or cor.rects ·his .position. 
6. Awkward lacls n1ust receive special at.tention, but 
n<?.t in the £or·~ o~ e.x~r.a drill. The instr,u.ction may be 
afforded by disn1Iss1ng tl1e n1ore a.d vanced. before the 
~in1e for the drill expires. 
7. In all firing positions there is a tendency on the 
pa~rt of lads to get the eye too near to the trigger, and 
- the he~d too far forward.. I nstruc:toTs n111st correct 
this, _arid expla.in that the further the eye is fron1 the -
La,ckslght the more clearly wilr the sights be defined, 
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and the less strained 'vill be the position of the head 
and neck. 
8. Great importance attaches to the instruction of · 
lads in the method of releasing the trigger . . The. instructor 
mus-t not only explain but · illustrat~e the method 
by placing his hand . over tha,t of · the lad and 
performin·g the motion. In order to develop the in-
telligence of the la<ls, instruction in musketry sho.uld be 
imparted to. them by explanation,. the reasons why 
the arm, hand, or carbine is held in a certain way, 
how aim should be taken, and the results of errors ; the 
best way to use cover, etc. The foundation of goOO 
shooting is thorou·gh instruction in firing exercises. 
All . officers and n·Oll-comm1ssio·ned officers must have a 
thorough knowledge of the Drill in all detail. 
, 
INSTRUCTION IN AIMING. 
87 General Rules . 
• 
Instruction in aiming will be divided into two stages. 
In the preliminary st3Age the lad will be taught tb.e 
method of adjusting the sights to give elevation, and to 
aim from a rest wit.h absolute acct1racy at a bull's-eye, 
placed at such a distan)ce, and of such a size as not to tCLx 
his powers. The size . of the m.a.rk will be diminis·hed and 
tl1e distance increased as progress is made. A con-
venient form of '' rest '' is that provided by placing three 
poles, about 6 ft. long, in the form of a tripod, held 
in position by an iron ring or rope. On the seat so 
formed, a filled sand bag is placed, end on, on which 
the carbine is rested. The sand b~g should be about 
4 ft. from tl1e ground. Lads will ·also be taught t() 
allow for the effect of wind by aiming to the right or 
left of objects as may be necessary. 
In the a<lvance.d stage natUral objects or indistinct 
targets should be selecte-d. 
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88. Aiming Drill . 
. 1. lat Stage.-The instruct-or will explain t<> his squad 
the necessity of strict observance of the following rules, 
called the 
Three Rules for Aimin.g . 
. 
(a) The backsight must be kept upright. 
(b) The left or right .eye, accordin·g to t.~e shoulder 
from w=hich the lad ,shoots, must be closed. 
(c) Aim must be taken by aligning th~ sights on to 
the centre of the lowest part of the mark, the 
tip of t ·he ~foresight being in the centre o.f and 
in line with the shoulde.rs of the V of the back 
sight. . ~ 
When these principles have h·ee.n m,astered. the in-
atmctor wi11 adjust the sights ior any given range, and 
aim from the rest at the target, -with his eye at a point 
above ~and! in line with th·e butt plat.e. Having aimed, 
he will call on each individual to ·observe the coiTect 
method of alignil!·g the sights on a mark. Each lad 
will then act similarly, when the instructor will verify 
the aim, point out errors, and explain how they would 
have •ect,e9 the accuracy of the shot, and how they 
are to be avoided. He should occasionally call on a _ 
lad tc) point out any errors which may ~have been made 
by his comrades. 
2. The most common faults in aiming are:-
{a) Taking too much or too little .foresight into 
the V of the_ b3;cksight. 
To emphasise the importance of accuracy iD -this 
respect it should be expl~ained that a fine or half sight 
will cause the bullet to . ;strike about 5 in. and 3 in. 
lower, :respectively, per 100 yard~s of range, than when 
the correct sight is taken. / 
The following method will be found useful to guide a 
lad in taking the correct amount of foresight :-Lay 
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the ed.ge o.f a piec·e of paper on the upper ed·ge of the 
back$ight cap, when the sight will appear as shown 
in one of the subjoined diagrams. """~ piece of card-
hoard laid on the cap ana kept in place by an elastic 
band will answer the same purpose. 
1 ~APER ; 
<~-
C·orrect. Too Fine. Too Full. 
(b) Inaccurate centering of the foresight in the 
notch of the backsight. 
The lad should un~erstand that the consequence of 
t.his will be to d ·eflect the muzzle of the carbine to the 
side on which the line of aim is taken, e~g., if aim .be 
taken ·ov·er the rig.ht edge of the .notch, the direction of 
. the line of fire will be to the right of the mark ain1ed 
at. 
(c) Fixing the eyes on the foresight, and not on the 
object. 
This will result in the sights not bein.g accurately 
aligned on the mark. · 
(d) Inclining the backsight to one side. 
In this case the bullet will strike low, and to ··the side 
on which the sights are inclined. 
3. To ensure that each lad is proficient in aiming, and 
to clearly bring to .his mind the errors that will arise 
from any inaccuracies therein, the following procedure 
will be carried out :-
The carbine will be placed on an aiming re.st, and 
direc~ed at a sheet o.f blank white paper, affixed to any 
convenient ta.rget placed at a distance of about 10 yaOOs 
fron1 the carbine. A marker will stand at o·ne .side of 
the target with a small.., rod bearin·g a disc of metal or 
cardboard, painted white> about 1! inches in diameter; 
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on this is a black bull',s-eye ~ inch ~in diameter, in the 
centre of which is pieTced ·a hole just la~ge enough to 
admit ·the point of a pencil. The disc will be held on 
the paper, the instructor will align the sights 
on it, and its position will be marked with a 
p·encil. Each lad in succession will be carlled up ana 
ordered to look along the sights, but without touching 
the carbine and when he has satisfied himself as to tla.e 
correctn.e·ss of the aim, the disc will be Temoved. The 
disc ·will ·then be replaced on t·he. paper and moved at 
• .. ~-...... 
FRON1 
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t.he lad's direction, until he considers the aim to be the 
same as was the Instructor's, w~hen its position will be 
mark·ed. The operation wiU be repeated three times, and 
the points thus fixed joined, thereby forming a triangle. 
The relative position of the points with respect to the 
instructor's aim* will demonstrate whether the 100 knows 
how to ali.gn the sights coiTectly. Their position in 
regard to one another will sh·ow whether he is able t{) 
aim ·Consistently with the same sight. If the triangle is 
. * If the lad's aim is below that of th~ instructor, it shows that he l1as 
taken too full a sight; if a'"'ove, trat his ~jghting has been too fine; if 
to the right, that the fcl~esipht was on tbe left of a perpendicular drawn 
through the centre of the notch;. if to the left, vice versa. 
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formed so that it lies vertically o·n the paper, it proves 
that the lad's principal fault is not consistently taking 
'I I 
I , 
~ 
,· :t 
.. ~~=-
HORIZONTALlY 
VERTICALLY 
the same amount of foresig.ht; if . horizontally, that the 
main error is inaccurate centering of the foresight. When 
one of the sides of the t.riangle exceed.s ! inch the lad 
will be re·ga,rded as requiring .further instruction . . 
4. There should be an instruct<l·r and one rest for each 
squad, which should not consist of more than eight la.ds. 
While one lad is " aiming,'' the instructor will instTUct 
t he rest of the squad in the ''.three rules for aiming'' 
and the consequences of disregarding them, names of the 
parts of the carbine, etc. ; · he will al~o direct them to 
aim at the target in all positions, and point out their 
faults. The 1nusc1e exercises (S. 93) will be practised 
at intervals. 
5. 2n.d Stage.-In this stage aim will be-chiefly directed 
at indistinct targets. Instructi~on will be combined with 
exercises tending to improve the lad's eyesight, and to 
practise him in aiming at ground w1hioh might conc·eal an 
enemy. F~or this l~atter purpose a fatigue m:;tn wiJl be 
directed to show himself for a f.ew seco.nds at different I 
ranges. · The squad will t.hen aim from rests at the 
ground they believ.e to be occupied. After a short in-
terval the f~tigue man will stand up, when errors will 
be corrected and criticised. . 
'c Judging distance " will be taught by concealing a few 
la:ds at vaTious _dista.nces previously measuTed or paced 
by the· instr11ctor. At a pr~e-arranged signal f:rom the 
instructor o·ne of the co~ cealed lad.s will show himself for 
a few seconds. T'he lads of the squa.d will a~djust their 
,. 
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. sights to the distances they esti1nate the- disappeari11g 
lad to be from the~m and will aim at t.he sp·ot they 
belie1-re him to be concealed. 
The instructQr will also frequently cause the lads w 
aim at his eye, press the trigger without pause, and at 
the same time declare the direction of their aim at the 
moment of pressing th-e trigger. 
The aiming disc inay be used fqr this purpose, t,he 
front being held to th·e eye, and aim taken at the bull's-
eye on the back. . . ~ . 
89. Firing Exercises. 
1. To fire the carbine the following mot,ions must be 
performed:-
(a) L·oad. 
(b) Adjust the backsight. 
(c) Aim. 
(d) Pres'S .the trigger. 
2. Each lad will be given a mark to aim at. In the 
case of lads who hav~ reached a fair standard, the 
distance of the targets wi~l be increased; or, if sufficient 
ground is not available, targets of reduced size will be 
employed to represent figures seen at longer ranges. 
Nat11ral objects will also be s·elected as targets with a 
view to accustoming the squads to firing at the class of 
target which is usually a:fforde.d on mance11vres. 
The words ''right''-'' left,'' when used to indicate 
the position of an object, refer to the right or left of. 
the firer. 
3. The drills, especially in the early period, will be 
short and frequent, so as not t ·o impo-se undue fatigtte 
on the lad,s before their mtlscles have become habituated 
to the strain involved. 
4. In order to d.evelop the intelligence of t4e lads 
instruction in musketry should be imparted to them by 
explanation, and qtlestion and ans,ver, during _the periods 
of rest, e.g., they shot1ld be questioned as to the reasons 
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why the arm, hand, or carbine is held in a certain way; 
how aim shot1ld be taken, and the results of errors, etc. 
90. Standing. 
This , J~osition will only be used when firing from 
behind high cover, such as breastworks, walls, or stand~ 
ing corn. It is the best position for t~e early instruc-
tion of the recrtlit, but once he has become accustomed 
to handlin_g his carbine he should be practised mainly in 
firing from t.he lyring positio~. 
• • 
Load. 
. 
At (EaJtge). 
~ 
r On the command Load, turn half-right, 
carry the left foot to the left, and slightly 
forward, so that the body is equally 
balanced on the feet, bring the carbine, up 
to the right sideJ · above the hip, 
muzzle pointing upwards, small of 
the butt in front of the hip, holding 
the carbine firmly with · the left 
l1a11d at tl1e point of balance. With 
the thumb qf the right hand force the 
1oop of the l~ver down, pla,ce a cartridge 
in the chamber, and with the fingers of 
tJle right hand press up the lever. (See 
Plate III.) 
Adjusting Sights. 
! · On the command At (Ra·nge) draw the 
1 carbine back until the figures on the back-
-< sight can be plainly seen, then place the 
l slide to the distance named, carry the carbine forward again, and ret11rn the l hand to the small of the butt. 
On the com.mand RestJ the lads will assume any IJosi-
tion that gi vcs ease. r 
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( On the command Aim, direct the 
eyes on the mark, bring the carbine 
into the hollow of the right shoulder, 
pressing it in with the left hand. Grasp 
the small fi.rtmly with the thum·b and three 
1 fingers of the. right hand, placing the 
fore-:finge.r round the .lower part of the 
trigge.r. without p·ressing it, backsig~t to 
be upright, left elbo~w well under the 
i carbine, right elbow a little lower than, 
and . to the front of, the right shoulder . 
.As the carbine touches the shoulder, bring 
the cheek on the butt, close the left eye, 
align the sights on the mark, · restrain 
1 the breathing, press the trigger by ~ 
squeezing motion of the forefinger and. 
thumb without any moveme·nt of the 
hand~ eye, or arm, until the spring is 
released. Bring the carbin~e to the position 
l f.o·r loading. (See Plate IV.) . 
During this exercise the instructor will explain to the 
lads that uniformly accurate shooting cannot be obtained 
unless the butt rests firmly in the hollow of the 
shoulder, and that t.he further the eye is kept from the . 
backs1ight the more clearly will the sight,s~ be defined, 
and the less strained the position of the head and ·neck. 
( On the command Unload, force -~he loop 
I of the lever down with the thumb, count 
· ' a pause, then press up· the le~er, press 
Unload. i the trigger, lower the leaf of the back-
1 sight if raised, and return the hand to 
l the s·mall of the butt. 
Order-
Aral. 
Jlt; J . 
Seize tl1e carbine with tl1e right hand 
in front of t.he left, bring tl1e left foot 
back to the right, -t·u-rn to the front, and 
ret-urn to the Order. 
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LOADING THE CARBI~E. C:T:\~DIXC POSITTO~. 
I .. \ 
--. . 
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To .Adjust the Backsight. , 
Bring the carbine 'to the loading po·sition, a .nd hold it 
so that the line's on the baclrsight can be easily r ·ead. 
Adjust the slide to the distance named, raising the leaf 
if necessary. The positions of the slid~e for 200, 300, 
400, and 500 yard.s ar~e .m,a.rke.d on the ~left side of the 
backsight bed, for which distances the leaf is down. 
The position·s for distances over 500 yards are· marked 
on the leaf, antl the leaf must be raised. 
Pressi·ng the Trigger. 
Before the lad is perm~t:ted to press the t .rigger, the 
metho·d of doing s·o will be exp1ain·ed to him as follows:-
· The instructor after placing the carbine ·On the aimi_ng 
rest or -on two sand-bags laid O·n a ta.ble will show how the 
trigger is pressed and explain at tl1e same time-
(i) That the dire·ction of the pulil-off is diagonally 
across the small of the butt; (ii) that the first joint of 
tl1e forefinger should be plac.ed roun·d the lower part of 
• 
~ 
TRIGGER 
. 
the trigger; and (iii) that in ord.er not to ' disturb tne 
aill:l. breathing must be restrained when pressing the 
trigger. 
In orde·r that he may learn fro~m experience the 
pressure re~quired to rele.ase the· trigger, the lad 
will be directed to place his forefinger under that 
of the instructor, but without exercising pressure; 
whilst the instructor carries out the motion. Then, to 
enable the in.structor to ascertain whe.ther the meth-od is 
tlnderstood, the lad will place his finger over that of 
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PI~i\TE V. 
KNEELING POSITION ''""HEN FIRING. 
s. 93. 
Loarl. 
~4.t (Range). 
-'-4_ i m. 
Or·cler-
Ar·ms. 
PART II. 
/ On the C{)minand Load, turn half-right, 
bring the carbine to the right side as when 
~tanding; pla;ce the righ·t h.and on the 
gro11nd, lie do,vn on the ~stomach obliquely 
to the line of fire, with th·e legs se·para,ted, 
the left ar·m and carbine reHting on the 
gro11nd in a comfort·able posi1t.ion, mt1zzle 
pointing to the front. Pro·ceed as when 
\ Bta11ding. 
Draw back the carbine thToug'h the le.ft 
hand 11ntil the lines 011 the back.sight oan 
be clearly seen, and proceed as when 
standing. 
( B~ring the left elbow well forward, so 
J that the butt is clear of the sl1oulder, and 
~ proc.eed as when standing. The right 
elbow sl101Ild be closed in towards t'he left. 
To obtain eleva.tion, the body must be 
, raised on the elbo,vs and sligl1tly retired. 
~t\.s before. 
H·olding- the carbine vvith ,the left l1arid 
at tl1e p·oint of balance, press up frDm 
the gro11nd w1it11 tl1e rigl1t l1and, a11d come 
to tl1e '' Order.'' 
93. ~~f1tscle Exercises. 
1st Praclice. 
CA UTION.-lvf uscle Exerci.se. 
~'~/tanding. 
1st Practice. 
(Lying.) 
One. 
Two. 
OJ•tler-
"'4. 1· nt s . 
f Bring tl1e car'bin·e to the positio11 for 
tloading. 
'\ 
I 
.. 
Bring the carbi11e to tl1e pos1ition for 
aiming, return at once t ,o the position for 
loading, and contintle the practice. 
... \.s l)efore. 
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wl1istle is sounded, or the co1nma11d ''Cease Fire, or 
'' U1~load '' is given. If no ordters ~are given as to the 
position the lads will lie down. 
The ''.standing,'' ''sitting,'' and ''kneeling '' po·sitions 
will only be pr~actised in ·Con,ditions suitruble tQ their 
employ·me11t. 
2. If it is desired to change fron.t, or a1ter the position 
of the lads, the obiec,tive, range, or rate of fire, the 
instructor will give 'the necessary co111mands, but with-
out, as a . ,rule, causing the lads to cease fire. The lads 
will be taught rto ~unload their carbines before a move-
ment is under:taken. The position of the lads should 
rarely be altered. 
3. When the squad has gaine·d suffici€nt exp€rience it 
will be taugl1t, when in motion, to h,alt an·d deliver fire 
on the exe.cutive word '' Fire '' or '' Rapicl Fire,'' pre-
ceded by the neoesiary cautions. 
4. To deve,lop the sel1f-Telianoe of the lads the com-
plete detail of comm,ands will oooasionally be dispensed 
witl1. Thus, rut an obj€ct appe1aliing sud,denly for a 
limited time, the executive oom·mand-... 4.t (object), At 
(range), '' Fire '' or '' Rapid Fire,'' only "\viii be given, 
on "\vhich tl1ey will 1adopt the ·position they consider 
most suitable to ,the jiact~ica.l conditions, adjust their 
sights, and open fire. The inst.ructor will observe their 
actions and ~criti~oise their poaitions a11d the elevations 
of their .car hines. 
95. H al(-co1n1Jany or JS'ectioJlal Fi1,.ing i1~ T~wo Ranks. 
Tl1e co1np·any commande~,. will gi,--e tl1e ca.ution, By 
Sections (or h~al~f-compan·i€s)-At (object); At (range)-
Fire (or Rapid Fire). 
(Executive comman~d.s by section or half-company 
~oinmand€~rs.) . 
SECTION CoM:MANDERS.-.. l···l o.-Sectiori. At (obJ·ect), At 
(ra1Ige), Fire '(or Rapid Fire). 
On the word Fire the rear rank closes on the front 
• 
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rank, by taking a pa·ce ,forw:ard with the lef~t foot, and 
a sho·rt paoe to 1the rig:ht front with the right foot. 
Tl1e fro11t ~rian.k kneels, the reiar rank stands. 
To Cease Fire -the company commander w·ill blow his 
whistle and giv~e the com~m~an~d, Unload. 
SECTION CoMMANDERs-Unload. 
After Ordering Arms, the re·a:r rank resu·mes its 
ortigin.al p·o.sition. 
T:he normal positions a.re: Front rank kneeling, rear 
rank sta11ding. If it is desired to fire both r ·anks 
standing, the caution will be : Both ranks standing, At 
(()bJ·ect), At (range), Fire (or Ra]Jicl Fire). 
SKIRMIS\HING. 
t, 
96. Gen·eral Rules. 
1. Skir1nish1ing im·plies extended order, in which each 
indivi.dual ~acts and tl1inks for himself, and m'a.kes use of 
all his powers, mental and phy!Sical, to ~attain a common 
object. I-t is atbsolutely esse:nti.al, tl1en, that in this part 
of l1is training, the intelligence of each lad should be 
developed by every possible means, .and that a spirit of 
i11dependent .a.ction, subject to the control an·d general 
directio11s of the se~ction and squ'ad commanders, should 
be s€dttlously encouraged. 
2·. Even afte,r :the lad has acquired the h~abit of prompt 
obedie11ce to the word of com·mand, and of concentr·ating 
his whole atte:ntion on the work in hand, and h~as learnt 
to march and shoot, he will, not~withstanding, be in-
sufficie111tly tr~ruin€d llnless he can use his w ,JTS as well 
as his pl1ysical s,trength, and is a skilful, active, and 
resourceful skir·mislle·r. 
Skirmishing is tl1e all-important for·mation in warfare 
agai11st a well-armed enemy. The attack is generally 
carried out by successive lines of skirmishers, who work 
forward, as far a~~ IJossible under cover, to decisive range 
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(600 yard's and under), grad·ually merging into one 
another 4and pushing forward until they form ·a strong 
firing-line enveloping,_ or partly env·eloping, tl1e enen1y' s 
position at tl1e c.Iosest r ·ange it ia possible to attai11. 
Skirmishers ,are also employed to draw off th~e ene·n1y,s 
attention from the point whe-re the r,eal attack is to be 
pressed home; to prevent patrols observing tl1e lin~ of 
ma~rch or the ·position, and to secure tl1e main body from 
surprise W·hile 'in moven1ent near tl1e enemy. 
3. For instruct!ion in ,t.he p~in,c-i ples and practice of 
skirmishing, a squad with arms, representing THE 
EIGHTH PART OF A COMPANY, will be formed 
unde·r a CAPABLE C'OM.MANDER, who shottld l)e a 
skilful and experienced skirmisll~er. After the first fe'v 
dril.ls two s·quads should be exercise~d tog€tl1er as a 
sec~tion, an~d ea~h squad di'vided into two grotlp,s, EACH 
UNDER A S~ELFJCTED LEADER. 
4. Skir·mishers ·move in single rank 'vith varying in-
terv,als, ARMS AT THE T~RAIL. 
5. Reg,ula·r dressing,. and keeping step, are to be dis-
pensed with in skirmtishing. 
6. Skirmisthers may move at tl1e double, in quick time, 
or even by ·creeping alo·ng the gro11nd, but the paoe 
should 'invariably be as r ·apid as possible consistent 'v1th 
accurate shooting. 
At drill, skirmishe·rs will alw,ays ex·tend at the 
DOUBLE. 
7. In all s:IDirmishing exercises the ·i11s.tru·ctor \vill point 
out the known or s~upposed position of tl1e enemy, and 
will see tl1at all subordin.ate commanders wet througl1out 
witl1· reference .to this position; 
8. AJrthouglt words of command are given for pre-
limin~ary drill purposes, it is to be distinctly t111derstood 
that in skirmishing all orders, as far as is possible~ are 
to be con,Teyed by signal only. At tl1e prelimi11ary 
drills, the words of command n1ay be used, but tl1ey 
are i11,Tarianly to be prec.ed.ed by the wl1istle sound, and 
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to be accompanied by the c~orresponding signal. The 
instructor 'rill eus111 e that eve1v lad looks to hi:m on 
t 'he sound of tl1e vvl1istle. He "\vill give neither oommand 
nor signal until tl1ey do so, as it is of great importanoo 
tl1at in the field all sl1ould at once lo·ok to the com-
mander 011 the whistle. sounding. 
SKIRMISHING DRILL. 
97. Extendi·ng. 
Tl1e extension n1ay be ·made £:ron1 any part of the 
section and from a11y formatio11~ . 
.. 
l,l1e interval between skirmis'hers is measured from 
the he.els of one fad to the 'heels oif ;t'he lad next to 
him. The r·ear rank ladg w~ill, in extending, move up 
on the left of th€ir front rank lads. 
One lad will inv.a·riably be ordered to direct, and the 
po.in.t on which he is to m~arch m~ust b·e cle,arly poir1t€d 
out to h,im, ,and t<J the w\ho[e of t~he squad. Every l~d 
mus·t take his share in maintaining the true direction 
towards the objective. · 
i~t preliminary training, lads may stand easy instead 
of lying down. 
J.ltl etltod of Extending and Olos~ing, etc. 
1. Extendi1tg from Line.~On the command To-
Paces-Extend, if on .the move, the front 1-a nk 
lad of tl1e oent·re. file will continue to advanoe, the re-
,:nain.ing files w.ill turn outwa·rds and witll extend at tl1e 
double, each lad breaking into quick time and advancing 
in the original d·irection on reacl1ing his position. The 
rear rank lads will form on the 1left of their front Tank 
13Jds. Arms will be carried at the short rtra.il until there 
is sufficie11t room to tra.il. If it is desired to exte11d to 
one flank, the command To the Right (or L eft ) will 
preoede the above comina11d, when the ex·tension will be 
performed on the same pri11ci ple as from the centre. 
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_If the squad is halted, .t ·lle extension will be carried 
out by tlie front ;rank la.·d of the cen·tre or flank file 
lying down, whilst t -he remainder will turn in the 
require·d direc.tion .and ex:tend as above in double time, 
e.ach lad halting ,and lyin.g down ~as soon ·as he h.as got 
his extension. (W·hen in the D.Iiirll Hall lads may be 
permitted to stand. at ease instead of lying do~wn.) 
N OTE.-The ce·ntre file of tile squad should be 
indi~c:ated by lt!he Instructor. 
To change dir€.~tion; or to occupy a position 
r ·api,dly, when in extend€d order, th·e com·m·and 
m.ay be:-L'ine that ban.k (ditch, hedge, etc.)-
Double. 
When in close orde~r :-Line that bank (hedge, 
ditch, etc.)-Exte11d. 
2 . Sl1ould it be re~quired .to form in a direction 
obliquely to the line of .advanoe, the com·mand Half (or 
Quarter), R ight (or Left) will preeede the command, as 
in 1. 
3. If it is desired to increase or de~c-rea.s·e th·e extensrion, 
the command will be To Paces Exte11~l (or Close), 
when the lad~s will extend or close. on the cent.re, unless 
one flank is nam€d. 
4. Skir·misthers will be practised in inclin,ing and in 
cl1anging dir·ecti,on. The ch·ange of direc~tion should be 
carried 011t with{)u!t checking the pace, skirmi~'he·rs gain-
ing their po;sition rut the double. 
5. In all n1ovements in ext€nd~ed or1der the oentre ·will 
direct unless otherwrise orde·red ; the poin't on which t lhe 
centre lad is to n1ove should be· clelarly pointe·d out. 
6. On the comman·d or signa,l Close, squads will close 
in qu.iok time on tl1eir centre file, which will halt, if 
the squ,ad is not ~already l1aJted. 'The lads of the 
original rear rank will form up in rear of their original 
front rank lads, each lad halting and stan.ding at ease 
as he resumes his position in line. 
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98. SIGNALS .A.ND WHISTLE BL_-\.STS .A.ND 'VAR CALLS. 
1 .... :\11 111ovement.s of skir1nishers will be controlled by 
tl1e 'vl1istle and sig11,als, for w'hicl1 pur:pose tl1e following 
wl1istle blasts and signals have b€en adopted:-
2. The wl1istle will be used-
(a) To draw .at,ten·tion to a sig11al about to be made 
-'' a short blast.'' 
(b) To denote ''Cease fire ~'-''a long d.raWil Oltt 
blast.'' 
(c) To denote ''Rally '' in ,~;ood, busl1, fog, or dark-
ness, when tl1e signal cannot be see11-'' a 
Sllc·cession of slhort blasts.'' 
d) 1""o denote '' Alarm ''---... '' a sucoessio11 of alternate 
long ~and ~short blasts.'' 
_3. On a S1hort bl,a.st being blown 011 tl1e whistle, 
skirmishers 'vill look towaras their co111mander and 
will remain looking at him U11til he gi yes tl1e executi-ve 
signal. .. 
SIGNAL. 
(a) Arm s'vung from rear to front below 
the shoulder as in underhand 
bo,vli11g. 
(b) Arm circled above the head. 
(a) Hand raised in line ''rith the 
shoulder, elbo'v bent. 
(d) Clencl1ed hand moved up and do,vri 
bet,veen thigh and shoulder. 
(e) Arn1 raised at full extent above the 
head. 
(f) Bocly or horse turned· in the required . 
direction and arm extended in 
line with the sl1oulder. 
(g) Circular movement of the extended 
arm in line ''rith the shoulder in 
the req 11ired direction. 
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TO INDICATE. 
'' Ad vance " or 
'' For\vard." 
'' Retire." 
'' Quick time." 
'' Double." 
'' Halt." 
'' Incline.'' 
'' Cl1ano·e Di:·ec (::) 
tion.'' 
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4. \V~t\.R BDG~E CALLS. - Oharge. Alarm. 
No oth·er cal.ls are to be used. For tl1e Cease Fire 
·. tl1e wl1istle only is to be used. 
99. PRACTICAL SKIRMISHING . 
. 
1. Skirmisl1ers must always be ·On th-e 'alert for the 
a~ppeanance of the enemy, as well as for orders, whistle, 
/" or s·ignal: To this en·d, therefore, silence ·and attention 
must be as .strictly mai11tained as in close order, and 
although uniformity of a~c.tion is not to be de·manded, 
-ea:oh lad should ·mov·e with the utmost smartness and 
\tlacr·i ty. 
2. Neit.her on tl1e move nor at the h.alt need a reg11lar 
li11.e be p·reserve~d, nor should too mt1ch a;ttention be paid 
to ex:act maintten.an~ce of inrtervals between la·ds. 
3. Adva~n~s m~ay b~e made by rtuslh~e.~, at tl1e double, 
in quick ttime, or even by cr1a•wlinlg, burt the p~ace and 
method. will depend on whe:ther the skirm~ishing line is 
under cover or not, 011 the volu1ne of fire to whicl1 they 
are supp·os.ed to bee exposed, · and on the distance from 
th.e ene·my. 
44 • Orders are to he conveyed by signal, or else passed 
along 't·h·e l.i11e of ·skirmishers. 
In sl{irmishing, t .he tlnit of fire is usually tl1e section 
or squad. 
Tl1e leaf, but 11ot the slide of the ba·c·ksight, shot1ld 
be put dow11 before moveme11t. 
Whe.n th·e l1alt Is oTd·er•ed, skirn1ish~3·rs will in-
Vt.tri_aoly turn towards the supposed enemy and lie 
d-ow·n, or if at prelimin,ary training, s1tand easy. 
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I 
100. C1hangi11g lJirrectio11. 
I fl1e lad on the flank named "\vill t11rn 11 in tl1e required direction (wl1icl1 will b·e 
indicated by sign·al), arnd if on t .h·e mar·cl1, 
Chan.ge I wiil continue to· move on in qujck tin1e, 
Directi~n ~ the re~ainder .of th.e squad gaining their 
to the R1gh.t places Illl double ,t1n1e. Eac'h lad "\vill 
{tor Left). halrt, or bre1ak into quick time as h€ 
arrives in the new alignment, and the 
1 directing lad will be gi·ven a new point to \. m·arch 0[11. 
101. Ollar~ging directioTt wlLe;n firing. 
On tlJ_e· ord€·r or sign.al Oltange Direction, tl1.e 
skirn1ishers on the ·right or le,ft "rill turn in tl1e dii·ec-
tion indi·eat,ed, lie do·wn, and continue firing. The 
ren1ai11der will run or creep up, one or two at a ti1ne, 
on to tl1e· new alignment, Iy.ing down and firing as they 
re:ach their plac€s. 
-
102. Gover .. 
1. Tlhe paramoun.t i1nportan·ce of conc.ealm€nt m11srt be 
impressed on ·all ranks. Anyone .showing hims€lf may 
betray the fact tl1at a position is oc;c11pi€d; or _ tl1at 
ren Oltt-fla11king mo\remen~t is in pro·gress.. OFF'ICERS 
AND NON-COMMISSIO'N~ED OFFICER·S muErt be care-
ful_ to set an €x~mple in this r€sp~e·ct, and se€ that it is 
followed by th-e la,ds. 
2. l11structors will show liow coYer from fire can best 
be obtained from the folds of the g·TQllnd, hovlev€r 
sligl1t, and they w.ill practically demonstrat·e th.e m .c_ tJ1od 
of 11tilising trees, walls, banks, ditcl1es, boulders, ete. 
They ,v.jll also explain how small tre€s, b11s.hes, long 
grass, high crops, etc., etc., may re11der it djfficult for 
th·e enen1y to dete·crt either th·e position or the numbers 
of tl1e forc.e against him. 
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2. The instru·c~or s!hould constantly ins.pect the lads 
wl1en fi.ring from be:hind cove·r, direct them to cor.rect 
tl1e-ir p<?sdtions, a.nd make certain that they recognise 
the target a.t which they have been ordered to aim. 
104. Reporting and Passing Orders. 
Skirmishers sfhould be :ta~u~glit to report to their 
leaders anything they may observe of t .he disp·os.itions 
· of t ·h·e enemy, to call their attention to all signals 
a11d to the move·ments of other units, ~and to pass 
ord.ers, mess-age~s, or iflform.ation .a,Iong the line in a 
cl€a·r and intelligible m'anner, without shouting. 
105. Intervals. 
. , 
The inlterv·als be.tween skirmisl1ers depend on the 
nature of the ·groun,d, and on the cllarac;ter of the 
Q}Jer·a.tion, and on t ·he volume of fire it ·is sought to 
bring to bear on the eneniy. Th€y may .,Tary consider-
ably; bu.t .i~t shoutd be cle.a.rly r-ecognised th.3Jt over-
extension res11lts in loss of control, and in dim.inishing 
t he volume of fire. In c~ose countr}l" and woods, and 
. " . . 
'vhenever COllnter·-attack is probable, o·ver-extenBion IS 
,·ery dangerous. 
Lt is essential, therefor~, before extending, that the 
l€11gth of !front to be occupied should be carefully con-
sidered; and t·he c.omman~der of 'a party o.f skirm.ishers 
11111st .always be able to give a reason for the interval 
at which his lad.s are extended. 
ATTACK PRACTICE. 
106. GENER.~L R~ULES. 
1 . . t\.. well-armed enemy can only be driven from a 
st rong lpos,ition by par'tly enveloping his front, or by 
ov·erwhelming him with a l1ea,rier and n1ore accur.ate 
fire than his ow·n at decisi,·e rang·e, and e\rentually 
cl1arging with the bayonet. 
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To re.ach a deci.srive range under heavy fire is, how-
ever, a long and diffic,ult operat~on. It can usually be 
effected only by gaining ground either .a few lads at a 
time, or by a suoce.ssion of advances from one cover 
to ~anoth,er. How these. advances a.re to be m:ade. must 
be le1ft to the in:telligen·ce of .the le~aders. 
Z. In thirs practice, the· following ;rules wi1ll be 
observe·d :-
(i) All extensions will be m~ade, if possible, under 
cover; and the preliminary instructions as to 
scouting, directio11, objective, outflanking the 
ene~my, etc., et,c., will be given before exten-
• 
SlOn. 
(ii) The intervals, when tl1e squad is acting alone, 
may ,r::1r'r fro1n FIVE TO FIFTEEN PACES; 
when it is acting witli othe.r squads in sup-
port, they m)ay be greater. 
(iii) Skirmishers ·must ~main.t~ain the general direc-
tion in whicih th~eir section has been ordered 
to adv:ance; but tlh~y may deviate to the right 
and le.ft in order to take advan.tage of ~cover, 
provided th~at 'they resume their intervals 
before c.ro~ssing- exposed ground, and that when 
halted they do not crowd so closely on one 
anothe,r as ~to inte.rrfere with the free use of 
the carbine. 
(iv) In order to take advantage of a well-sheltered 
approa0n f.ro_m one· position t ·o another, 
.skirmishers m·ay move in. file, but only when 
0rdered to do so by the s~eotion leaders. 
(v) Exp-osed grot1nd wiil, if the enemy's fire is 
heavy, and accurate, be crossed by rushes at 
the quickest possible pace. Rushes't over o-pen 
~round sho11ld not exoeed eighty or one 
hundred yards, and should rarely reach this 
limit. At decisive ranges a r ·ush should not 
be so long that the enemy h~s time for aimed 
fire) and can only be continued whilst the 
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~11rp.rise lasts. If cover ex:ist they should be 
n1ade fr-om one shelter to the next. 
Groun~d w·hich a:ffo~ds slight cover may be 
crossed by tthe lads running, cre.eping, or 
crawling by ones or twos, each, if possible, 
selecting a differen-t course, and s,t .arting at 
different times fro'm diftierent points of the 
lint'. 
(vi) Either ·before or du·ring a forward movement 
each sk.irmish~er should mark 011t for hims-elf 
the new ~position lie in.tends to occu~py. This 
position shQuld be a~s nearly as possible in a 
direct line. f .orwa.rd, ~and s·hould be suc-h as 
not 1to ·mask o·r in\ter£ere with the fire of his 
comr·ades. 
(1rii) If the distance from cover to cover is too great 
to be crossed without l1alting, skirmishers, at 
~the end ,of the fimit r11sh, wilJ t .hrow them-
sel ves down in the open, .an~d lie perfectly 
motionless without firing, 11ntil they recover 
t 1heir wind. 
(viii) In the · final advance against th-e position, the 
skirmisher's will either advance by rushes from 
cover to co·ver, or, if possible, in a general 
1 in e. 
(ix) The lads of a squlad, and the sq_uads of a 
se~c:tion, m't1slt always, if possible, keep 
together. 
3. W:hen two or more squad~s ·are ad vanc1ng in a 
general line, and it is assumed to be no longer possible-
to ret,ain this formation un,der the enemy's fire, the in-
structor will . give tlie orde·r to advance by alternate 
rushes. Tl1e commande.r of t~1e squad indic,ated, without 
rising or e:x:p·osing himself, will g.ive the order or signal 
to his squad to advance, and le.ad the way. \Vhen the 
comman.der hal,ts, ~tile squad will .a,t once conform to l1is 
movements and re-open fire. 
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The squad be~h~ind, which has bee:n :fi:ring in order to 
cover the ajd·v;anoe of the le.ad.ing squa.d, will now rush 
forwar~d, pass beyo·n·d tl1e leading ,squ,ad, l1alt, and open 
fire. 
107. Position of the Commanders. 
Sootion and sqltad con1mande·rs wil\l place themselves 
where they can best carry out their d.u~ties. I~ open 
ground, when the line is ha.Ite·~, an~d when the enemy's 
fire is he~avy, it is not poss~1ble for the·m to move about. 
In such ci.rclln1stanc€s the commande.rs mu.s;t lie do'V\rn, 
either on the :flank or ~among tl1e lad~s. 
108. l ·nsfructiorLs for Commanders. 
1. So far as possible, all orders are to be commu11i-
cated by sign1al. A weJl-t.rained squad, exceilt wl1e11 
p~ssing orders or reiJorts·, should work in absolllte 
silence. 
2. Commanders sholtld not expose the~m.sel ves unnec€s-
earily. 
3. Each Je,ader who re·cei·ves an orde:r either by signal 
or word of C{)mmand will acknowledge it BY ... !\. 
81\.L lJTE "TITH THE HAND. 
4. Commanders and section leaders mu.st be prepared 
to in,stan~tly assume t ·he duties of their immediate 
superiors Wlho ·may be disabl€d. 
109. Sectio11/ Commander's Duties . 
• 
(i) Before the section adv1ance.s, expl,ain olearly, 
so that e,~ery lad n1ay hear and un·derst.and 
the objectiY€ of the manreuvre about to be 
carried out" a11d ho'v he intends to carry it 
Ollt. The secret of good and intelligen·t skir-
mishing lie~s in tl1e clea.rnes~s of the instructions 
the lads, Teceiv€. 
(ii) Seleot the Sllccessi,re hralting-places of tl1e 
section. 
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(iii) Determine. t .he method of ad v·ance. 
(iv) See thwt t -h·e general direction is m'aintained. 
('r) PREVENT CROWDING. 
\vi) Point out the target, and give the r .ange. 
(vii) Control the expenditure of ammunition and 
inform the c.om•pany com1na11der W11en am-
munition is run11ing short. 
(viii) Sl1ow the 1vay fro111 c.over to cover. 
(ix) Transmi,t int€llig·e11ce of tl1e €11e1ny .. s move-
ments. 
110. Squacl Cfo1nmancler's Duties. 
(i) Repe~at al~ signals, and ensure that all orders 
and reports are qllickly and correctly passed 
a.Io11g the line. 
(ii) Ensu·re th·at t .he orders of the S€ction leader 
are promptly and energ·etically obeyed. 
(iii) See t.ha-t t -he general direction is maintained. 
(i v) See that the squad mai11tains co1111ection with 
tl1e .remain·der of tl1e sectio11. 
(v) "\Vl1e11 un:der co,rer, or in the open, if tl1e 
ene·my's fire is not ll€a,ry, see tl1at tl1e lads 
})lac~e themselves in position to us~s their 
c.arbines eff€·c.ti,rely; tl1at they recognise the 
target, and' adjt1st tl1eir sigl1ts; and that 
tl1ere is no wild firi11g·. 
111. SCOUTING. 
1. It is an iil"\na.riable rule that all bodies of infantrv 
... 
i 11 tl1e field sl1ould feel the way, a11d at the s.ame time 
]Jroteot tl1emsel'ves fro1n surprise, by meEtns of scouts, 
'vho should be pushed out sev·eral l1undred yards in 
ad vance a11d to ·the flanks. In skir1nishing practice the 
scouts will examine all ground wl1icl1 111igl1t be held by 
t he enemy, a11d Teport, USlta lly lJy ~ignal, all clear or 
~tl1erwise. They will ~eceiY'e iilstrUJctioilS from tl1eir 
.con1m·ai1ders as to rt·heir ac t io11s vYhe11 tl1ey discover the 
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en~emy, and tlhey must be careful to expose themselves 
as little as possi~ble. 
2. The da~' s work will be re11dered more interesting, 
and the lads will .r:eooi ve userfu[ tr~ainin.g in scouting, if 
3:rybushes are Laid, and cou~nter attac.ks delivered. 
3. In every company at le•a~st one· N.C.O. and one lad 
per squ·ad, in a~ddition to one N.C.O. in each half-com-
pany, should re~c.eive special tr.aining ras scouts. 
4. Scou~ts are to be s<~lecibed for their activity, in-
telligence and eyesight. They Inust. be good shots a11d 
judges of dista~n~c.e, ex,per,t s.ki.rmis.hers, and be able to 
communicate by SEMAPHORE. The speoial training 
should be s-uch .as to culti¥·ate these qualities, rto deyelop 
an eye for country, and to· teach what t.o observe and 
how to report it. (See C. L. B. Scouting.) 
112. Duty of the Skirmisher. 
It should be imp·ressed upon the lads that combined 
ac1tion is- a1lways more: likely to be stlccessful than 
isolated efforts, because skinruishe~r~s who are fighting 
under t1he contro[ of ·their [e1aders, and are beside their 
own co~mrades_ feel muClh 1more con:fidenoo and co-operate 
more effectively, than whe,n e1acl1 lad advan,ces, retires, 
or ltalts as seems best to himself. 
It is to be recognised, however, ta1at whe,n the sectjon 
is e~tended aJt wide interva'ls, .and also when it is under 
he.avy fire, se~ction, and e'ren squ1ad commanders cannot 
always exercise direot conJtral. .He.n·ce the lads must 
learn to ACT IN,DEPE'NDE,NTLY a11d must be ta11gl1t 
tl1reir du~tv. £,r1srt by clear expla,nation.s, then by p;ractice, 
accomp'ani€d by CQnsrtant question[ng, until every i11di-
vidual knows ex,actly what is expe,cted of him when left 
to l1imse1lf ,, viz. :-
(i) Continue fightin~, and do his best to carry out 
his co1nmander s i11tentions indicated in the. 
original Instructions. 
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(ii) On no account re~tire or give ground. 
(iii) Fire deliberately, and do not waste ammuni-
tion. 
( i v) Place himself, if · possible, unde~r the· ord-ers of 
the oldes~t ·ME'MB'ER in l1is neigl1bourhood, 
and form one of a new group or sqllad. 
(v} As soon as reinfo,rc rments arrive talte the 
orders of the nearest officer or non-com-
mission€d offi_.c€r. 
113. Asse1nbly after D is1Jersal. 
Tl1e squad will be dispersed, and the lads taught t() 
russe1mble 011 tl1eir commander on tl1e con1mand Assemble, 
forming at tl1e do11ble i11 t,vo ranks in their original 
poSJitio11 on l1is right. 
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\Vhen in column of fours he will retain his positi9n as 
$in line. 
\Vhen rtl1·e com1pany Is in comp,any · c.olumn l1e will, as 
·a rul~e, b,e t'\vo paces 'from rthe ce11tre of ·his l1,alf-oo·mpany 
0:1 t 1he d1ir€rclting fla11k. (Plate V-III.) 
(iii) Section co1nmanders will be two pac·es in front of 
the cen~tre of tl1eir sections in con1p,any column, in all 
-- ·otl1er for1na.tions tl1ey 'vill retain tl1e posi~tio11s sl1o,vn in 
·Plate VII., Figtlre 1. , 
Squacl com111a11deTs will be 011 tl~e flanks of tl~ei·r 
~·squads, as slLotvn 1.11 Plate l-.r I I., Ji'igure 1 .. 
··:r11~e buglers "\vill be t,vo paces i11 re·a·r of tl1e :first 
• 
1a11d se·ve11th squads l'esp3cti,rely, Uilless tl1e company is 
d :xct.in~g indepe11dently, 1vhen one bugler always goes 
·with tl1e coin pany co1nma11der; th.e pioneer 'vill be two 
!pac ~s i11 rear of tl1e fiftl1 squad. Tl1e sigTLallers 'vill bP 
~wo pac~e~s i11 th·e rear of the seco11d,. fourth, sixth, and 
~ig·l1tl1 squads. 
In fours or file, the s-quad co111ma?l[lerrs wi-1 b~ on the 
dir€1C1tin·g~ flank of t11e leading and i"e~ar fours or files of 
tl1·eir sectio11. The remai11ing super1111111eraries 1vill retain 
tl1eir places. 
Su]JeT11/ltmeraries 1vil,l co11fornn to all orderls gi,ren to 
· 1tl1e c·ompa·I1Y as r€gardis ttl1e carr)ring of tl1·eir arms. 
~lVhe11 ttl1€ lads fire i11 cl()S8 order, tl1ey order ar111s. 
S quacl conllllCt1tclers will con:form t .o tl1e mo\r·e111€nts of 
J; ~l1e l·ad1s. 
No cl1ang:e in the con1fi1a11d of s€ctioilS or squads will 
· tak-e pla~ce exce1Jt by rtl1e dir£c,t order of tl1€ captain. 
3. C~hallg'eS of foY1natio11 Ctan USllall f be carri~d 011t:-
(i) Fro1n tl1€ halt. l1alt,i11g~ 011 co111pletio11 of tl1e 
· n:o Yen1€Ilt. 
~-ii) Fro ·n tl1e l1~lt , moTi11g· fo_~\Y2.rd o:1 eoll~_pletio:l 
of tl!e 111o·ve1ne11t. 
~{iii) 011 tl1~e 1110\?€ , l1alting· c:1 compl€tio11 of tl1e 
. lll0\.,.€1TI€11t. 
( i v') On tl1e 111o·v-e, 111 ovi11g for"\vard 011 co1npletion 
of tl1e ITIO\re1n:en t. 
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Tl1-e principle is the same in all oases, bn.t the words 
()f co1nmand diffe-r· sligl1tly. 
\Vhen moveme~n·ts a ,r€ to b·e pe':rtform.ed as in (i) and 
(iii), tl1·e com.1nand wrill be pre,ce,de,d by the caurtio11 At 
the Halt. unless the section --of form~ation stands fast as 
/ 
in Section 12.1 (i). ...-\s soon as movements as in (ii) 
and (iv) are completed, the command Forward will be 
• g1ven. 
4. C'omparties to be dr1:llecl on broken ground, and with 
the rar~;l"s cha1tged.-.... t\. company sfhould be freqttently 
-.exerc.is.ed in close order ove;r hilly, wooded, rand b-ro·ken 
gro11nd. and sl1ould be cons!tan·tly tu·r11ed about, in orde~ 
tl1at every lad may be equ·ally com·p.e'te11t to act in either 
ra11k. 
5. T11e comma11der of tl1re company gives th·e e.:xrecutive 
command. wl1en t ,he 'vl1ole ~company, or· the whole com-
pany except the S€etion of fo.rmation, ,is required to act; 
"r11~en sections act iJ.1depe11dently, they receive the 
exee11ti,re co1rimands from t 'll·e,ir own comm~anders. Before 
an)r- moy·-e111e11t in close order is Ciarrietd out, ar1ns wil·l 
be ~loped b~y "\vor.d of comin'and; a.rms w~ill be retained 
at the Slop€ lliltil tl1e con1mand Order-.._4.rms or Stand 
at-Ea,se is given. 
6. Dera7l(lements to be quicl~ly remedied.-Great pains 
mus; be taken t.o accustom the lads to Temed~ qruickl , 
of their own aecord, any deran1giementt in t.he' order 1n 
wl1icl1 tl1ey fell in 011 p~ara,de . Seotions will not be 
re-numbered when a cha,nge of form~ation alters their 
l'ela.ti ve position. 
7. 1lfarching in col1Lmn.-Squa<i commanders marching 
()ll the dir€cting flanks of h.alf -comp.an[es, sections, or 
squa-ds, must always co·ver each oth·et\ vVhen the 
. column is formed at the 'hwlt, they sh.ould tak·e up t.heir 
covering immediately the "\vord Halt_ is given. 
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PLATE IX 
A COMPANY FALLEN IN FOR INSPECTION BY ITS COMMANDER. 
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Each lad, w1hen the ins;pecting officer pa.sses the n.ext 
lad to h:irrn, '' "\vill press :u lp th~e :lever"-'' pr€1ES the 
trigg·elr ''-'' ord·er arms"-'' take one ·pace fo·rwarrd. '' (if 
in the rear rank)---J'' ~tand at ease''-" stand easy. p 
On th·e oomp1e,tion of the inspection of each section, 
the right squad com1n.anders vvill clos.e their squads on 
to the Ie.ft squa.ds. 
Right sqlllad comn1:andeT·s--'' No. - squad '' '' atten-
tion ''-'' four ·paees left ~lose-mai~oh. '' '' Sta11d at 
-eas·e," '' Stand ea~sy. '' 
Wh~en · a Company, W:IT)HOlTT ~t\.RMS, is i11spectEd, 
s·ection co;nunanders will c1lose u~p~ the rea.r ran1_s on 
completion of the inspection of their section. Eection 
comman~ders-No. section-. '' clos·e Tanks-n1arch.'' 
''Stand at ease.'' ''Stand easjr." 
9. Company commander-'' Company-attention . '' 
,, ,, ','By sections-Nt1Jnb e1r. " 
'' '' 
'' '' 
'' '' ,, 
'' 
'' '' ,, 
'' 
'' Formn--fou·rs. '' 
'' Form--two deep." 
'' F:oTm-fQ~ur.s, Right. ' ' 
'' Left--.turn.'' 
."Form-fours, Left.· ' 
'' -Right--t1:11rn." 
The Company \vill th~en b~e turned abou~t an~d pTovcd 
as above. When pToved, it "\vill be aga~n t·u~rnEd a,bo1.1t. 
If the Company is to d-rill in B.at.talion, it 'vill then 
h·e m.a1~ched to the Battalion place of aes~en1~bly. 
117. Tl~e Formation of Ji'ours. 
In forming fours, tl1e lads "\vil1 move as in sqr:ad drills 
39. 
011 the word RIGHT (or LEFT) tl1e subalterrs ~111d 
s·upeTtnrumeraries wilJ. turn in the I"equiu.~e~ direction , ar..d 
th~e squad commanders 'vill place then1.s~e~lves on the 
directing flank of the leading and rear sections of fot1rs 
of their sectio111s. This "\vill be the '' left,'' if fours a.re 
forme<! to the ,, right,'' and ~·ice rrersa. 
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Squad comn1.a.naers and blank files (if any) will ali.gri 
themselves With the LEADlNG ltA!NK by taking two 
paces forward. 
COMMANDERS and SUPERNUMERARIES Tetain 
their position. To advance in the original direction the 
Gaptain's command will be '' THE COMPANY WILL 
ADVANCE, ABOUT-'PURN." 
• 19. A OOMPANY IN LINE FORMING TO THE 
RIGHT (OR LEFT) . 
• (a) From the HALT t<T tlte HALT. 
Captain : '' AT THE HALT, RIGHT (or LEFT)-
FORM. '' On the wo ·'' FORM,'' the .right (or left) 
Squad Commander will make a FULL TURN in the 
direction na.m&d, the reiJ}ainder of the FRONT RANK 
will make a tparliaJ turn in th~ na·med direction. 
REAR and SUP-ERNUMERARY RANK remain 
STEADY. 
Captain : '' QUICK-MARCH.'' 
All except the squad commander on the right (or left) 
will step off and form up as in squad orill, takjng up 
their dressing on reaching the new afignment . 
• 
(b) FTom the HALT and MOVING FORW 4RD. 
Captain: ''RIGHT (or LEFT)-FORM, QUICK-
MARCH." The ;procedurre is the same as c.' TO THE 
HALT.'' (a), except that all MARK TIME 'fhe:p. formed 
and WAIT for the Captain's command '~FORWARD­
BY THE RIGH'l' (or LEFT),'' 1before moving on. 
(c) On the MARCH and )MOJfll\TG FORWARD. 
Captain: '' RIGIIT (or LEFT)-FORM.'' When 
form~d, ''FORWARD-BY THE RIGHT (or LEFT).', 
(d) On the 1llAROH and H44.LTING. 
Captain : '' AT THE HALT, RIGHT (or LEFT)-
FORlVI." On tlhe word '' FORM,t' the right (OT left} 
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squad commander wi,ll tlliMl in the nam-ed dir~ction and 
HALT. 
The Temainder w~ill HALT as they arrive in the align-
ment and take urp their d.ressing. 
120. A COMPANY M·OVING TO A FLANK IN 
FOURS FORMING UP I.NT'O LINE. (See Plate XI.) 
Captain: ''ON THE RIGHT (or L.EFT), F'ORM-
CO~IP ANY.'' . 
The [eading SQUAD COMMANDE-R will MARK 
Tll\IE. The r;emaind·etr of th-e Co·mp.any will FORM 
TWO DEEP, make a partial turn in th·e n-amed direction 
and form upon him, marking time and taking up t.heir 
dressing when in th·e align·n1~ent. If requir~ed to advance, 
the Captain will ~giv·e t lhe comm.and, '' FORWARD-BY 
THE L,EFT (or RIGHT).'' 
121. MOVEMENTS. '' FRO~! '' C·OMP ANY OOLUMN. 
I. Forming into line fa~cin·g the same direction. 
II. F .o.rming into line to a. flank. · 
III. Moving to a flank in fo·uTs, formin·g ooJumn of 
fours. 
IV. Moving to a flank in fo·urs, formin.g line facin.g 
the same d.ir.ection. 
I. A Company column FORMING INTO LINE facing 
the SAME DIRECTION. (See Plate XII.) 
·(a) vV·he.n HALTED. 
Ca:ptain: ''ON THE LEF'T (or RIGHT), FOR~l\f­
COMP ANY, RE:MAINDER, LEF'T (or RIGHT) 
-INC:LINE, QUICK-lVIARCH." 
The le3Jding section stands fast. 
\Vhen the right (or left) o.f eac:h ,section is in T·ear . of 
the left (or right) of the seetion in front of it, S·ection 
Commanders g·ve the command: "]\7 o.- S ecti on , Right 
(or Left)-Incline.'' . . 
When eaeh section veaches the al1gnment, s .ect1on 
Comm.anders .give the comma.nd. ''No. -Section, Halt, 
Right (or Left)-Dress. '' 
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A COMPANY COLUMN FORMING INTO LINE 
FACING THE SAME OtRECTION .. 
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P.ART III. 
Section Commanders take post i rear of their sections, 
as soon aa fJhe movement commences, pass-ing by the 
OUTER FliANK. 
Subalterns take post as in line. 
1(b) ON THE MARCH. 
Captarin: ''ON THE LEFT (or RIGHT), FORM-
COMPANY, RE·MAINDER, LEFT (or RIGHT)-IN-
CLINE, DOUBL~MARCH. '' 
The leading section will oontin111e to move fOTWard in 
QUICK TIME. The r·ellll&inder will. act as they did 
when forming from the halt, as at (a), except that they 
will move at the double, an~ on reaJChing the alignment . 
the section commanders will give the cammand, '·' No. -
Section, Quiclc-March, By the Right .(or Left)." 
(c) ON THE MARCH, FORMING AT THE HALT. 
Captain: ''AT THE HALT, ON THE LEFT (or 
RIGHT), FORM~COMPANY, REMAINDER, LEFT 
(or RIG HT)~INCLINE. '' 
LeMing section commander: ''No. - Section, Halt, 
Right (or Left)-Dress.'' 
The remainder wjll act. as they did w.hen f<>nning 
from the halt, as in (a) . 
. 
II.-A OOMPANY COLUMN FORMING LINE TO A 
FLANK. (See Plate XIII.) 
. {a) FROM THE HALT. 
Captain : ·'' SECTIONS, LEFT (or RIGHT)-FORM, 
QUICK-MARCH.'' 
n the '' F --~.;::c;:; •. 
PLATE XIII 
A COMPANY COLUMN FORMING LINE TO A flANK, 
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s. 121. PART III. 
dressing, by the LEFT if formed to the left, by the 
RIGHT if formed to the 1right, and MARK TIME. 
Section comman<lers take post in rear of their sections, 
moving by the outer flank. 
Subalterrns take post as in line. 
W'h·en the L·I .NE is foTmed the Captain .gives the conl-
m~and, ,,, FORWARD-BY THE LEFT (or RIGHT).'' 
(b) AT THE HAL.T. 
If required to be don·e at the HAL.T, th.e Captain's 
initial eommand will be p~reeede<l by '' AT T 'HE 
HALT.'' All will then halt on r~eaching the alignment 
and take up th€ir dressing. 
(c) ON THE 1\tiAROH. 
If th.e oolurrnn is on the mo:-ve, the Clliptain's eommand 
is : '' SECTIONS, LEFT (or RIG HT')-FORM,'' and 
when th.e secti9ns J.tre in line, '' FORvVARD-·BY THE 
LEFT (o·r RIGHT).'' 
III.-A COMPANY COL.U~IN, MOVI.NG TO ~t\. 
FLANK IN FOUR,S, FORMJNG COL Ul\tlN 
OF FOURS. (See Plate XIV.) 
Captain: "LEFT (or RIGHT) SECTIO·N TO THE 
FRONT, REMAINDER, LE'FT (or RIGHT)-WHEEL." 
The LEFT (or RIGHT~ section will continue to mo,re 
forward; the ~remainder will w.heeJ AS ORDERED, and 
on reaching the line of adVlance of, the 1eading section 
will wheel to the RIGHT (or LEFT) and follow it in 
COLUMN OF FOURS. Section oomrrnan·d~ers ta.ke up 
their new posts, moving by th.e REAR. 
Sub~alterns ta\ke po·st as in line. 
IV.-A COMPANY COLUMN, MOVING TO A 
FL.ANK IN FOURS, FORMING LINE 
FACING THE S~t\ME DIRECTION. 
(See Plate Xl1 .) 
C~ptain : '' ON THE LEFT (or RIGHT) FORJVI-
SEC'TIONS. '' 
Th.e sections will fi~st form T\VO DEEP and tl1en 
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CO~iPANY ~ DRILL. s. 122. 
~ 
form on the l€ft (or r~ght) o.f- t.heir l~eading SQU ... ~D 
COMMANDER, and ·MARK TIME. When in the 
alignment the Ca.p~tain will girve the con1.mand : 
''FORWARD-By THE LEF1T (o·r RIGHT).'' 
Section ~oommanders take post in R.EAR of their 
sections, moving by th~e OUTER FLANK. 
Subalterns take po.st as in line. 
If the Captain's initial ~command is preceded by '' AT 
THE HALT,'' ·each lad as he reach·es the alignment 
will ha:lt and take u·p ·hi,s d·.ressing by the LEFT (or 
RIGHT). 
-·--
122. J1 . l>R~llNG L0~1PANY COLUMN. 
1. Fron1 a con1~pany in line. 
2. When m~o~ving to a flank in fours. 
I. FROl\1 A COMPANY IN LINE FORMING 
COMPA.NY COLUMN. 
(a) FROM THE IfAL!T. (See Plate XVI.) 
Capta;in: ''ADVANCE IN COMPANY COLUMN 
ON 'THE RIGHT (or· LE~1T)-RE~MAI.NDER, RIGHT 
(or LEFT)-TURN, QUICK-MARCH.'' 
On the command '' RIGH.T (or L:EFT)-TURN '' all 
except th.e section of fo·rmation will turn to the right 
(or left), sq~UJad command~ers taking post as '' in file.'' 
On th·e command '' QUICK-MARCH,'' the- RIG~HT 
(or LE.FT) section will 3Jdv·ance, t.h.e r1m1ainde~r MARK 
Til\fE TWO PACES and th·en lead on. 
WHEN the leading F 'I .LE of each successiv-e section 
is in rear of the CE~NTRE of th.e S·ection in front of 
it, section commanders will give the command----'' No. -
Section Left (or R~ight)-Incline." 
Wh·en th-e RE~AR FIL,E is in REAR of the LEFT 
FILE of th~e section precedci.ng it, s.ecti~on comn1anders 
will give the command-'' No. -Section Left (or Right) 
-Incline, by the Left.'' 
193 ll 
FORMING CDMPANY COt:tJMN FR0"1 COMPA~'Y 
IN tiNE FROM THE ~All 
(2) 
{&e Key to PlateB p. 81.} • 
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PLATE. XVII. 
FORMING COMPANY COLUMN, FROM A COMPANY 
IN LINE ON THE MARCH, AT. THE Hft,LT. 
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COMPANY DRILL. s. 122. 
CO:\IMA.NDERS_ make a full turn to the RIGH'f ((\T 
LEFT). The remainder act as in squad drill. 
Unless the captain's command is preceded by ~'AT 
THE HALT,'' the whole will MARK TIME on arriving 
in column, and will wait for the captain's command, 
'' FORW .A.RD, BY THE LEFT,'' before moving forward. 
. Section command-ers take post in columm passing by 
the 011ter flank. 
PLATE XVIII 
A COMPANY IN LINE FORMINGCOMPANYCOLUMN 
TO A FLANK 
(2) 
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(I} 
II.---(a) WHEN MOVING TO A FLANK IN FOURS, 
FORMING COMPANY ·COLUMN IN FOURS. 
(See Plate XIX.) 
Captain: '' COMP .ANY COLUMN ON THE LEAD-
ING SECTION, REMAINDER, RIGHT (or LEFT) 
-INCL-INE, DOUBLE-MARCH." 
On the conunand '' RIGHT (or LEFT)- JNCLI:\TE '~ 
the leading section will continue _to ADV ~~NCE. Th~ 
REMAINDER turn in the direction named. 
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· COMPANY DRILL. s. 123~ 
and when formed ''Forward by the Left.'' Nos. 2, 3. 
and 4 section commanders will give similar commands 
. PLATE XXI 
A COMPANY COLUMN CHANGING DIRECTION .. 
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to their sections when their LEFT (or RIGHT) SQUAD 
COMMANDERS arrive at the p·oint where the squad 
commander of the leading section formed. 
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s. 124. YA-RT IV. 
PART IV. 
---
BATTALION, BRIGADE 
DIVISION DRILL. 
---
~xtracted froiD. '' Infantry:Training,'1 
----
BA.TTAUION D~RILL. 
---
124. GENERAL RuLES. 
I. Object of Battalion Drill.-r-The instructi 
lad is brought tO a conclusion in the ranks of 
pany. It is fieoessary, however, that the 
•hould be dTilled in battalion in order that 
commanding ~ompanies · may learn to work in 
2. Application of Company D'till.- · .. -.-. . ..-... 
menfB ~e ca,rried out by combination of 
moving as described in CoJW>any Drill. 
3. Mounted Officers.-The commanding """" ........ ..&.""-. .. ~ 
major, and the adjutant will be mounted. 
When the battalion is acting inde~ndentlr,. 
'!!anding officer, accompanied by the adj utailt, 
act as his orderly officer, 'will place himself 
can best exereise supervision. 
When the ·battalion is in brigOO.e, in column ~~ 
cdttmn, the commanding officer will be ten 
m'J 
BATTALION DRILL. S. 124. 
advance of the centre of the leading company, the adju .. 
tant being one and a-half ho·rses lengths in rear, a.nd ha~f 
a horse's length to the right of tl1e ccmmanding olllaer. 
(See Plates XXII., XXI.II.) 
I •n all ~move~me,nts t:h,e senior m1a.jor will be ~es)ponsible 
for the dir~e~etion and cove:ring; he ({and the serge·ant-
major) will .gente~rally ·russist t1he co.mmanding officer\ Jif 
a third field· office.r be pr.esent he should gen~·aJly assist 
t1l1e s·enior major, unless. de,tailed by th·e com,mandin~g 
officer for a1ny other pul'lpose. 
When a battalion is on the move, the senior major 
will place hin1self in a position from which he can best 
superintend the direction of the a,dva.nce and the cover-
inft of the squad commanders on the directing flanks. 
4. Ra~nks wi~l be c~hang,etd' as ~in· ·C'omp1a.ny Drill, S. 181. 
5. Exoe;pt wfhere la,id do~vn, the· d.ouJJle ma,rch is ·no~t 
to be us~e·d by comp,a:nies. du,ring th.e in_terio~r mov~e~m.ents 
-of .a ba.t~tali·on, runless or,de.r.e.d by tl1e commanding officer. 
6. If companies move into column or quart.er column 
fr~m both flanks they will pass- each uther left arn1 to 
left arm. 
7. In order to practice the battalion in brigade move-
ments, and to give t.he field officers experience in ha.nd .. 
ling several companies, tl1e battalion will occasionally be 
divid~d into two battalions, · each o.f four compa.nies, or 
of eight companies in single rank. 
8. In high wind, and,. a.t all times when indistinctly 
heard, the commanding officer should indicate his' ordP:r~ 
by signal, where posrsible (S. 98) ; suc,h sjg'nals s.houl·i 
be rep€ated by as ma.ny officers ~and non-c1om.m·1s~sioned 
offioers as m·ay be nec·ess~ary ~to ensure tl1.e transmission 
of ti1e lQT·d<:r. 
9. vVhere callt,io·ns ·anrd con1man~ds a.re given for forma-
tions to, or from, on·e flai~lc o11ly, t~he 8ame rule applies 
wh,en forming to, or from tl1e· other flank, wl1i0h will 
also be practised. 
10. The principle.d laid down in company drill apply 
eqru,al[y 1o ~ba.ttalio.n dTill. 
203 
125. Fo~m,ations. 
1. The following formations will be e~oyed 
talio.Bi drill~­
(i) 9vprter O.olumn,-This is a CQnvenient format· 
in which to move battalions, either singly <n 
b~e. 
(ii) ODZumn.-This is- essentiaJ~y a, mar:ch fotmatio 
but will be ~d for th~ PurPOSe of forming 
preparatory tO closing to quarter column, 
m-oving bff in eplumn of fQms. 
iii) Oolumn of F.our~-This is a convenient 
f-o~tion when a. naiTo-w front is 
~h as passing :a defile. and will usually 
adopted when on the ma~h 
126. A Battali<m i11 Qu,arter Column. · 
The -cemp~nies o.f a hlttalion., afte~ ha;vi!Jg been 
spected on their private parades or in column, win 
up in flUila'ter column as sho in PI!tte XXH. On 
e&mtnanding officer's order TELL OFP BY -COHPAN.J:J:S, 
companies will be n!lDlbered from the leading 
n the companies a.re numbered, the 
Oflioor will divide th~ battalion thus :-
o. 11(q No. --- RI&HT HAL"Y-BATTA.LION. 
No. - to No. - Lnr.r HALF-BAT'YALION. 
If the number of oompa.nies is uneven, the rigllt: 
tta.lion will be stronger by one company than the 
Unless otherwise ordered a battalion in quarter co 
will &BBembla. and move by the left. 
The drums, ba,nd.. ana stretcher beaters will 
be Oil the outer ftank of the battalion, as w 
column, ste Plate XXlll. ( cyc:ist sections, if 
ill be in front of he drnms). 
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A BArT ALl ON 1 N QuARTER CoLUMN. 
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BATTALION DRILL. ss. 130-132. 
130. A. B~~TTALION IN COLU~I~, CLOSING TO 
- · QUARTER COLU~iN. , 
-(a) ON THE MARCH. 
0.0'.-" QUARTER-COLUMN, REMAINDER 
DOUBLE-~iARCH." 
The LE~illiNG COMPANY will continue to a.dvance 
in QUICK TIME. 
The companies in rear will break into do~uble time, 
and on (Veaching their position in QUARTE·R C.OL UMN 
will be ord~er.ed to break into QUICK TIME. 
COMPANY CO·MMANDER-'' No. -, QUICK-
MAR,OH.'' 
(b) AT T'HE HcA.LT (ON THE MARC,H). 
C.O.-''AT THE HALT, QUART~E~COLU~IN. '' 
C'OI\flMANDER OF THE LEADING COMPANY-
'' N·o.-, HALT.'' 
T!he r·emaining ·companies. will continue to advance, 
and will be successively halte~d by their eomm,a.nders on 
reaching their p·ositions in qururter column. 
(c) WHE,N HAL~TED. 
C.O.-'' AT THE HALT, QUARTER COLUMN, 
REMAI.NDER QUICK-·MARCH.'' 
The leading company will STAND FAST. The re-
mainder will act on the same principle as in (b). 
N.B.-QUARTER. COLUMN will usually be formed 
on th~e leading company. 
131. A QUARTER c~OLUMN I.NCLINING. 
C.O.-'' R,IGHT-INCLINE. '' 
The whole will act a.s in squad d·rill S: 27. On the 
command '' LEFT-IN·CLINE '' th.e battalion will 
res·ume its original direction. 
132. A QUARTER COLUM.N, ON THE MARCH, 
FORMING LINE TO A FLANK. 
0.0.-'' AT THE H1\DT, LINE TO THE L.EFT." 
T he comn1a.ndeT of the REAR company will a.t once 
209 

BATTALION DRILL. s. 134. 
CORRECTION OF INrfERVAL~S.-After deployin.g 
into lin~ th~e intervals will be corrected by the company 
comn1afnd.ers. In cleployment t~e lea.ding oom,pany of 
the battalion sho·uld remain unmoved. · 
134. _J\. QUA.~RTER C~OLUMN vVHEELING. 
0.0._..' ·CH~'-\.NG1E D[lRAEC1TIOtN LEFT, L ,EFT-
W!HEEtL.'' 
(a) .A.DV ... L\..'N,CIN·G.-On rbhe COlllllland ''LEFT-
WHLEEL," the \battalion, EXCEPT THiE LELADI.1.T)G 
CO~IPLAJ.~Y, WHIC.H WillLLL WlH®E\L, will make .a 
. partial turn to the OU11Em FLA.1NK. T 1he RRONT 
R~t\.1NK of the L,EADIJNG oo·mpany wil,l gl~ance towards 
the INNER FUAiNK on which tl1ey are WfHEELLrNG. 
T·he sen·ior m:ajOJr will SUl})eDintend on 1t1l1~e I1NN~ER 
flank, ~anrd the adjrutrun1t wil,l regulat-e tl1e 1?'aoe on the 
OUTEIR flank. 
The 0 UTER flank will dir·ect, bUJt when comp·anies are 
of runequal srtrengt.h they will reba:in t1l1e sa'me relati,re 
I}Osition they 1h,e1d ,be)for·e ~the W1heeJ. 
Eaoh 1lad will move round on the circtlmferen~ of a 
circle, of which the IN:NCEJR SQUA:D COMMAN'DER of 
tlle le!alding comp,any is th~e oentre. 
The' adj11,t,~nt, in r€:gullating the paoe, must Wiatch the 
squad com:rp.ande.r on th~e~ OU'JJER fia11k olf the REAR 
company,· who w~ill cont,inue ·tlo m1arCJl1 a.t a FULL P AOE 
tl1roughout the wl1,eel, ~a~ndr on 'Wih·ose rmovemen,t the 
Jll,a,rch of every lad in the qru~arter colu·mn should be 
made to d€pend. 
\iV1hen thre bat\talion ~has circleid round to the required 
an,gle, the comn1and '' FDiRW~t\JRD" will be giv-en by 
t11e C.O. This m·ay he preced'ed iby '' 1\i ... L\..RK TIME'' 
sllOllld all till:e oo~mpariies not be in tl1eir correct 
p ositions. 
(b) MJOVINlG TO A. FLANK IiN FOUlRS.~Wheel as 
JaJbov·e, exce1p.t rt:~h·at ,the leadin1g F lOURS of EA'C1H com-
pa11y will " r·heel and look towards th~e . I~NiN•E1R flank. 
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PART IV. } 
. 
The sections of fours in rear \Vill make a partial turn 
OUTW ARD!S and foLlow round af~er the leacling fours. 
The LEADING SQU~~D CO~iwlAN-DEJRS will ,ch.ang·e to 
the I .NNER FLANK, if n.ot there already. 
135. A BATT.Lt\_LION IN LINE FORl\iiNG QUARTER 
C·OLU~1N (by the RIGHT). 
C.O.-'' QU ... t\.RTER COLU~I~ BY THE RIGHT, 
ON No. 1, REMA.INDER, FORl\i-FOUR1S, RIGHT, 
QUI CK~M\A.RC~H. '' 
All forma~tions of quarter column or column f:rom line 
will ,be made in rear of the ~named company. The com-
pa,IlY of fo·r.'mation will S'TA·ND F .~ST, the remainder 
'viii move by th·e sho-rtest line to th·eir p~ositions. ...\s 
€ach company aliriyes in its place in QUAR.TER 
COL U~IN its commander will gi,;e the command---4'' No. 
-H.t\.LT, LEFT-T'URN; RIGHT-DRESS.'' 
133 A QUARTER COLUl\iN l\IOVING TO A FL,ANK 
IN FOURS. 
C.O.-'' BAT'TAL,ION, FORlVI~FOURS, RIGHT (or 
LEFT), QUICK-~1ARCH. No. - WILL DIRECT." 
~ 
A flank com·pany 'vil[ be o.rdered to dir·ect, th·e re-
I11ain,der being 1ed by the leadin~ squad commanders, 
on the flank n~earer the company of direction. 
The senior major 'vill post hin1self on th·e flank 
of the directing company in line 'vith the leading section 
of fours. 
137. A QUA.L\..RTER COLUMN l\iOVIr ... G TO A FL.A ... 1K 
IN FOURS, WHEELING. (See S. 134 (b) .) 
138. l\1.4\.RCHING IN LINE. 
C.O.-'' THE BAT.T~t\.LION v\7ILL .. L\.DVANCE_ 
QUICK-~1~~RCH. '' ~ 
1. On the caut:oll "THE BATTALION 'VILL ADVANCE, " the 
senior major "·ill select pDints, for the left squad 
212 
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comm.ander of the rilght centre company or centre 
~ergeant of the colour p.a\rty, to march on. Th~e renlain-
mg com.panies will march by theil.r inner flank:s. 
2:. Marching w,ith Changed Ranks._:T·he s·enior major, 
on the. words " ABOUT TURN," will pass through t~he 
ranks m ord·er to su·perintend th·e direction the files 
opposite him making way by covering the fil~s on their 
right and left, after t·ur.ning about. 
A battalion in LINE mo.ves and dresses by the 
CENTRE, unil.~e.ss oth,er·wise ordered . 
. 
BRIGADE AND DIVISION DRILL. 
139. GENERAL RuLES. 
1. Movements in br~ga.de and division are practised in 
Qrd.er to accustom the batta.lion·s to assemble rapidly 
&nd w[thout confusion; and to train th·em to march in 
mass, witho·ut losing distance or inteJrVal. 
2. T;h·e bri,gade or division commander may give his 
orders vertbally, but at manoouvr·es orders may be 
written, and th~e object of every important mo,·ement or 
formation should invariably be explain~ed to the batta-
lion com1nanders, and, in the case of a division, to the 
brigadie.r~s. 
On CEREMONIAL P AR ... t\DE,S the signal for brigades 
or batt.alions to '' move '' will, be a '' G '' sounded on the 
b1tgle or th·e divisional or brigade command€r will raise 
hiB arm. 
3. Instructions given by the commander of a parade 
will be passed by ~nding and mounted offieel'i , 
are zespon 'ble that.t ~ are distinctly oonve~ to; .. .,..,... ...... -~c"f.s'·'-'"D' 
understOOd by the n~~ vmit 
()n reeei~ their instructions, COm:Inanding 
will gi'Ve all neceMary orders and be preP"4:ed to nuttm 
oif their battalions together on '~ sipal,' ' ' ' B 
• 
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CEREMONIAL. s. 147. 
PART V. 
CEREMONIAL. 
14 7. GENERAL RULES. 
1. Except when it m.ay be necessary to line the streets 
for cerem~onies, the in~st~ructions g.iven in this Part are 
to be confined exclusively to the occasion·s mentioned. 
2. Formation of Oompanies.-Companies will fall in 
in line, be equalized and sized from flanks to centre, 
numbered from right to left, an~d told off int·o half 
companies and~ sections. Squad commanders will be in 
the rank.s. The commanders of the outer sections will 
be on the flanks of the fron1t rank; they will carry out 
the duties laid down in Part III. for squad commanders 
in a similar position, and wil'l dress the company if 
required. In other respec·ts the instructions in Parts III. 
and IV. are applicable to the formation of companies, 
and to the position of supernumeraries. Signallers and 
pioneers. will remain in the supernum,erary rank of their 
companie-s. When a n!on-commissionOO o:ffi.eer is in 
command of a company, he will, in marching past in 
column, or column of double companies, take post three 
paces in rear of the cen.tre of the company. 
,, IN LINE.·'' 
3. Pot,ts of Mounted Ofticers.-In line, the commanding 
officer will place hi·mself twenty paces in front of the 
cent.re of the line. 
The senior major will be on the right, and the adjutant 
on the left of the line of company commanders. (See 
Plate XXV.) , 
A third field officer, if present, will be on the right of 
the adjutant. 
"In column or quarter eolumn '' the mounted officers 
''rill be iu tl1e saltle po~itions as in Part IV. (Plates 
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s. 149. 
SLOPE A.RllS. 
ODD 
NUMBERS 
ONE PACE 
FOR""'ARD, 
EVEN 
NUMBERS 
ONE PACE 
STEP BACK, 
-MARCH. 
NUMBER ONE 
STAND F.AST, 
RANKS-
RIGHT AND 
LEFT-TURN. 
FORM 
COMPANY, 
QUICK 
-MARCH. 
\ 
I 
J 
PART V. 
• 
The odd numbers will take one pace 
forward, and the even num.bers will step 
back one pace. 
The o·dd numbers, with the exception of 
Number One, ""Till turn to the right, the 
e\ren numbers to the left. 
I The whole will step off, the even numbers wheeling round t9 the right and following the left h~and lad of the odd 
numbers. No. 3 will form up two paces 
in rear of No. 1; No. 5 on the left of 
No. 1; No. 7 in rear of No. 5; No. 9 on 
the left of No 5, and so on. The leading 
lad of the et'en numbers will always 
form in the Tear rank. Odd numbers form 
'' front-rank, -rear-rank ''; even numbers 
form, " rear-rank, front-rank.'' As 
the lads arrive in their pla,ces they 'vill 
\ turn to the left, order arms, and take up 
their dressing. , 
149. A Oo1npany in line saluting. 
SLOPE-
ARMS. 
GENERAL 
SALUTE, 
PRESENT-=-
ARMS. 
( On the command ''PRESENT-ARMs,'' the 
1 
company commander will recover his cane 
''rith tl1e first n1otion o~ t l1e caTbines, and at 
~ the third motion l1is cane will be smartly 
lowered to the salute. The supernumerary 
rank and outer section comma.nders pre-
l sent arms with the lads. 
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SLOPE-
ARMS. 
l\1ARCHI~G P.AST. S. lEO 
The company commander will ' recover 
his cane 'vit11 the first and carr,r with · the 
S·e.cond, motion of the carbi11es. ·. C~nes 'vill 
be slo·ped "'~hen the lads order arms. 
A"l'ms will then be ordered. 
150. A Oo~pany marching past. 
For this pra.ctice the company will oe formed as a 
company in line; arms will be at the Order. 
Four points, numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Plate XXIV.), 
will be placed marking the angle.s of an oolong, of 
W'hic:h the lon,g sides will be one hundred paces in 
length, and the short sides forty. 
The company will be in the centre of one of the long 
si·des; the side oppos1ite to the saluting base. 
A point, terme·d the saluting point, will be placed ten 
paces outside the centre of the saluting base, turned 
towards the company; and a point, lettered ''A,'' 
turned in like manner, on the saluting base, at t~n 
paces to the left of the saluting point. As a rule all 
these points should be marked by camp colours. 
SLOPE-
ARMS. 
MARCH P.A.ST. 
FORM-
FOURS, 
RIGHT. 
BY THE 
LEPT, 
Q"C'IOX-
MARCH, 
LEFT-
WHEEL . 
The company will step off and will 
c·hange direction to the left round the first 
point. 
221 
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s. 151. PART V. 
The company, if required to resume its position on the 
original alignrment, will be moved there from the 
second or third point in any conv·enie.nt for~mation. 
151. The Oolou1·s. 
1. On all ceremonial pa~ades the following rules as t .o 
the carrying of Colot1rs ,will be observed. \'7hen at the 
halt, Colours will ne,·er be sloped; they will be carried 
at the Garry or tl1e Order, according as the t.roops are S~t 
the Slope or the Order. 
When on the move Colours wiil always be carried at 
the Slope, except when on the saluting base, and when 
advancing in review order, they 'vill then be at the 
Carry. 
At the Carry the Colour staff will be carried pe~en­
dicularly in the belt, which will be worn over _the left 
shoulder; the corner of t.he Cololtr will be held in tl1e 
right hand, which will also grasp the staff level with 
the forehead. 
When · at the Order the Colours will be placed per-
pendicularly on the ground at the right side. 
2. The Colours will be le-t fly:-
As the caution is given for a Royal or @"e~neral !alute, 
and in marching past on reaching pomt ''A.'' 
The Colours will be lowered :-
To all members of the Roy a.! Family, as the lads 
present arms. 
3. Mounted officers, with canes, passing uncased 
Colours, will come to the Carry, turn the head, and 
glance towards the Colours, returning afterwards to the 
Slope. Officers without canes v.rill salute the Colours 
with the right hand. Cased Colours will not be saluted. · 
(See also S. 168.) 
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REVIE\\r. s. 152. 
152. Rev-iew of a battalion. 
1. Formation.-The battalion will be drawn up in line 
as in Plate XXV. ; arms will be sloped. 
When the colonel of the regiment is present he will be 
ten paces in front of the officer comman.ding the 
battalion. Should tl1e colonel-in-chief be also present, 
he will e ten paces in. front of the former. 
GENERAL 
SALUTE, 
PRESENT-
ARMS. 
2. Receiving tlte rev·iewing officer. 
When the revie.wing officer reache.s a 
point about sixty paces in advance of the 
c·entre of the battalion, he will be 
received with a salute, the lads presenting 
arms, the band playing the :firSJt part of a 
slow m~arch, and the drums beating. 
Mounted officers will salute in· the sa.me 
manner and time as the company co.m-
inanders, except tl1at at the Salute the 
cane will be kqpt in line wit.h the knee, 
hand dire-ct! v under the sl1oulder. 
"" 
SLOPE- ARMS. 
3. ReceiL-ing tlte Sovereign, or a Royal Personage . 
. 
( As in preceding paragraph (see also 
ROYAL 1 S. 151, Para. 2), but the band will play 
SALUTE, J the National Anthem. To their Majesties 
PRESENT- l the King and Q·ueen, the whole Anthem 
ARMS. I will be played; to othe·r members of the 
\ Royal Fan1ily only the first six bars. 
SLOPE-ARMS. 
4. Inspection in line. (Plate XXV.) 
The reviewing officer, accompani~ by the com111anding 
officer of the battalion, who will ride on the side furtl1er 
from the troup', will then pass clown the line fron1 J ~ ght 
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• s. 153. PART V • 
company. Should the colonel-in-chief be also present, 
he will be ten pace;s in front of the colonel. The 
adj11tant will follow ten pac~es behind the oontre of the 
rear company, if a third field officer is present he will 
be ten paces behind the second section of the rear com-
pany, and the adjutant ten paces in rear of the third 
section. ·All mounted officers will commence their 
salute when they arrive at point ''A.'' The comm,and-
ing officer, after he has saluted, will move 011t and 
place himself on the right of the inspecting officer, and 
remain there till the battalion has p~assed; the senior 
major assuming command. 
5. Mounted officer~ salute in ma1~ching past.-The salute 
will be performed in four slow m:otions as follows:-
First: Carry the cane direct t<> the right to the full 
extent of the arm, hand as high as the shoulder, back 
of the hand to the rear, cane perpendicular. 
Second : Bring the cane by a circular· motion to the 
Recover, keeping the elbow as high as the shoulder. 
Third: Still keeping the elbow the height of the 
.sho·ulder, bring the cane to the right shoulder, hand a.s 
high as the elbow. 
Fourth : Lower the c,ane to the front. to the full ex-
tent of the arm, in line with the knee, thumb extended 
in the direction of the point, han·d directly under the 
ehoulder. 
The above four motions should _ be gradually and 
slowly combined into one easy movement. 
The head should be turned w·ell towards the review-
ing officer whilst passing him, and ten paces beyond tfu.at 
officer, the oane is Recovered, carrying it well to the 
front in doing so, and then brought to the Garry. 
When the cane is! at the Carry, the position is with 
the hand resting on the right thigh, the cane perpen-
dicular, the wrist rounded, the grasp of the lower fingers 
slightly relaxed. 
6. Officers to salute once only.- Officers, whethe:r 
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mounted or dismounte·d, will salute only on the first 
-occasion of marching past; mounted officers only will 
salute when maTching pa.st in quarter column. 
7-. Battalion S{aff Of!icers.-The staff officers, excepting 
the adjutant, do not march past, and will p.I~ace them-
selves in rear of the saluting point. 
8. Warrant Officers and Staff Sergeants.-The sergeant-
major will be two paces in column, and on·e pace in 
quarter column, in rear of the centre of the colour 
party; the st1a.:ff sergeants will not he require,d to march 
past. The ban~drm-aste,r and s~rgeant drummer (carrying 
his staff a~t the Trail, as he }}asses the saluting point), 
will salute with the outer· hand on the first occasion of 
m·archin·g past. ~ 
9. Drums and Band.-For marching past, the band 
and dr11ms (or bugles) will move up to fifty paces in 
advance of the leading company, both forme·d in two or 
m.ore ranks. The band will com,mence playing a.s soon 
as ·the leading comp·any advances on the saluting base. 
When it arrives in front of the saluting point it will 
turn to the left, change direction to the right, and 
halt and turn to the right, opposite to the saluting point, 
continuing to play until the rear of the battalion has 
p~sse.d. The bandmaster will face the saluting point. 
16. In marching past, signallers, who will be in the 
su~pernumerary rank of their CQmpa:tJies, will carry their 
fiag3 at the Trail, and their carbines slung over the left 
shoulder. 
11. Cyclist seetions and stretcl1er bearers will march 
past five paces in rear of the battalion. Cyclist sec.ti<JD 
nearest the saluting base and on foot on the left of 
their cycles. . Stretcher bea.rers on the outer flank. 
12. Regtmental transport.-Wiii march past twenty 
paces in rear of the battalion, ca-rts nearest the saluting 
base, transport wagon8 on the out2r flank. 
13. Colour party.--See S. 147, para. 5. 
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tS· 155. PART V. 
The brigadier will place himself forty paces in front 
of the centre of his brigade; the brigade staff will be 
ten paces in rear of the brigadier, the brigade major ten 
paces on the right, the A.n.c. or orderly offic.er ten 
paces on the le-ft. 
As the reviewing officer approaches, the lads will 
slope arms, ColouTs will be brought to the '' Carry,'' 
and he will be saluted, the lads presenting Mills, th 
officers saluting, Colours flying, and the bands p1aying. 
After the salute the lads will be ordered to slape arms, 
and the inspecting officer will go down t ·he line, 
pani·ed by the brigadier on his ou~ter hand. 
OFJ'ICERS 
AND COLOURI 
WILL TAKE 
POST. 
Officers 
and 0 olour1 
take Post, 
Quick-
March. 
n the word Post, the officers of ea.-· ..... 
battalion will turn outwards from 
centre, the officers carrying the Colo 
turning to the directing flank, and on 
word March, the whole will move to th 
places. 
3. Inspection of a Brigade in li1te. 
When troops are drawn up in line for review 
an officer superior to the brigadier, after the salute 
been given, the brigadier, accompanied by his staff, ..liril"1 
post himself on that flank of his command to whieh 
inspecting officer repairs; he will receive him 
accompa4ny him to the limit •f his command; · 
brigade staff, while passing down the line, will 
the brigadier by two horses' length. 
4. D1·ums and band. 
"'\Vhen drums and bands are massed they 
in four ranks. 
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MARCHING PAST. s. 156. 
ing battalion arrives at tw·enty-five paces beyond the 
saluting p·oint, it will be moved by the diagonal maTch 
to its position on the outer flank of the leading battalion 
in the~ new alignment. 
Great care must be taken that the line of quarter 
column:s is dressed exactly at right angle·s to the salut-
ing ba.se before moving off; tke commanders of com-
panies of the outer battalions looking inwards and 
dre·ssing on t11e corresponding companies of the battalion 
nearest the saluting base. 
In a brigade composed of battalions with an unequal 
number of companies, the rear companies and Colo·ur 
partie.s of the weaker b<11ttalions are to be aligned with 
the rear companies an~d Colour partie·s of the stronger. 
Com~manding offi.cer.s will be ten paces in front of the 
centre of their leading companies, all other m·ounted 
officers ten paces in rear of their respeeti ve b~t.talions, 
the whole dressing by the direc·ting flank. 
In thi,s march past the brigadier 'viii give the execu-
tive word to move . off, i.e., ''BRIGADE, BY THE -, QUICK 
-1\tiARCH. '' 
3. Cyclists and stretcher bearers will take post 5 
paces in rear of their battalions on the oommand 
' ' ..;..~bout-turn," moving by the outer flank . 
• 
4. Brigadiers, staff, etc.-When a brigade marches past 
an inspecting officer su.perior to the brigadier, the latter 
officer (accompanied by his aide-de-camp or orderly 
officer) will fall out after saluting, and will place him-
self on the r.ight of the inspecting officer. 
The brigad[er will be twenty p·aces in front of the 
mounted officers of the leading battalion, or in line of 
quarter columns in front· of the centre of the brigad·e .. 
preceded at a distance of ten paces by his staff, who 
will be in line, ten pace.s apart, the brigade majGr next 
the salltting base. 
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/)ismounting. 
Hot 
Ootfee. 
Sentrie3. 
Sentries' 
Orders. 
GUARDS. s. 159. 
Guards will be marchea to their bat-
talion parade ground for dismissal, where 
they will be inspected. 
Before dismissal, the com·mander. will 
report to the adjutant or orderly officer. 
If an officer is present the commander 
wil1 ask his permis;sion before giving the 
\ order to dismiss. 
Regim.ental arrangements should be 
made for hot coffee, t ·o be provided froo of 
charge at some period of the night, for 
each lad of the guard. 
It is· reoommend-ed that at night, on 
lon.ely posts, the sentries be doubled. It 
is for consideration whether all sentries 
at night should not be doubled, as, in 
, addition to the companionship afforded, a 
~ larger number of 'IOO.s will gain the ex-
perience of ''sentry go.'' 
Older lads should be seiected fo:r night 
duty, and the ad·diitio.nal lads for doubling 
\ the sentries should joi~n the guard at retre·at. 
The orders for each sentry post will be 
clearly written ottt, pasted on a board, 
and given in charge of the sen try. 
159. Duties of Commander of a Guard. 
1. Make him.self thoroughly acquainted with all the 
orders for the gttard, ae well a~s with those for each 
sentry post. 
2. Read and exp1ain the orders of the guard to the 
lads as soon as the guard has mounted. 
il. Tell off the ~ltard in reliefs and either inspect him-
self or arrange for the inspection, of each relief before 
going out and on its return. 
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• .,. NewCuard Corporal~ 
Wlhen albout six paces from No. l Poet, sentry o~er 
Ble ~ te:nt, ~ew co~~: ~~ Reflief~1t.'' 
~ new stmtry ( o. 1 Reltief) will move -out from tihe 
tellerf and tfa11l in on tthe lef\t Of fthe old sentry, facing 
in th.e! san1e di=rectiotn ; the old se~, c&T'bine at the 
•# ~~, will. i:ihen. give over hie orders, the corporal 
eeei• thM tilfey a.re correctly given and uuderstood by 
the ~~ntity. 
New «l~al: ~ Pau;,, . 
~ ~ld sentey ~ill join the r:eHef, taking the 
~ -the lad who reHevea him, and the new 88Dt!Y 
close t"'o pacea to liia 'rig.ht. 
The same p~edure Will be followed when 
each relief. 
When all the sentries have been relieved the corp 
will change places, and the corporal of the ''old 
guard will tak.e~ommand of the relief, which now co 
sist. of sentries from the ~' o1d '' guard. 
While the sentries artt being relieved, the ''new,, 
commander will take over the prope~y in charge of 
gn.&rd f.rom the '' old ... guard commatl4er. 
When the relief has retur ed and an the ladt1 of 
cc old '' guard have fallen in, both go;arils will be 
to attention aniJ ordered to slope arms. 
The '' old •J: guard wll then move off ·in fouriJ. or 
line, and the "new '' guaTd will present ~ t 
bugler sounding a '' salute." 
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'Vhen the '' old " guard has moved off, the ''new '' 
guard will s[ope arms, and mov·e on to the alignment 
lately occupied by the '' old '' guar~d. 
Arms will then be ordered and the commander will 
read and explain the orders of the guard to his lads; 
the&e orders will also be read and explained to the lad·s 
forlcin.g the first relief, now on "s~ntry go," when they 
come off sen try. The guaTd will then be diS'missed to 
the guar·d tent.. 
When a guard mounts for the first time the a.bove 
pr0cedure will be followed so far as it applies. The 
guard will be marched to the ground it is to oc<:upy and 
be halted, turned t.o the front and d·ressed, and directed 
to orde·r armi a.nd stand at ease. The commander will 
t~hen tell off the reliefs, post the sentrie·s, an·d read and 
explain the orders; the guard will then be diSilllissed to 
the guard tent. 
When a s.entry is posted on a new post he will, on 
reaching the post assigned to him, be halted and faced 
in the required direction, and the orders for his post 
will be read and explained to him. (See also S. 160.) 
164. Lining the Streets. 
Before the arrival of the lads on the ground, a marker 
is to be plac.ed on the spot where the point of formation 
of each c.ompany will be after the extension is completed. 
When the lads arriv·e, each company is to be marched in 
close order to its place; eaoh captain will then ext.end 
his company on the ground allotted to it. Officers will 
be on the off side of the road, sergeants on the near side, 
looking the way the procession is moving. Every officer 
and se-rgeant wllJ be posted on that flank of his command 
which is toward£ the dir€ction from which the proce·s-
sion is to come. Officers will be one paee from the ranks 
towards the centre of the ro~d. Compliments will be 
paid on the executive word of company commanders. 
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FUNERALS. s. 166. 
following order :-Firing party; band and drumr11ers 
(moving in their proper formation as soon .as the firing 
party has pa.ss&d); bOOy and bearers; chief n1ouTners 
(if any); mourners. The latter will move in fours m.aAle 
up by two and two, front an·d r·ear rank, commen.cing on 
the inner flank. The drums will play the " Dead March "' 
when abo·ut 300 yards from the quarters, and continue 
for such a distance as the officer in charge ma.y have 
ordered before marching off. 
When the drwns cease playin·g, the firing party ""ill 
break into "quick time,'' the 1 .. e1naind·er conformi11g. 
Carbines will be carried at the trail, b,utt leailing, lever 
uppern1ost. During the march, arms may be changed., 
but the party will not be allowed to '' march at ease." 
When at a convenient distance: from the ce1netery tl1e 
party will break into '' slow tilne, '' the lails will '' reverse 
arms,'' and the band will play. When the heail of the 
procession arrives near the ~ground \vhere it is to n1eet the 
clergy111an, the ranks will open out to six paces distance, 
and the sergeant wiLl ·give the comn1and, ''Halt, 
Inwards-Turn'' (the ranks will face each other), ''Rest 
on you1" Arms-Reversed " (the 1vl1ole worli:i11g by the 
corp·oral, who will perform the exercise). T·he coffin will 
now be removed by t,he bearers, and carried feet-end fore-
most, and placed on the right of tl1e gra.ve. The flag, 
head-dress, and waist-belt will then be removed and the 
coffin lowered. 
The mourners will file round the grave, halt, and turn 
inwards without word of command. 
The firing party wil'l follow the 111ourners, the sergeant 
giying the comma11d, "Reverse-... 4.r1ns, Ranlcs, Right ar~d 
Left-Turr~, Slow-... ~farcl~," and on arriving near tl1e 
grave, ''Halt, Left--Turn, Rest on your Arms-··Reversed." 
When the service commences, the heM-dress will be 
re1noved (except firing party), and replaced when the 
service is ended, previcus to the volleys being fired. 
At the end of the service tl1e sergeant will give the 
con1mands :-Firing pa L·y·, "Present-.4rms, Slope-A1"11Ls, 
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Reverse-
Arm•. 
Two. 
FUNERALS. s. 167. 
Bringing the right foot sn1artly rtp to 
the left, throw the carbine out r~~J the 
front to t'he full extent o.f the left arm, 
and giv·e the butt a cant with the right, 
hand towards the. body, brin~g it insid ~ 
the left arm and turning the muzzie 
straight over t.o the front, grasp the 
carb\ne with the right hand under t.hH 
lower band, barrel to the front, muzzie 
pointing downwards, guard as high a.s 
the chin, and seize the small \vith the 
left hand without n1ovin.g the carbine, 
a.rms · close to the body. 
( Give the carbine a cant under the left 
) arm, b.rin~ging the muzzle to the rear, lever 
) uppermost, and seize the carbine with the 
C right hand behind the body. 
On the command Quick--.1ll arch the carbine i~ brought 
from the reverse to the trail at the left side, butt Jead-
ing, lever uppermost. · 
Quick-
}.! arch. 
Two. 
(}hange-
Arms. 
T Jil), 
Three. 
~ Quit the carbine with the left l1and 
an.tl seize it a.gain with the left l1and at 
the point of the balance. 
Quit the carbine 'vith .the right hand, 
and bring the carbine tD the trail, butt 
to the front, sling uppermost. f Bending the arm from the elbow, bring 
-1 the carBine to a perpendicular position in \. front of tl1e left shoulder. 
Tl1ro'v tl1e carbine across the body to 
the right ~i(le and sejze it with the right 
hand, as at present l1eld '"ith the left. 
1 Bring the carbine to the trail, lever 
~l uppern1ost. 
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• 
Salu.tlng. 
THE COLOURS. s. 168. 
168. 1,HE COLOURS. 
( Officers and lads will at all time.s salute 
'I ' ' uncased '' colour~; guards will turn out 
- and present arms, the bugler sounding 
I the ''Salute." 
~ ' 
I Mounted offlceFs passing uncased colours, will " carry'' canes, turn the head, and , glance towards the colours until they have 
l passed them. 
r When colours are being removed from, 
! or taken to, the place where they are 
Escorting. ~ usually kept, an escort of one N.C.O., and 
· two m·embers wil, invariably accompany 
1. them, and will pay them the customary 
\.honours. 
Escort. 
" 
Colours will be carried by subaltern 
officers. The escort or colour party will 
consis·t of :-(a) For two colours: Two 
officers, one sergeant, and two N.C.O.'s. 
/ The sergeant marches between the 
officers ; the two N.C. 0. 's cover the 
officers. (b) For one colour: One officer 
and two N .C.O.'s. The officer marches 
between the N .C.O.'s. 
( ~' In line.,. Between the two centre 
companie~s. If the line is ordered to 
retire, the colou·r party will _turn about, 
and the centre serge.aint, stepping forward 
two pace.s, will align him.s:elf with the 
re·ar rank. The wb ole line will march by 
Position of I the centre sergeant. of the colour party. 
Colour ~ · " In co1umn." In rear of the right 
Party. half battalion. The front. rJnk aligned 
witl1 the supern11merary rank covering 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth files from the 
directing flank. 
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S'PECIMEN RFJ>ORTS. 8. 16~. 
ORDERLY OFFICER'S REPORT (NIGHT). 
---- ·Camp, ---
s·rR,- August 5th, 19 .. 06. 
As orderly officer last night :- .. 
1. I visited the institute and recre.ation tent, a:bout 
9 p.m. .All wa·s correct. , · 
2. I visited the ·guar,d at 9. 30 p.m. They had only 
a small piec.e of candle for their lantern. I obtainea 
two candles from the in~stitute. The guard tent leak~ 
ba;dly. 
3. I attended tattoo parade, there were 8 lads a.bsent, 
as detailed below. 
4. I went round the lines at '' Lights out.'' No. 2· 
tent, lin·e A, hOO a light s·howing, the lads did not 
readily obey my order to extinguish it, ·I placed the 
N.C. 0. in charge under arrest. 
5.*! turned out the guard at 11.30 p.m. and visited 
the sentries. The sentry on No. 3 post reported hav4tg 
noticed something movi11g in the field in f~r:on t of him ; 
he c,ould get no reply to his ohallenge. 'l,he '' som·e-
thing '' we found to be a donkey. 
6.tThe ''fire alarm'·' sounded at 10.30 p.m. In 
accordance with your instructions, I parMIOO the ·fire 
picquet at the guard tent, and· remained with them·~. 
until dismissed. 
7. I did not quit camp during n1y ·tour of duty. 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your. obedient servant, " 
A. S. RoBINSON, Lieut., 
- Battalion ---- Regiment, 
To the Adjutant, 
- Battalion ---- Regiment. 
Absent at Tattoo. 
T. 'Erancis, B. Company; T. Hay, C. Company, etc. 
* If a brigade guard, the orderly officer ciloes not turn out the 
guard. 
t If nothing unusttal occurred, iay so. 
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PRAYER BOOKS. 
* 
Prayer Book, with Hymns Ancient and 
Modern, Rutland l\1orocco • • • • • • each 
Ditto, Persian lVIorocco • • • • • • • • • 
'' Ditto, Paste Grain Roan • • • • • • • • • ,, 
Ditto, without Hymns, Li111p Paste 
Grain Roan • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
'' Ditto, with Churcl1 Hy11111s, New or Old 
Edition, Limp Paste Grain • it • ••• 
'' • Ditto, with Hyn1nal Companion, 2nd or 
3rd Edition, Limp Paste Grain . . . ,, 
All above Gilt Edges a11d Stan1ped with 
Badge in Gold on cover. 
BIBLES. 
* 
Levant, Red Edges ••• ~ • lt • e • ~ . . each 
• 
Cloth, Gilt Edges ... • • • • • • • • • . .. ,, 
s. 
3 
2 
I 
I 
I 
s. 
2 
I 
Stamped with Ce L. B. Badge in Gold on cover. 
d. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
d. 
Q 
2 
C. L . B. STORES DEPARTMENT, ALDVVYCH HOUSE, 
CATHERINE STREET, ALDWYCH~ W.C. 
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